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Program For "18th International Conference on the Cell and Molecular Biology of 

Chlamydomonas”, Washington DC, June 17-21, 2018 

 

SUNDAY – June 17 

Registration     4:00-7:30 PM       

Public talk -     7:30-8:30 PM 
 

Dr. Susan Dutcher - Washington University – Division of Biology and Biomedical Sciences 

   From Algal Motility to Human Disease       

     

Question and Answer    8:30-9:00 PM       

Reception     9:00-10:00 PM 

 

     

MONDAY June 18 

 

Light Breakfast    8:30 AM 

Session 1. Structure-Function of the Flagella  

Introduction (A. Grossman and S. King)  9:00-9:10 AM    

George Witman – Chair    9:10-9:20 AM  Overview: Emerging Areas of 

Flagella Biology  

Gang Fu      9:20-9:50 AM   Cryo-electron Tomography 

Provides New Insights to the 

Structure of Chlamydomonas 

Flagella  

Win Sale  9:50-10:10 AM            Mechanisms of Assembly and  

Transport of the Flagellar Inner 

Dynein Arms 

Elizabeth Smith                10:10-10:30 AM   A Role for PACRG in Ciliary 

Motility   

Coffee Break               10:30-11:00 AM      

Karl Lechtreck                           11:00- 11:20 AM  Basal Bodies as Organizing 

          Centers for Intraflagellar 

          Transport (IFT) 

Ahmet Yildiz                11:20-11:40 AM           Dynamics of the IFT Machinery  

at the Tip of 

Chlamydomonas Flagella 

TALKS FROM ABSTRACTS  
Mareike A. Jordan             11:40-11:50 AM   The Cryo-EM Structure of  

Intraflagellar Transport Trains  
Reveals How Its Motors Avoid  
Engaging in a Tug-of-War  

Tomohiro Kubo             11:50-12:00 PM   A Microtubule-Dynein  
Tethering Complex Regulates 
the Axonemal Inner Dynein f 
(I1) 

Peeyush Ranjan             12:00-12:10 PM  En route from the Plasma  

Membrane to the Ciliary 

Membrane during Signaling, a 

Membrane Signaling Protein is 
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Internalized, Aligns Along 

Cytoplasmic Microtubules, and 

Returns to the Peri-ciliary 

Plasma Membrane   

Discussion for Abstract Talks                      12:10-12:20 PM     

Lunch               12:20-1:50 PM      

    

 

Session 2. Developing Technologies         

Ursula Goodenough  Chair   1:40-1:50 PM  Overview: New Resources to 

Probe Chlamydomonas Biology    

Peter Hegemann - Plenary Lecture   1:50-2:30 PM   Advanced Biophysics and  

Reverse Genetics for Sensory  

Photoreceptor Characterization  

Ben Engel     2:30-2:50 PM      Exploring the Molecular  

Landscape of Chlamydomonas 

with in situ Cryo-electron  

Tomography  

Attila Molnar     2:50-3:10 PM  Efficient Targeted DNA Editing 

and Replacement Using Cpf1 

Ribonucleoproteins and Single- 

Stranded DNA  

Martin Jonikas  (Workshop)    3:10-3:50 PM  Discussion on the Future of the 

Chlamydomonas Mutant Library 

Project 

Coffee Break     3:50-4:00 PM       

Posters Session 1    4:00-6:00 PM       

Free Time  

 

TUESDAY June 19 

 

Light Breakfast    8:30 AM 

Session 3. Plastid Structure, Function and Biogenesis   

Francis-André Wollman - Chair   9:00-9:10 AM           Overview  

Wojciech Nawrocki    9:10-9:30 AM             The Mechanism of Cyclic  

Electron Flow around  

Photosystem I 

Setsuko Wakao     9:30-9:50 AM            Acetate-Requiring Mutants  

           Revisited: Sequencing and 

Comparative Transcriptomics 

Towards Discovering  

Photosynthesis Genes 

Guillaume Allorent    9:50-10:10 AM             Regulation of Light Acclimation  

by UV-B Photoperception in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii  

Alexandra Viola-Bohne -    10:10-10:30 AM           Metabolic Control of  

Chloroplast Gene Expression 

Coffee Break     10:30-10:50 AM       

Shai Saroussi     10:50-11:10 AM  Dynamics of Photosynthetic  

Alternative Electron Transport  
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Felix Willmund     11:10-11:30 AM  Quantitative Analysis of  

Chlamydomonas Chloroplast  

Translation by Ribosome- 

Profiling  

Talks from Abstracts  

Michael Hippler    11:30-11:40 AM Structure and Function of 

Photosystem I Complexes and  

Potential Implications on  

Photosynthetic Electron  

Transport Regulation in  

Microalgae   

  
Xiaobo Li     11:40-11:50 PM  A Systems Biology Study 

Reveals a Global View of Genes 
Required for Eukaryotic 
Photosynthesis  

Marcello De Mia    11:50-12:00 PM  Nitric Oxide Plays a Role in the 

Remodeling of the  

Photosynthetic Apparatus under 

Sulfur Starvation in  

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii  

Discussion for abstract talks   12:00-12:10 PM    

Lunch/free time    12:10-4:00 PM     

Posters Session 2    4:00-6:00 PM  

 

WEDNESDAY June 19 

 

Light Breakfast    8:30 AM       

Session 4. Metabolic Processes          

Pierre Cardol - Chair    9:00-9:10 AM              Overview 

Stephane Lemaire    9:10-9:40 AM         Redox Regulation of Carbon 

Fixation and Stress Responses in  

Chlamydomonas   

Dimitris Petroutsos     9:40-10:00   Regulation of Photosynthesis by  

Carbon Metabolism in C.  

reinhardtii - Organization of 

the Chlamydomonas Pyrenoid 
Xenie Johnson     10:00-10:20 AM     Interactions between Carbon 

Metabolism and the Alternative 
Electron Transport Pathways of 
Photosynthesis    

Coffee Break     10:20-10:50 AM  

Anja Hemschemeier    10:50- 11:10 AM      (Low-oxygen) Stress in 

 Chlamydomonas – The Role(s)  

of the Soluble Guanylate  

Cyclase CYG12 

Talks from Abstracts 
Elisabeth Hommel    11:10-11:20 AM A Giant Type I Polyketide  

Synthase Participates in 
Zygospore Maturation in 
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Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 
   

Kristen Holbrook    11:20-11:30 PM Visualization of Metal  
Sequestration and Homeostasis  

Yonghua Li-Beisson    11:30-11:40 PM Reverse Coupling from 

Peroxisome to Chloroplast 

Impacts Lipid Homeostasis and  

Chloroplast Metabolism   

Discussion for Abstract Talks   11:40-11:50 PM 

Devaki Bhaya     11:50-12:10 PM Synthetic Biology at NSF 

   

Lunch      12:10-1:50 PM  

 

Session 5. Cell Cycle, Photoperception, Heat and Circadian Control"     

Maria Mittag - Chair     1:50-2:00 PM  Overview   

Fred Cross Plenary Lecture   2:00-2:40 PM   Chlamydomonas Cell Cycle  

Genetics 

Masayuki Onishi    2:40-3:00 PM -   Cleavage-Furrow Formation  

without F-Actin or Myosin –  

Rethinking Cytokinesis through 

Chlamydomonas Cell Division  

Ru Zhang     3:00-3:20 PM  Identifying Genome-Wide 

Regulators of Heat Responses 

in Chlamydomonas by Using 

Quantitative Pooled Screens  

Daniela Strenkert 3:20-3:40 PM  A Day in the Life of  

Chlamydomonas: A Systems  

Biology Approach of the Cell  

Cycle  

Carol Dieckmann    3:40-4:00 PM  Choosing the Right Path to the  

Eyespot 

Posters Session 3    4:00-6:00 PM 

Free Time 

 

THURSDAY June 21 

   

Light Breakfast    8:30 AM       

Session 6. Novel Studies and Developing Systems       

Olivier Vallon - Chair    9:00-9:10 AM  Overview 

Pierre Crozet     9:10-9:30 AM   Birth of a Photosynthetic 

Chassis: a MoClo Toolbox for  

Synthetic Biology in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

Lital Davidi     9:30-9:50 AM  Orchestrated Response of  

Dunaliella for Coping with Iron 

Limitation 

Severin Sasso     9:50-10:10 AM     Beware of Evil Soil Bacteria! 

Raj Luxmi               10:10-10:30 AM   A Peptide Amidating 

Monooxygenase and Its 

Amidated Products Appear in 

Ciliary Ectosomes 
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Coffee Break              10:30- 11:00 AM    

Inmaculada Couso              11:00-11:20 AM      TORC1 Mediates Phosphate  

Limitation in Chlamydomonas  

reinhardtii 

Melissa Roth            11:20-11:40 AM     A Molecular Switch for  

Oxygenic Photosynthesis and  

Metabolism in a Unicellular 

Green Alga 

Awards                11:40-11:50 AM   Postdoc/Graduate  

                     Student Talks  

Olivier Vallon                11:50-12:10      Next Chlamydomonas 

         Conference 

ABSTRACTS 

 

Regulation of Light Acclimation by UV-B Photoperception in C. reinhardtii (Talk) 

Allorent G.1; 2, Lefebvre-Legendre L.2, Chappuis R.2, Kuntz M.1, Truong TB.3, Niyogi KK.3, 

Petroutsos D.1, Finazzi G.1, Ulm R.2, Goldschmidt-Clermont M.2  
1Cell and Plant Physiology laboratory, CEA Grenoble, Grenoble, France; 2 Department of Botany 

and Plant Biology, University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland and 3 Howard Hughes Medical 

Institute, Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of California, Berkeley, CA; 

Contact: Guillaume Allorent, guillaume.allorent@cea.fr.  

Sunlight is essential for phototrophs, being a substrate for photosynthesis and a developmental 

signal. When photosynthetic organisms are exposed to high light, a wide range of mechanisms are 

activated to dissipate excess absorbed energy and protect the photosynthetic machinery from 

photodamage. These processes, mainly associated with photosystem II (PSII), are referred to as 

Non-Photochemical Quenching mechanisms (or NPQ). The most prominent NPQ component in 

plants and green algae is qE, the energy-dependent component of NPQ, which corresponds to a 

thermal dissipation of excess energy. UV is an intrinsic component of the sunlight spectrum, which 

severely impacts photosynthetic organisms mainly via its UV-B component. UV-B is sensed by 

the UV-B-specific photoreceptor UVR8 and regulates several biological functions. The impact of 

UV-B radiation on photosynthesis is becoming a major challenge in plant biology since it affects 

crop productivity but also aquatic ecosystems. Here, we report in the green alga Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii that UVR8 induces accumulation of specific members of the light-harvesting complex 

(LHC) superfamily that contribute to qE, in particular LHC Stress-Related 1 (LHCSR1) and 

Photosystem II Subunit S (PSBS). The capacity for qE is strongly induced by UV-B, although the 

patterns of qE-related proteins accumulating in response to UV-B or to high light are clearly 

different. The competence for qE induced by acclimation to UV-B markedly contributes to 

photoprotection upon subsequent exposure to high light. Our study reveals an anterograde link 

between photoreceptor-mediated signaling in the nucleocytosolic compartment and the 

photoprotective regulation of photosynthetic activity in the chloroplast. 

 

A Chloroplast DnaJ-like Chaperone in Green Alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P1) 

Richa Amiya, Michal Shapira 

Department of Life Sciences, Ben-Gurion University of the Negev, Beer-Sheva, Israel. 

(amiyar@post.bgu.ac.il) 
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Assembly of most photosynthetic complexes is sensitive to the redox state within the chloroplast 

and involves a variety of chaperones, some showing target specificities by means not yet resolved. 

Our lab investigates the role of redox regulation on chaperone activities in the chloroplast, with 

special emphasis on a family of DnaJ-like chaperones contain four CXXCXGXG motifs, a known 

Zn-binding domain in DnaJ proteins. Members of this  chaperone family  bear resemblance to the 

Rubisco-specific bundle-sheath defective-2 (BSD 2)  chaperone, all lacking the other typical Dna-

J like domains (Brutnell, Sawers et al. 1999). We recently reported that the chloroplast of 

photosynthetic eukaryotes contains a family of DnaJ-like chaperones that bear homology to BSD2. 

Their phylogenetic analysis shows that each of the chaperones has unique ortholog in other 

photosynthetic organisms, and these are arranged into specific clades (Doron and Shapira, 2018).  

This analysis shows that Zn-Cre06 is the algal BSD2 ortholog and it is found in a different clade 

as ZnJ2, another DnaJ-like chaperone that is involved in Rubisco expression (Doron et al, 2014). 

Here we characterize the redox-sensitivity of Zn-Cre06, the BSD2 ortholog of Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii, and whether it can function in the oxidative formation of disulfide bridges. Zn-Cre06 

has four CXXCX(G)X(G) zinc binding motifs at its C-terminus and possesses a strong Zn-binding 

activity. It functions as a chaperone, since it prevents the aggregation of denatured citrate synthase, 

a typical chaperone substrate. It further shows a redox-related activity as a chaperone, as it assists 

in the refolding and re-oxidation of reduced denatured RNaseA, resulting in recovery of its 

enzymatic activity. This activity requires a functional Cysteine-rich center, since all these activities 

are eliminated in a Zn-Cre06 mutant in which all cysteines were substituted with serine residues. 

This study highlights the role of Chloroplast DnaJ-like proteins in substrate modification, 

expression and stress endurance. 

Brutnell, T. P., R. J. Sawers, et al. "BUNDLE SHEATH DEFECTIVE2, a novel protein required 

for post-translational regulation of the rbcL gene of maize". Plant Cell 11(5): 849-64, (1999). 

Segal, N., Gibori, H., and Shapira, M.  The BSD2 ortholog in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a 

polysome-associated chaperone that co-migrates on sucrose gradients with the rbcL transcript 

encoding the Rubisco largeSubunit. Plant J. 80: 345-355, (2014). 

Doron, L., Goloubinoff P., and Shapira, M. ZnJ2 Is a Member of a Large Chaperone Family in the 

Chloroplast of Photosynthetic Organisms that Features a DnaJ-Like Zn-Finger Domain. Front. 

Mol. Biosci., (2018). 

 

Highly Efficient CRISPR-Cas9 RNP-mediated Knock-in by Homology-independent DNA 

Repair in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P2) 

Kwangryul Baek1, Jihyeon Yu2, Inhwa Song1, Jooyeon Jeong1, Sangsu Bae2, and EonSeon Jin1 
1Department of Life Science and 2Department of Chemistry, Hanyang University, Republic of 

Korea (im100k10@hanyang.ac.kr) 

The CRISPR-Cas9 system revolutionized every branch of biology by its simplicity, accuracy, and 

accessibility as a molecular toolbox. Since employing Cas9 ribonucleoproteins (RNP) system 

overcomes the cytotoxicity of Cas9 protein, this system has been underway to expand various 

approaches and applications in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Baek et al., 2016). CRISPR-Cas9 

RNP-mediated knock-in through non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) using an antibiotic 

resistance cassette is a remarkable strategy to increase the screening efficiency of CRISPR-Cas9 

induced transformant by antibiotic selection. In this study, we optimized the experimental 

protocols for the CRISPR-Cas9 RNP-mediated knock-in via NHEJ mechanism and thereby 

improved the efficiency of targeted mutagenesis up to ~36% among selected transformants. We 
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have also generated the CRISPR-Cas9 RNP mediated knock-in mutants from the cell-walled 

strains of C. reinhardtii (CC-124) with the similar efficiency of targeted mutagenesis. According 

to our results of simultaneous targeting both FTSY and AGP genes, we demonstrated to generate 

double gene knock-in mutants in one-step using two different Cas9 RNPs recognizing individual 

genes. Interestingly, we found that the antibiotic resistance cassette used for the selection purpose 

were integrated precisely at the Cas9 target site (scar-less editing), with efficiencies of 14–23% 

among selected target specific knock-in mutants. Our improved CRISPR-Cas9 RNP-mediated 

knock-in method can greatly expand the technology of precise and target specific genome editing 

in C. reinhardtii, and possibly for other green algae. 

Baek, K., Kim, D. H., Jeong, J., Sim, S. J., Melis, A., Kim, J. S., Jin, E., and Bae, S. DNA-free 

two-gene knockout in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii via CRISPR-Cas9 ribonucleoproteins. 

Scientific reports, 6, 30620 (2016). 

 

Study of Photoreceptor Function in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii via Genome Editing (Poster 

P3) 

Olga Baidukova, Simon Kelterborn, Irina Sizova and Peter Hegemann 

Institute of Biology, Experimental Biophysics, Humboldt University of Berlin, Germany 

(baidukol@hu-berlin.de)  

The complex photoreceptor apparatus of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii regulates their life cycle, 

photosynthesis, and phototaxis. Channelrhodopsins (ChRs), light-gated ion channels that function 

as sensory photoreceptors play a crucial role in these behavioural responses. Despite the detailed 

in vitro characterization of the ChRs, there is still little known about their function in vivo. 

The study of photoreceptor function relies on the editing of the genes encoding the ChRs. The gene 

editing protocol established in the Hegemann lab allows a reliable modification of the 

photoreceptor genes via homologous recombination with a CRISPR/Cas9 toolbox. Using this 

approach, we inactivated two ChRs genes in order to differ between ChR1 and ChR2 function. To 

investigate the change in the kinetics of the phototactic response, we introduced single amino-acid 

substitutions and obtained the strains with a slower or faster photocycle. Moreover, we can use the 

presented approach to integrate fluorescent reporter genes to tag the ChRs for localisation studies. 

All the strains are being analyzed by phototaxis assays and single-cell tracking.   

 

Coordination between Growth and Cell Cycle – CP Related Genes and Proteins (Poster P4) 

Kateřina Bišová1, Vilém Zachleder1, Ivan Ivanov1,2 
1Laboratory of Cell Cycles of Algae, Centre Algatech, Institute of Microbiology Czech Academy 

of Sciences, Czech Republic and 2Faculty of Science, University of South Bohemia, Czech 

Republic. (bisova@alga.cz) 

The cell cycle and growth are intricately intertwined and appear to be coordinated so that entry 

into cell cycle, which will inevitably lead to cell division, is only possible if critical cell mass, 

manifested as critical cell size, is reached. In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, reaching critical cell 

size will lead to the attainment of a commitment point (CP), equivalent of Start in yeast. This will 

lead to completion of one round of DNA replication, and nuclear and cellular divisions. The 

mechanism responsible for the coordination between growth and cell cycle entry remains 

enigmatic. To analyze transcriptome and proteome specifically related to attainment of CP we used 

two different growth conditions. One at standard high light conditions (500 µmol m-2 s-1), the other 

at lower light irradiance (100 µmol m-2 s-1). In high light conditions, the CP was attained two hours 

mailto:bisova@alga.cz
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after the cultures were illuminated. In the lower light conditions, the attainment of CP was delayed 

until 9 hours after illumination. In both conditions, we sampled right before attainment of CP (pre-

CP), at mid-point of CP attainment (CP) and immediately after CP was attained (post-CP). We 

analyzed the transcriptomes by Illumina sequencing and proteomes by label-free protein 

quantification. In the set of genes/proteins significantly differing among the conditions, there were 

many genes and proteins differently expressed between pre-CP and CP (as well as post-CP) 

samples in high light conditions. In contrast, there was only a small proportion of genes/proteins 

differentially expressed between pre-CP and CP (as well as post-CP) samples in low light 

conditions. This way, we were able to identify light induced genes and proteins. We will present 

comparison of the light induced and specifically CP related genes/proteins.  

 

Building a Community Resource of Conserved Plant Proteins and Their Functional 

Analysis (Poster P5) 

Ian K Blaby & Crysten Blaby-Haas 

Biology Department, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973 (cblaby@bnl.gov) 

The availability of the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii nuclear genome sequence continues to enable 

researchers to address biological questions relevant to algae, land plants and animals in 

unprecedented ways. As we characterize and understand biological processes in C. reinhardtii and 

translate that knowledge to other systems, we are faced with the realization that most genes encode 

proteins of unknown or unconfirmed function. The field of functional genomics aims to close this 

gap between genome sequence and protein function. Transcriptomic, proteomic and phenomic 

datasets generated by the C. reinhardtii community can each provide layers of gene-specific 

functional data while supplying a global snapshot of cellular behavior under different conditions. 

In combination with comparative genomic analysis, contextualization of function predictions can 

lead to testable hypotheses. The bottleneck becomes experimentation. Here we present a large-

scale project in collaboration with the Joint Genome Institute with the goal of catalyzing 

experimental analysis with a focus specifically on conserved proteins of unknown function. This 

project involves the synthesis of 755 coding sequences, codon optimized for expression in 

Escherichia coli. Collaborations providing expertise and infrastructure in high-throughput protein 

expression, purification, enzymology and structural analysis have been initiated. Genomic and 

post-genomic data mining to predict function and guide in vitro and in vivo experimentation is 

underway to provide functional understanding at the phenotypic, molecular and structural levels. 

 

Metabolic and Light Control of Chloroplast Gene Expression (Talk) 

Bohne, A.-V.1, Kleinknecht, L.1, Neusius, D.1, Teh, T.1, Schwarz, C.1, Zerges, W.2, Nickelsen, J.1 
1Department Biology I, Molecular Plant Sciences, Ludwig-Maximilians-University Munich, 

Germany, 2Biology Department and Centre for Structural and Functional Genomics, Concordia 

University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada. (alexandra.bohne@lmu.de) 

Due to the endosymbiotic origin of chloroplasts, many of the proteins constituting the multisubunit 

complexes of the thylakoid membrane are nowadays encoded in the nucleus while others are 

encoded in the chloroplast itself. Chloroplast gene expression therefore needs to be coordinated 

with the nuclear one to allow a balanced assembly of protein complexes. In Chlamydomonas, the 

coordinate accumulation of certain subunits of photosynthetic complexes is ensured through 

plastid proteases, which degrade subunits that are not assembled with their corresponding partners. 

Additionally, unassembled subunits can exert negative feedback regulation on the translation of 

their respective mRNAs when they are produced in excess, a principle named ‘Control by Epistasy 
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of Synthesis’. Besides a coordination of synthesis and accumulation of stoichiometric protein 

quantities, chloroplast gene expression needs to be adapted to a changing environment, in 

particular to changing light conditions and varying metabolic states of the organelle. While it is 

largely accepted that mainly regulation of chloroplast translation contributes to steady state levels 

of proteins encoded in the organelle, little is known about how metabolic signals are sensed and 

how they are integrated with light signaling, to meet the demand of the cell. 

We have identified two light-dependent enzymes potentially linking chloroplast mRNA translation 

and C-metabolism in Chlamydomonas. One is the dihydrolipoyl acetyltransferase subunit (DLA2) 

of the chloroplast pyruvate dehydrogenase complex (cpPDC). The cpPDC catalyzes the first step 

in fatty-acid synthesis, the oxidative decarboxylation of pyruvate to acetyl-CoA. Interestingly, 

under favorable growth conditions, i.e., in the presence of light and acetate, DLA2 has been shown 

to exhibit an intrinsic RNA-binding activity by which it supports the synthesis of the D1 protein, 

a reaction center protein of photosystem II (PSII). We therefore assume that DLA2 coordinates 

plastid fatty-acid production with protein synthesis, both of which are required for biogenesis of 

the thylakoid membrane. And secondly, our work has revealed a potential connection between 

sugar degradation and redox-control of chloroplast mRNA translation in the dark. Our studies 

suggest that redox-regulation of a protein complex required for the translation of the psbD mRNA, 

encoding D2, the second reaction center protein of PSII, might be achieved by the NADPH-

dependent thioredoxin reductase C (NTRC). The necessary electrons likely originate from 

NADPH generated by the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway in the dark. By this means, the 

acclimation of the system to different light and metabolic conditions, like carbon allocation could 

be fine-tuned via DLA2 and NTRC allowing both pathways to work harmoniously together. 

Bohne, A.-V. and Nickelsen, J. Metabolic control of chloroplast gene expression: An emerging 

theme. Molecular Plant 10, 1–3 (2017). 

 

How Does Flagellar Beating Change with Flagellar Length in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii? 

(Poster P6) 

Mathieu Bottier1,2, Susan K. Dutcher2, Phillip V. Bayly1 

1 Department of Mechanical Engineering and Materials Science, and 2 Department of Genetics, 

Washington University in Saint Louis, USA (bottier@wustl.edu) 

Cilia and flagella are highly conserved organelles that generate propulsive, oscillatory waveforms 

that propel cells or move fluids.  The mechanism of oscillation is a mystery.  We studied the effects 

of flagellar length on frequency and waveform in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii using high-speed 

video-microscopy with bright field optics.  Videos were recorded at 2000 frames/s with 169x169 

nm spatial resolution.  We recorded 130 videos of beating flagella with lengths that varied from 

6.4 to 16.3 µm in uniflagellate uni1-2 Chlamydomonas differentiated for 3 hours in medium 

lacking nitrogen.  To obtain shorter flagella, a second group of cells was deflagellated by pH shock.  

During flagellar regrowth, we recorded 97 videos of beating flagella that varied in length from 0.7 

to 10.9 µm.  Using methods developed in our lab [Bayly et al., 2010]; we obtained high-resolution, 

mathematical descriptions of the waveform at different lengths.  We discovered that periodic 

beating begins when flagella reach 2 to 4 µm.  Furthermore, the beat frequency is reduced for short 

flagella (≤ 4 µm) but stabilizes at 60 Hz (60.5 ± 10.9 Hz) when flagella are longer than 4 µm.  The 

average curvature of short flagella is small and variable while the average curvature reaches a 

plateau at -0.20 ± 0.05 rad/µm as flagellar length increases.  Other quantities such as beat amplitude, 

mean bend amplitude, torque, power, and average force applied by the flagellum to the medium in 
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both the x and y directions, all increase with flagellar length.  These results indicate that the 

waveforms of short flagella are not scaled versions of the waveform of longer flagella.  

Furthermore, frequency and curvature are important and conserved features of the flagellar 

waveform at different lengths.  Surprisingly, these results suggest that changes in flagella length 

alone can explain qualitative changes in the waveform shape. 

Bayly, P. V., Lewis, B. L., Kemp, P. S., Pless, R. B. and Dutcher, S. K., Efficient spatiotemporal 

analysis of the flagellar waveform of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Cytoskeleton, 67: 56-69 (2010).

  

Discovery and Characterization of Cell-Cycle-Essential Pathways in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii (Poster P7) 

Breker, Michal, Lieberman, Kristi1, and Fred R. Cross1 

The Rockefeller University, New York, New York 10065. (michalbreker@gmail.com) 

Core cell cycle machinery is regulated by internal and external cues to appropriately modulate 

proliferation in various developmental stages and environmental conditions. Therefore, cell cycle 

regulation has a pivotal role in plant development and growth. Here, we generated a large 

collection of temperature-sensitive lethal mutants in the unicellular green algae Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii, focusing on mutations specifically affecting cell cycle regulation. We used UV 

mutagenesis and robotically assisted phenotypic screening to isolate candidates (Breker et al, 

2016). To overcome the bottleneck at the critical step of molecular identification of the causative 

mutation (‘driver’), we developed MAPS-SEQ (Meiosis-Assisted Purifying Selection Sequencing), 

a novel multiplexed genetic/bioinformatics strategy. MAPS-SEQ allowed multiplexed 

simultaneous determination of the driver mutations from hundreds of neutral ‘passenger’ mutations 

in each member of a large pool of mutants. This method should work broadly for any scorable trait, 

including in multicellular diploid genetic systems. Using these methods, we have identified 

essential genes spanning a wide range of molecular functions. Phenotypic clustering based on 

DNA content analysis and cell morphology yielded a set of biologically coherent categories that 

provide new look on the underlying structure of the Chlamydomonas cell cycle (Breker et al, 

Submitted), indicating that the mutated genes function in the cell cycle at multiple points and by 

diverse mechanisms. The collection is sufficiently complete to allow specific conditional 

inactivation of almost all cell-cycle-regulatory pathways. ~75% of the essential genes identified in 

this project had clear orthologs in land plant genomes, a huge enrichment compared to the value 

of ~20% for the Chlamydomonas genome overall. Therefore, results with these mutants will likely 

have direct relevance to essential cell biology in land plants. 

Breker, M., Lieberman, K., Tulin, F. and Cross, R.F. High-Throughput Robotically Assisted 

Isolation of Temperature-sensitive Lethal Mutants in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. J Vis Exp 118, 

54831 (2016). 

 

Large-Scale Prediction of Programmed Cell Death Genes and Reverse Genetic Analysis of 

Mutant Strains in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P8) 

Matthew R Breuer and Anne R Gaillard (m_breuer@shsu.edu) 

Department of Biological Sciences, Sam Houston State University 

Programmed cell death (PCD) refers to any form of cell death that is coordinated by the genome. 

PCD consists of complex molecular pathways which directly result in the death of a cell. The most 

well-known form of PCD is an animal-specific process known as apoptosis, of which the 

underlying molecular pathways are well-characterized. However, PCD is observed ubiquitously 

mailto:m_breuer@shsu.edu
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throughout the tree of life, suggesting that the ability to undergo PCD is phylogenetically-

conserved. Furthermore, little is known regarding the molecular mechanisms of PCD in non-

animal systems. In response to various environmental stressors, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has 

been observed to undergo a form of PCD which exhibits characteristics of apoptosis, including 

DNA laddering, accumulation of reactive oxygen species, and externalization of 

phosphatidylserine. The presence of these shared features between C. reinhardtii PCD and 

apoptosis suggests that similar molecular pathways may underlie the two processes. Despite this, 

many of the genes necessary for apoptosis in animals appear to be absent in C. reinhardtii. In the 

present study, we first took a large-scale, homology-based, bioinformatics approach to predict, at 

the proteome level, the gene products involved in C. reinhardtii PCD. From the long list of 

sequences that were obtained from this methodology, we selected several entries to study in further 

detail using a reverse genetic approach. We obtained C. reinhardtii mutant strains, each with an 

insertional mutation in one of the selected genes, from the Chlamydomonas Library Project (CLiP) 

and validated that the insert had been mapped correctly in each of the mutant strains. We then 

subjected the mutant and background strains to a PCD-inducing heat stress. Our approach when 

screening the mutant strains was twofold. First, we sought to determine if the loss of a single 

selected gene would affect the ability of cells to undergo PCD in response to stress. Second, we 

wanted to determine if the loss of one of the selected genes would alter, either in timing or intensity, 

the phenotypes that are characteristic of C. reinhardtii PCD. Our results suggest a role for several 

of the selected genes in PCD, and future studies will be aimed at further characterizing these roles 

in more detail. 

 

Role of a Minus-Gamete-Specific (MGS) Gene in Chlamydomonas (Poster P9) 

Dmitry Y. Brogun1,2 and Charlene L. Forest 1,2 
1Department of Biological Sciences, CUNY Brooklyn College, USA, 2 Division of Molecular, 

Cellular and Developmental Biology, CUNY GC, USA. (dbrogun@brooklyn.cuny.edu) 

We are interested in analyzing mt- specific functions of Chlamydomonas gametes.  It has been 

shown that gamete fusion is one such function. We have identified and have been studying a 

previously unidentified Minus-Gamete-Specific (MGS) gene. We identified this gene as a minus-

specific gene closely linked to a gene disrupted in one of our insertional fusion-defective mutants. 

Our objective has been to determine whether the MGS gene product is involved in gamete fusion 

or another part of mating.  We performed a chromosome walk of MGS via PCR and used whole 

genome sequencing (WGS) of our mutants to determine whether there is a defect in the DNA 

sequence of MGS in any of our fusion-defective mutants. PCR and WGS products then were 

aligned. We used qRT-PCR to determine MGS expression levels in the control and fusion defective 

mutants.  Analysis of the sequencing and expressional results showed no defect in the MGS gene. 

We generated MGS amRNAi mt- lines and were able to observe that these partially suppressed 

strains showed a unique phenotype; some mt- cells were unable to remove their cell wall following 

the final mitosis before gamete formation.  We then obtained an MGS-null mt- insertional mutant 

strain under the cell-wall-less background (MGS- null/cw 15 LMJ.RY0402. 163092, generated 

from the parental mt- strain CC 4533) from the Jonikas lab. We generated mutant walled mt+ and 

mt- strains with this mutation and found that mt- strains with this mutation showed the same 

phenotype as the amiRNA suppressed strains; only most of the mt- cells were now unable to 

remove their walls at this stage. To provide finer localization of the MGS gene product, antibodies 

produced against fragments of the MGS protein are being used for indirect immunofluorescence 

microscopy.  Why only mt- gametes need this gene to get out of their walls following this specific 
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mitotic event is a problem we plan to continue to study. 

 

The hps mutant overexpresses PSII reaction centers (Poster P9A) 

Sandrine Bujaldon and Francis-André Wollman 

UMR7141, Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique at CNRS/Sorbonne Université, Paris, France. 

(bujaldon@ibpc.fr) 

We recently isolated a mutant strain accumulating twice as much PSII as in a WT when grown in 

(very) dim light whereas the content in other photosynthetic proteins remains similar. This mutant 

was named hps for high photosystem. We show that its phenotype reflects an actual increase in 

concentration of active photosystem II within the thylakoid membranes. This phenotype requires 

very low light irradiance for growth and a block in electron transfer downstream the PQ pool. The 

hps mutant shows striking similarities to the ac40 mutant previously characterized as an LHC1-

deficient mutant (Wollman and Bennoun, 1982) and (Olive et al., 1983) 

Wollman, F.-A. and Bennoun, P. A new chlorophyll-protein complex related to Photosystem I in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Biochim Biophys Acta, 680(3):352-360 (1982) 

Olive, J., Wollman, F.-A., Bennoun, P. and Recouvreur, M. Localization of the core and peripheral 

antennae of Photosystem I in the thylakoid membranes of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Biology of 

the Cell, 48(1):81-84 (1983) 

 

Vitamin B12 Deprivation of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P10) 

Freddy Bunbury 1, Deborah L. Salmon 2, Nick Smirnoff 2, Alison G. Smith 1 

1 Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, CB2 3EA, UK; 3 

Biosciences, College of Life and Environmental Sciences, University of Exeter, Exeter, EX4 4QD, 

UK. (fb370@cam.ac.uk) 

Vitamin B12 is only synthesised by prokaryotes, and yet is widely required by eukaryotes as an 

enzyme cofactor. Roughly half of all algae require vitamin B12, and the phylogenetic distribution 

of this trait suggests that it has evolved on multiple occasions. Previously, using artificial evolution, 

we generated a METE mutant of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (metE7) that requires B12 for growth. 

Here, we use metE7 to elucidate how a newly-evolved B12 auxotroph might respond to B12 

limitation. In comparison with a closely related natural B12 auxotroph, Lobomonas rostrata, metE7 

has a higher requirement, and reduced affinity for B12. B12 deprivation of metE7 resulted in an 

accumulation of starch and triacylglycerides at the expense of polar lipids and free fatty acids, and 

also caused a decrease in photosynthetic pigments, proteins and free amino acids. This is 

reminiscent of nitrogen starvation, but closer investigation revealed the responses to be quite 

different. In particular, cell viability was more rapidly lost under B12 starvation, which might be 

explained by raised levels of reactive oxygen species (ROS) that preceded cell death. We suggest 

that this ROS burst could in part be the consequence of a delayed reduction in chlorophyll, and the 

lack of induction of non-photochemical quenching during B12 deprivation. Transcripts for many 

of the enzymes involved in one carbon metabolism were substantially increased during B12 

deprivation, particularly those that act in metabolic proximity to METE. How the expression of 

these transcripts is regulated is unclear, however, the significant accumulation of the metabolite S-

adenosyl homocysteine during B12 deprivation may have a role to play, as it does in many bacteria. 

Work with this strain of C. reinhardtii has provided an insight into the challenges of evolving B12 

dependence, making it all the more remarkable that it is such a common trait. 
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Optimising Light Conditions for Recombinant Protein Production in the Microalgal 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Chloroplast (Poster P11) 

Saskya E. Carrera Pacheco1, Ben Hankamer1, Melanie Oey1 

1The University of Queensland, Institute for Molecular Bioscience, 306 Carmody Road, St Lucia, 

Australia. (s.carrerapacheco@uq.edu.au) 

The green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii provides a platform for cheap, scalable and safe 

production of complex proteins. Despite the fact that chloroplast gene expression in photosynthetic 

organisms is tightly regulated by light, most expression studies have analysed chloroplast 

recombinant protein production under constant light. Here, the influence of light period and 

intensity on expression of green fluorescent protein (GFP) and a GFP-bacterial-lysin (PlyGBS) 

fusion protein was analysed. Protein yields were strongly influenced by the light period (6-24 h d-

1), the light intensity (0-450 µE m-2 s-1) and trophic condition. Heterotrophic conditions showed 

low yields of both recombinant proteins due to low growth rates, despite high protein accumulation 

per cell. Mixotrophic conditions exhibited the highest yields for GFP (4 mg L-1 d-1) under constant 

light at 35 µE m-2 s-1 and GFP-PlyGBS (0.4 mg L-1 d-1) under a light period of 15 h d-1 and 35 µE 

m-2 s-1, due to combined high growth rates and cellular protein content. For GFP-PlyGBS a 

maximum increase of ~24-fold in cellular protein accumulation and ~10-fold of total protein yield 

in comparison to constant light were observed. The highest yields under photoautrophic conditions 

were obtained under a 9 h d-1 light period. GFP yielded 1.2 mg L-1 d-1 and GFP-PlyGBS 0.42 mg 

L-1 d-1. This represented a ~5-fold increase in cellular protein accumulation for GFP-PlyGBS in 

comparison to constant light. Optimizing light conditions to balance growth and protein expression 

can thus significantly enhance overall recombinant protein production in C. reinhardtii cultures. 

 

Testing for an Antimicrobial Origin of Chloroplast Transit Peptides (Poster P12) 

Oliver D Caspari1, Francis-André Wollman1 
1UMR7141, IBPC (CNRS/Sorbonne Université), 13 Rue Pierre et Marie Curie, 75005 Paris, 

France. (caspari@ibpc.fr) 

Chloroplast transit peptides (cTPs) are cleavable N-terminal extensions involved in the subcellular 

targeting of most nuclear encoded but plastid localized proteins. Different cTPs are very divergent 

in their primary sequence but share a propensity to form amphiphilic alpha-helix stretches when 

in contact with a membrane (Krimm et al. 1999). In this respect they are very similar to a certain 

antimicrobial peptides (AMPs), which are used by most eukaryotes as well as some bacteria to kill 

microbial antagonists (Nguyen et al. 2011). In a neat analogy to post-import cleavage and 

proteolytic degradation of cTPs, certain bacterial defense mechanisms against AMPs involve 

uptake and intracellular destruction of the attacking peptide (Shelton et al. 2011). Might cTPs be 

the result of an arms-race involving AMPs between the cyanobacterial chloroplast ancestor and 

the protist host during the early phases of endosymbiosis (Wollmann 2016)? To test this hypothesis, 

we have developed a fluorescent reporter system that allows candidate peptides to be screened for 

their ability to direct protein cargo into the chloroplast of the model green alga Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. Here we show data on the chloroplast targeting efficacy for the AMPs Dermaseptin 

S4, Brevinin 1E and Magainin 2 and discuss the implications for early endosymbiotic events. 

Krimm, I., Gans, P., Hernandez, J. F., Arlaud, G. J. and Lancelin, J. M. A coil-helix instead of a 

helix-coil motif can be induced in a chloroplast transit peptide from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 

Eur. J. Biochem. 265, 171–180 (1999). 

Nguyen, L. T., Haney, E. F. and Vogel, H. J. The expanding scope of antimicrobial peptide 
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structures and their modes of action. Trends Biotechnol. 29, 464–472 (2011). 

Shelton, C. L., Raffel, F. K., Beatty, W. L., Johnson, S. M. and Mason, K. M. Sap transporter 

mediated import and subsequent degradation of antimicrobial peptides in Haemophilus. PLoS 

Pathog. 7, e1002360 (2011). 

Wollman, F.-A. An antimicrobial origin of transit peptides accounts for early endosymbiotic events. 

Traffic 17, 1322-1328 (2016). 

 

Discovery of Novel Genes Controlling Mitochondrial Complex I Biogenesis (Poster P13) 

Andrew Castonguay1, Nitya Subrahmanian1, Claire Remacle2, and Patrice Hamel1  
1 Department of Molecular Genetics, The Ohio State University, Columbus, OH.  
2Genetics of Microorganisms Laboratory, Department of Life Sciences, Université de Liège. 

(castonguay.3@osu.edu) 

Eukaryotic NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase, also called Complex I (CI) is a multimeric, 

mitochondrial enzyme and the first enzyme complex of the electron transport chain.  Specifically, 

CI is the entry point for electrons from NADH. It actively transports protons from the matrix to 

the intermembrane space and thereby contributes to the electrochemical gradient needed for ATP 

production.  During assembly of CI, the mitochondrion has to coordinate the integration of more 

than 40 subunits originating from both cytosolic and mitochondrial ribosomes as well as a number 

of cofoactors (8 iron-sulfur clusters and 1 flavin mononucleotide).  This coordination is facilitated 

by proteins termed biogenesis or assembly factors, of which only fifteen have been identified.  CI 

deficiency is a major contributor to human mitochondrial diseases and in only 50% of patients 

presenting a CI deficiency is the underlying genetic cause known (i.e. the mutation occurred in a 

gene encoding a CI subunit or known assembly factor). Therefore, it is generally accepted that the 

remaining 50% of patients have a mutation in novel genes encoding proteins involved in the 

biogenesis of CI.  Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is an established model system for investigating CI 

biogenesis owing largely to two characteristics. First, its CI subunit composition is similar to that 

of the human counterpart and second, C. reinhardtii CI mutants are still viable due to the presence 

of alternative NADH dehydrogenases that act as a partial biochemical bypass of CI. Such mutants 

have a characteristic Slow growth In the Dark (SID) phenotype, which was used to isolate 

insertional mutants, amc1-amc13 (assembly of mitochondrial complex I) via a forward genetic 

screen. In validation of our screen several of these mutants had insertions disrupting nuclear genes 

encoding CI subunits. Interestingly, two of these mutants, amc11 and amc12, contain insertions 

disrupting genes encoding novel CI biogenesis factors.  The encoded proteins each have a biased 

amino acid composition and other features in common with proteins known to regulate organellar 

gene expression.  Here I report recent advances in our understanding of AMC12 function in CI 

biogenesis. 

 

Development of ptxD as a Crop Protection Tool and Chloroplast Selectable Marker for 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P14) 

Saowalak Changko, Rosanna E. B. Young and Saul Purton 

Algal Research Group, Institute of Structural and Molecular Biology, University College London, 

UK. (saowalak.changko.16@ucl.ac.uk) 

Microalgae have potential as low-cost platforms for production of therapeutic proteins and high-

value biochemicals. In particular, the algal chloroplast represents an attractive target for genetic 

engineering owing to its tractable genome and lack of gene-silencing mechanisms, which allows 

high levels of transgene expression. However, a problem in algal biotechnology is the issue of 
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contamination when cultivating at scale, and therefore the need for sterilization of media and ‘crop 

protection’ strategies to mitigate invasion and growth of contaminating microorganisms. Both of 

these needs can add significantly to the cost of production. To reduce contamination problems, 

Loera-Quezada et al. (Plant Biotechnol J. 2016;14:2066) recently described a strain improvement 

strategy in which nuclear genome of the alga is genetically engineered to allow metabolism of 

phosphite. Since the majority of organisms cannot use phosphite as a phosphorus source, 

cultivation using phosphite medium selects for growth of the engineered alga. We have introduced 

the ptxD gene encoding an NAD(P)-dependent phosphite oxidoreductase from Pseudomonas 

stutzeri WM88 into the chloroplast genome of C. reinhardtii. We designed a codon-optimized 

version of the gene and generated transformants using restoration of phototrophy in a non-

photosynthetic ∆psbH mutant as the selection, rather than using an antibiotic resistance marker. 

DNA analysis of transformant lines confirmed the correct integration of ptxD, and western blot 

analysis showed that the recombinant PtxD accumulates in the chloroplast. The transgenic lines 

were capable of growth on phosphite, in contrast to a control transformant strain lacking ptxD, 

indicating that a functional PtxD allows the transgenic algae to oxidize phosphite to phosphate. 

These ptxD transformants showed growth in non-sterile phosphite medium without significant 

spoilage by bacteria or fungi when cultivated in 20 litre hanging bags. The use of phosphite 

medium therefore avoid costly sterilization of media and difficult aseptic procedures, allowing the 

possibility to grow algae in non-sterile conditions. The phosphite-based system also offers a 

promising direct selection for Chlamydomonas chloroplast transformation in which ptxD serves as 

a non-antibiotic resistance marker for genetic engineering of wild-type strains. This would avoid 

regulatory issues related to possible horizontal gene transfer of antibiotic resistance markers to 

other microorganisms in the environment. On-going studies are developing new transformation 

vectors and recipient strains for use with ptxD, with the aim of introducing novel monoterpene 

synthases into the chloroplast. This work will facilitate the exploitation of C. reinhardtii as a low-

cost, photosynthetic host for synthesis of novel metabolites. 

 

United we Stand Divided We Fall: Chlamydomonas Strategy to Endure Micropollutant 

Toxicity (Poster P15) 

Giulia Cheloni1, Michel Goldschmidt-Clermont2 and Vera I Slaveykova1 
1Department F.-A. Forel for Environmental and Aquatic Sciences, 2Department of Botany and 

Plant Biology, University of Geneva, Switzerland 

Chlamydomonas species are known to form colonies of nonmotile cells named palmelloids that 

are kept together by a thick cell wall and in some species also by extracellular polymeric material. 

Very little is known about this colonial lifestyle and palmelloid condition. Formation of palmelloid 

or groups of nonflagellated cells is not uncommon in laboratory culture of C. reinhardtii, however 

factors and mechanisms that drive this transition toward multicellularity are most of the time 

unidentified. 

Our work aims to gain mechanistic understanding of the process of palmelloid formation in 

response to chemical stressors. C. reinhardtii was exposed to four chemicals with different modes 

of toxic action (copper, cadmium, paraquat, perfluorooctanesulfonic acid) for up to 5 days. Effects 

on growth, cell traits and cell physiology were monitored daily via flow cytometry and 

fluorescence microscopy. The results obtained so far revealed that palmelloid formation is induced 

by the presence of sub-lethal concentrations of the tested chemicals. Microscopic observations 

highlighted the presence of multiple cell wall-like envelopes and that palmelloid formation is 

associated with the retention of the daughter cells within the mother cell wall. Cells keep growing 
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and dividing within the palmelloid colony when chemical stressors are present, whereas cells 

revert to the unicellular lifestyle when colonies are harvested and resuspended in pristine medium. 

Palmelloid formation is not associated to cellular toxic effects, suggesting that cells within the 

colony are protected from the chemical toxicity. Altogether, our results indicate that palmelloid 

formation is a cellular response to stress that allows C. reinhardtii to face adverse environmental 

conditions. 

 

Genetic Bases Underlying de Novo Origins of Multicellularity in Response to Predation 

(Poster P16) 

I-Chen Kimberly Chen1, Frank Rosenzweig1 and Matthew Herron1  
1School of Biological Sciences, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332, USA 

(kimberly.chen@biosci.gatech.eu) 

The evolution of multicellularity is a Major Transition that sets the stage for subsequent increases 

in biological complexity. However, the genetic mechanisms underlying this transition remain 

poorly understood. A previous microbial evolution experiment used the unicellular alga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii to generate de novo origins of multicellularity under predation. 

Outcrossed populations of C. reinhardtii were subjected to selection by the unicellular filter-

feeding predator Paramecium tetraurelia in the laboratory. After ~750 asexual generations, two of 

five experimental populations evolved multicellular structures not observed in any of the 

unselected control populations. Here, we explore the genetic bases of the evolved multicellular 

phenotypes. We extracted DNA of isolates from the two experimental populations and one control 

population and performed Illumina whole-genome sequencing to identify novel mutations in the 

evolved isolates. Our results show that the multicellular isolates from the two experimental 

populations exhibit distinct genomic signatures. We identified the mutations that arose in each 

evolved isolate and found that multicellular isolates within each experimental population shared a 

number of mutations with each other, but not with multicellular isolates in the other experimental 

populations or with the unicellular isolates in the control population. We further conducted bulked 

segregant analysis to determine the causal loci that contribute to the multicellular phenotypes, and 

the results suggest instances of epistatic interactions between ancestral variants and derived 

mutations in both experimental populations. Currently, we are constructing mutants of the 

candidate loci in the unicellular ancestor to directly link the genotype-phenotype relationships. 

This is the first step towards understanding the dynamics and mechanistic basis of the evolution 

of complexity. 

 

Dynamics of the IFT Machinery at the Ciliary Tip (Talk) 

Alexander Chien1 and Sheng Min Shih2, Raqual Bower3, Douglas Tritschler3, Mary E. Porter3, 

Ahmet Yildiz1,2,4  
1Biophysics Graduate Group, 2Physics Department, and 4Department of Molecular and Cell 

Biology, University of California, Berkeley, Berkeley, CA, 94720. 3Department of Genetics, Cell 

Biology, and Development, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN 55455 

(yildiz@berkeley.edu) 

Intraflagellar transport (IFT) is essential for the elongation and maintenance of eukaryotic cilia 

and flagella. Due to the traffic jam of multiple trains at the ciliary tip, how IFT trains are remodeled 

in these turnaround zones cannot be determined by conventional imaging. Using Photogate, we 

visualized the full range of movement of single IFT trains and motors in Chlamydomonas flagella. 

Anterograde trains split apart and IFT complexes mix with each other at the tip to assemble 

mailto:kimberly.chen@biosci.gatech.eu
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retrograde trains. Dynein-1b is carried to the tip by kinesin-II as inactive cargo on anterograde 

trains. Unlike dynein-1b, kinesin-II detaches from IFT trains at the tip and diffuses in flagella. As 

the flagellum grows longer, diffusion delays return of kinesin-II to the basal body, depleting 

kinesin-II available for anterograde transport. Our results suggest that dissociation of kinesin-II 

from IFT trains serves as a negative feedback mechanism that facilitates flagellar length control 

in Chlamydomonas. 

Alexander Chien, Sheng Min Shih, Raqual Bower, Douglas Tritschler, Mary E. Porter, Ahmet 

Yildiz. Dynamics of the IFT Machinery at the Ciliary Tip. eLife 6:e28606 (2017). 

 

Investigating a Chromatin-based Model for Cell Cycle Regulation by the Retinoblastoma 

Complex in Chlamydomonas (Poster P17) 
Yi-Hsiang Chou1, Matt Zones1 and James Umen1 

Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, USA. (ychou@danforthcenter.org) 

The Retinoblastoma (RB) tumor suppressor pathway is conserved in plants and green algae where 

it plays a role in gating the G1/S-phase transition and in cell size control. The green alga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii proliferates using a multiple fission cell cycle in which a long G1 

phase is followed by a series of rapid alternating S and M cycles to produce 2n daughters. We 

previously found that mutants in the single copy genes (MAT3/RB, DP1 and E2F1) encoding 

Chlamydomonas RB complex (RBC) subunits disrupt size control, but do not appear to affect cell 

cycle transcription which is thought to be a main function of the RB pathway for driving S phase 

entry in other taxa.  New global transcriptome data from RBC mutants also failed to support a 

transcriptional control model for the Chlamydomonas RBC since periodically expressed cell cycle 

genes were unaffected in the mutants, and most mis-regulated genes did not show an expression 

pattern consistent with the mutant cell cycle phenotypes (i.e. up in mat3/rb, down in dp1 or vice 

versa). Our data suggest that the RBC instead may govern cell cycle progression through direct 

modification of chromatin via association with stage-specific cell-cycle proteins, chromatin 

modifiers, or replication factors. We describe here a proteomics approach for identifying RBC 

associated proteins.  Using an affinity-tagged and complemented double mutant strain, mat3/rb 

dp1::HA-MAT3/RB FLAG-HIS-DP1, we can consistently co-purify the core RBC subunits. 

Ongoing work involves identification and validation of additional cell-cycle-stage specific and 

constitutively-associated subunits of the RBC that may help mediate its function as a chromatin-

based cell cycle regulator.      

Fang, S. C., de los Reyes, C. and Umen,J. G. (2006). Cell size checkpoint control by the 

retinoblastoma tumor suppressor pathway. PLoS Genet 2(10): e167. 

Olson, B. J., Oberholzer, M., Li,Y.,Zones, J. M., Kohli, H. S., Bisova ,K., Fang, S. C., Meisenhelder, 

J., Hunter, T. and Umen, J. G. (2010). Regulation of the Chlamydomonas cell cycle by a stable, 

chromatin-associated retinoblastoma tumor suppressor complex. Plant Cell 22(10): 3331-3347. 

Zones, J. M., Blaby, I. K., Merchant, S. S. and Umen J. G. (2015). "High-Resolution Profiling of 

a Synchronized Diurnal Transcriptome from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Reveals Continuous Cell 

and Metabolic Differentiation." Plant Cell 27(10): 2743-2769. 
 

Regulation of Polyphosphate Metabolism in the Green Microalga Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii (Poster P18) 

Lili Chu1, Matthew Davey2, Payam Mehrshahi2, Alison Smith2, Miller Alonso Camargo-Valero2, 

Alison Baker1 
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1School of Molecular and Cellular Biology, University of Leeds, UK, 2Department of Plant 

Sciences, University of Cambridge, UK. (l.chu@leeds.ac.uk) 

Phosphorus (P) is a non-renewable macronutrient, essential for all living organisms. It is utilised 

in high amounts as fertilisers in the farming industry, hence irreplaceable for food production. 

However, due to human activities large amounts of phosphate are lost in agriculture and within 

human and animal waste, eventually ending up in aquatic ecosystems and resulting in 

eutrophication and loss of water quality. The depletion of phosphate rock reserves represents a 

concerning challenge for future food supply and necessitates achieving a sustainable use of 

primary (phosphate rock) and secondary (P-rich waste) phosphate sources. Indeed, P recovery 

from waste streams is likely to be important for sustainable production of P fertilisers and resilience 

of the global food and biofuel supply chain. Under certain conditions, microalgae can grow in 

wastewaters and store phosphate intracellularly as polyphosphate (poly P). Poly P metabolism in 

microalgae is poorly understood in comparison with bacteria and the yeast Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae. Using bioinformatics, we identified candidate genes in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii for 

phosphate transporters likely to be involved in uptake of phosphate from the medium and in its 

release from the vacuole upon degradation of polyphosphate. 

We aim to characterize the location and function of these two transporters and examine whether 

manipulation of their expression can result in hyper poly P accumulating strains. We will also 

examine the consequences for poly P accumulation of the overexpression of the transcription factor 

PSR1, which regulates various genes involved in the Chlamydomonas phosphate starvation 

response. A major contribution will be the establishment of a solid characterisation and 

quantification system for poly P accumulating Chlamydomonas strains, which to our knowledge 

has not been reported so far. Overall, this work will lead to a better understanding for nutrient 

turnover in Chlamydomonas which might be utilised in algal-based phosphate recovery and 

biomass production systems. 

 

TORC1 Mediates Phosphate Limitation in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Talk) 

Couso I1, Navarro C1, Umen JG2 and Crespo JL1 
1Instituto de Bioquímica Vegetal y Fotosíntesis. CSIC. Sevilla (Spain) 
2Donald Danforth Plant Science Center. St Louis (MO, USA) 

(inmaculada.couso@ibvf.csic.es) 

TOR is a central regulator of cell growth that integrates nutrient and energy signals and is 

widely conserved in all eukaryotes. In yeast and metazoans, the TOR kinase is present in two 

complexes, TORC1 and TORC2, which regulate the cell response after stress exposure. By 

contrast, TORC2 does not seem to be conserved in plants and algae and TOR associates only 

with TORC1 proteins (Dobrenel et al., 2016). Our group has previously reported the presence 

of a unique LST8 gene in the green model alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii that functionally 

complements lst8 mutations in yeast (Díaz-Troya et al., 2008). We found that LST8 binds to 

the kinase domain of TOR and both proteins are present in high-molecular-mass complexes 

that likely correspond to TORC1 (2). We have recently identified a Chlamydomonas lst8-1 

mutant that contains a single insertion at the 3´UTR of the LST8 gene, causing over 70% 

reduction in LST8 protein abundance. The Chlamydomonas lst8-1 mutant displays high 

sensitivity to rapamycin and, in particular, to phosphate starvation. Moreover, phosphate 

limitation led to a downregulation of LST8 protein abundance and TOR function. In agreement 

with these results, we found an over-activation of autophagy and an enhanced production of 
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TAGs in lst8- 1 cells under phosphate limitation. We are currently evaluating the implications 

of TOR signaling as well as the exact role of LST8 in the control of phosphate metabolism in 

Chlamydomonas. 

Dobrenel et al. Annu Rev Plant Biol 67:261-285 (2016) 

Díaz-Troya S, Florencio FJ and Crespo JL. Eukaryot Cell 7:212–222 (2008) 

 

Chlamydomonas Cell Cycle Genetics (Poster P19) 

Frederick R. Cross, Michal Breker, Kenneth C. Atkins, Kresti Pecani, Kristi Lieberman.  

The Rockefeller University, New York, NY, USA.  (fcross@mail.rockefeller.edu) 

The plant kingdom diverged from the fungal/animal lineages close to the root of eukaryotic 

evolution.  A strong model for cell cycle control has been developed, but it is based almost entirely 

on studies in fungi and animals. To address possible divergence from this model in the plant 

kingdom, we UV-mutagenized Chlamydomonas and isolated temperature-sensitive lethal mutants 

unable to complete division cycles at non-permissive temperature. We developed efficient 

multiplexed methods to identify the causative mutation from among hundreds of UV-induced 

mutations per strain. We estimate that the screen is ~50% saturated with respect to dedicated cell 

cycle functions, so almost all cell-cycle-essential pathways can be experimentally inactivated. 

Sequence analysis shows that most Chlamydomonas genes dedicated to cell cycle regulation are 

orthologous to genes in fungi and animals. Nevertheless, in some cases there is significant 

functional divergence between Chlamydomonas and the fungal/animal models. For example, in 

fungi and animals, the proximal mitotic inducer is the cyclin-dependent kinase Cdk1 activated by 

B-type cyclins. In Chlamydomonas, this role of Cdk1 is carried out by the plant-specific CDKB in 

complex with cyclin B. While Cdk1 is essential for mitosis in fungi and animals, its plant ortholog 

CDKA is a dispensable gene primarily controlling the timing of cell cycle initiation, and is 

primarily activated by cyclin A rather than cyclin B.  In other cases, we observe striking 

conservation of function of orthologous sequences. In fungi and animals, the anaphase-promoting 

complex activated by Cdc20 controls both sister chromatid cohesion and cyclin B proteolysis, and 

this is central to mitotic coordination and control. Genetic, biochemical and time-lapse imaging 

studies suggest that this network is conserved in detail in Chlamydomonas, implying that this 

mitotic regulatory system likely already existed at the time of the last eukaryotic common ancestor. 

 

Birth of a Photosynthetic Chassis: A MoClo Toolkit Enabling Synthetic Biology in the 

Microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Talk) 

Pierre Crozet1#, Navarro FJ2#, Willmund F3#, Mehrshahi P2#, Bakowski K4, Lauersen KJ5, Pérez-

Pérez ME6, Auroy P7, Gorchs Rovira A2, Sauret-Gueto S2, Niemeyer J3, Spaniol B3, Theis J3, 

Trösch R3, Westrich L3, Vavitsas K4, Baier T5, Hübner W8, de Carpentier F1, Cassarini M1, Danon 

A1, Henri J1, Marchand CH1, de Mia M1, Sarkissian K1, Baulcombe DC2, Peltier G7, Crespo JL6, 

Kruse O5, Jensen PE4, Schroda M3*, Smith AG2* and Lemaire SD1* 
#these authors contributed equally to the work. *co-corresponding authors 
1Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, UMR 8226, CNRS, Sorbonne Université, Paris, France 
2Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, CB2 3EA, UK 
3Department of Biology, Technische Universität Kaiserslautern, Kaiserslautern, Germany 
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5Center for Biotechnology, Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany 
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7Laboratoire de bioénergétique et biotechnologie des bactéries et microalgues (LB3M) Institute of 

Biosciences and Biotechnologies of Aix Marseille (BIAM), UMR7265 CEA – CNRS - Aix 

Marseille Univ, CEA Cadarache, Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France 
8Biomolecular Photonics, Department of Physics, Bielefeld University, Bielefeld, Germany 

Microalgae have considerable biotechnological potential as production platforms for proteins, bulk 

chemicals and high value compounds. These unicellular eukaryotes are regarded as promising 

organisms to develop innovative concepts based on their photosynthetic capacity that offers more 

sustainable production than heterotrophic hosts. However, to realize their potential as green cell 

factories, a major challenge is to make microalgae easier to engineer. A promising approach for 

rapid and predictable genetic manipulation is to use standardized synthetic biology tools and 

workflows. To this end we have developed a Modular Cloning toolkit for the green microalga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. It is based on Golden Gate cloning with standard syntax, and 

comprises 119 openly distributed genetic parts, most of which have been functionally validated in 

several strains. The toolkit enables rapid building of engineered cells for both fundamental 

research and algal biotechnology. This work will make 38 Chlamydomonas the next chassis for 

sustainable synthetic biology.  

 

In Vivo Analysis of Outer Arm Dynein Transport and Docking Reveals Cargo-specific IFT 

Properties (Poster P20) 

Jin Dai1, Francesco Barbieri1,2, David R. Mitchell3, and Karl F. Lechtreck1 
1Department of Cellular Biology, University of Georgia, Athens GA, USA 30602; 2Department of 

Life Science, University of Siena, Siena, Italy 53100; 3Department of Cell and Developmental 

Biology, SUNY Upstate Medical University, Syracuse NY, USA 13210.  (jindai@uga.edu) 

Outer dynein arms (ODAs) are multiprotein complexes that drive flagellar beating.  Based on 

genetic and biochemical analyses, ODAs preassemble in the cell body and then move into the 

flagellum by intraflagellar transport (IFT).  To study ODA transport in vivo, we expressed the 

essential intermediate chain 2 tagged with mNeonGreen (IC2-NG) to rescue the corresponding 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii mutant oda6.  IC2-NG moved by IFT; the transport was of low 

processivity and increased in frequency during flagellar growth.  ODA transport was strongly 

reduced in mutants lacking the IFT adapter ODA16 or the head domain of IFT46.  In the latter, 

ODAs accumulated near the basal bodies suggesting that they are recruited first to basal bodies 

followed by hand-over to IFT.  Upon unloading from IFT, ODAs rapidly docked to the axoneme; 

transient docking still occurred in docking complex mutant oda3 indicating that the docking 

complex stabilizes ODA-microtubule interactions.  When axonemal docking sites were occupied, 

ODAs continued to move inside cilia by short-term bidirectional IFT and diffusion.  In full-length 

flagella, axoneme-bound ODAs were exchanged frequently with newly imported complexes.  We 

propose that the low processivity of ODA transport contributes to flagellar maintenance by 

ensuring that replacement ODAs are available along the length of flagella. 

 

Orchestrated Response of Dunaliella for Coping with Iron Limitation (Talk) 

Lital Davidi1, Sean D. Gallaher1, Mary S. Lipton2, Sabeeha Merchant1 
1Chemistry and Biochemistry Dept, UCLA, USA; 2Environmental Molecular Sciences Laboratory, 
PNNL, Richland, WA, USA (lital@chem.ucla.edu) 

Algae have an important role in biogeochemical cycling and can thrive under fluctuating 

environmental conditions, indicating their plasticity. Iron-deficiency limits primary productivity on 
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a global scale in croplands and in oceans, and algae are among the organisms so impacted. Since 

the photosynthetic machinery requires high amounts of iron, it is a key target of poor iron 

nutrition. Consequently, photosynthetic organisms that maintain metabolism in a chronic state of 

iron deficiency have evolved mechanisms for iron sparing and recycling. Research in the past 

decades has increased our understanding of iron acquisition mechanisms in plants and algae; 

however, the studies have focused on individual model systems, rather than on capturing 

biodiversity. Therefore, we aim to provide a broader view of iron assimilation, sub-cellular 

compartmentation and metabolism, by discovering pathways and mechanisms of intracellular iron 

trafficking and storage for iron re-use and re-cycling in Dunaliella bardawil. The genus Dunaliella 

represents unicellular green microalgae that are well known for their high tolerance to extreme 

abiotic stress conditions of salinity, light, temperature and pH, but are otherwise not well studied at 

the molecular level. One species, D. bardawil, which is famous for its ability to accumulate β-

carotene, lacks a rigid cell wall, lending itself to organelle purification. Most importantly, a draft 

genome sequence of the closely related D. salina, has been published recently, enabling genome-

level studies. Biochemical and physiological experiments indicate that D. bardawil can reduce its 

iron quota with only moderate chlorosis. We were able to identify 3 different stages of iron 

nutrition: iron limited (where chlorosis is evident and growth is impacted), iron deficient (where the 

iron content is lower but there is no photosynthetic phenotype) and iron-replete, respectively. The 

iron assimilation pathway in D. bardawil is distinct from that of C. reinhardtii. Several biomarkers 

for iron nutrition state were identified, which distinguish individual temporal stages of iron 

acclimation. Iron uptake components as ferroxidase (Fox1) and Tidi (light harvesting protein) are 

indicators of genes that turn on in iron poor conditions, ferritin (an iron storage protein) as an 

indicator of the iron overload situation, and iron- containing enzymes like superoxide dismutase 

(SOD) and ferredoxin whose abundances decrease in iron- poor conditions as indicators of iron 

starvation. By combining transcriptome and proteome experiments on iron limited vs. replete cells, 

we indicate that the key players in the iron deficiency response are flavodoxin, and Fox1 together 

with transferrin and Tidi, which are unique to Dunaliella. An acidocalcisome-enriched fraction 

was obtained from cells which were lysed osmotically followed by fractionation using an iodixanol 

density gradient. Proteomic and metallomic analyses of this fraction will shed light on the function 

of this organelle in iron homeostasis. Choosing D. bardawil as an organism of interest with its 

importance in industrial applications and its evolutionary relationship to C. reinhardtii allows 

us to both build on the knowledge that has been acquired already for C. reinhardtii and also to 

discover diverse strategies for acclimation to iron limitation. 

 

How Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Socialize to Better Adapt to Environmental Stresses (Poster 

P21) 

Félix de Carpentier, Christophe H. Marchand, Pierre Crozet, Stéphane D. Lemaire and Antoine 

Danon 

Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, UMR 8226, CNRS, Sorbonne Université, Paris, France. 

(antoine.danon@ibpc.fr) 

The photosynthetic unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is the most prominent 

model organism in the green algae lineage for both basic research and biotechnological 

applications, Notably, Chlamydomonas is amenable to powerful genetic and synthetic biology 

approaches. We use Chlamydomonas to try to understand how a unicellular organism adapts to 

survive in a hostile environment. If it has already been shown that in the face of a strong stress 

Chlamydomonas can trigger programmed cell death, we have shown in our team that in response 
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to more moderate stresses, cells aggregate forming impressive multicellular structures in which 

algae can be protected from the toxic environment. Cellular aggregation would be an intermediate 

stage where cells communicate and collaborate to form protective structures. In order to better 

understand the signaling pathways involved in this process, we constructed and screened a library 

of 13000 insertional mutants, which allowed to identify original mutants that aggregate 

spontaneously, the socializer (saz) mutants. We have shown that saz mutants exhibit a strong 

resistance to several stresses, thus corroborating our hypothesis about the protective role of these 

multicellular structures in response to stress. We have also demonstrated that the extracellular 

medium plays a crucial role in the formation of aggregates since saz mutants medium is sufficient 

to induce aggregation in the wild-type strain. In order to identify proteins potentially involved in 

the formation of multicellular structures we have performed quantitative proteomic studies by 

tandem mass spectrometry (MS). This preliminary study revealed that saz mutants accumulate in 

the culture medium, several members of protein families known to be involved in the formation 

of the extracellular matrix in basic multicellular organisms. We have analyzed some of the 

corresponding mutants for their response to stress and their ability to form aggregates. Aggregation 

of cells over a long period of time is one of the classical hypotheses formulated to explain the 

emergence of multicellularity during evolution. Our research on mechanism controlling 

aggregation could therefore also contribute to the understanding of the stress mediated transition 

from unicellularity to multicellularity. 

 

Nitric Oxide Plays a Role in the Remodeling of the Photosynthetic Apparatus under Sulfur 

Starvation in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. (Talk) 

Marcello De Mia1,2, Stéphane D. Lemaire2, Yves Choquet1, Francis-André Wollman1,2* 

1Laboratoire de Physiologie Membranaire et Moléculaire du Chloroplaste, UMR7141 Centre 

National de la Recherche Scientifique, 2Sorbonne Université, Institut de Biologie Physico-

Chimique, 13 Rue Pierre et Marie Curie, 75005 Paris, France 
2Laboratoire de Biologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire des Eucaryotes, UMR8226 Centre National de 

la Recherche Scientifique, Sorbonne Université, Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, 13 Rue 

Pierre et Marie Curie, 75005 Paris, France (marcello.demia@ibpc.fr) 

We report a detailed characterization of sulfur starvation under heterotrophy and photo-autotrophy 

in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Photosynthetic inactivation under low light and darkness is 

achieved through specific degradation of RuBisCO and cytochrome b6f and occurs only in the 

presence of reduced carbon in the medium. The process appears to be regulated by nitric oxide 

(NO), which has been shown to be produced, after 24 hours from the onset of starvation, with NO-

sensitive fluorescence probes visualized by fluorescence microscopy. We provide pharmacological 

evidence that intracellular NO levels govern this degradation pathway: addition of a NO scavenger 

decreases the rate of cytochrome b6f and RuBisCO degradation while NO donors accelerate the 

degradation. Using a NO synthesis inhibitor, we demonstrated how the NO2-dependent NR-

independent pathway is crucial for NO production in these conditions. Taken together, these data 

suggest an active role for NO in the remodeling of thylakoid complexes upon sulfur starvation. 

 

(Low-Oxygen) Stress in Chlamydomonas – the Role(s) of the Soluble Guanylate Cyclase 

CYG12 (Talk) 

Melis Düner, Jan Lambertz, Sabrina Duda, Anja Hemschemeier 

Ruhr-University of Bochum, Department Photobiotechnology, Bochum, Germany 

(anja.hemschemeier@rub.de) 
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Chlamydomonas reinhardtii can grow mixo- and heterotrophically and is also capable of growing 

in an anoxic atmosphere in the light. To date, although metabolic requirements for growth under 

these conditions are known, regulatory factors remain largely elusive. We could show previously 

that the response of Chlamydomonas to hypoxia involves nitric oxide (NO), and that transcripts 

encoding a homologue of animal NO-sensitive soluble guanylate cyclases (sGCs), CYG12, 

accumulate in dark-anaerobiosis. We tested the hypothesis that CYG12 is a component of a 

hypoxia-responsive signaling cascade in Chlamydomonas by generating strain amiCYG12, in 

which CYG12 transcripts are post-transcriptionally down-regulated via an artificial micro RNA 

(amiRNA). Strain amiCYG12 indeed exhibits a growth defect in an anoxic atmosphere in the light. 

Additionally, it does not grow heterotrophically in normoxia in the dark, while growth of the 

Chlamydomonas wild-type under this condition is abolished in the presence of a chemical NO 

scavenger. Notably, strain amiCYG12 has a strong photosynthetic phenotype and contains less 

chlorophyll, shows altered light energy transfer and produces less oxygen. Transcriptome profiles 

obtained by RNA sequencing suggest that regulatory functions are affected in strain amiCYG12. 

Additionally, the strain appears to be incapable of down-regulating transcripts associated with the 

cell cycle in darkness, a response that we previously observed in the wild-type and interpreted as 

an energy-saving strategy. In view of the multiple phenotypes we suggest that a CYG12-dependent 

pathway is important for a proper functioning of the photosynthetic apparatus, and that signals 

thereof integrate responses of Chlamydomonas to energy crises.  

Düner, M., Lambertz, J., Mügge, C. and Hemschemeier, A. The soluble guanylate cyclase CYG12 

is required for the acclimation to hypoxia and trophic regimes in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 

Plant J 93, 311-337 (2017) 

 

The GPR1/FUN34/YaaH(/SatP) Members in Chlamydomonas, are They Novel Peroxisomal 

Transporters? (Poster P22) 

Lorenzo Durante1, Kyle J. Lauersen3, Wolfgang Hübner4, Marc Hanikenne2, Olaf Kruse3 and 

Claire Remacle1 

1Genetics and Physiology of Microalgae, 2Functional Genomics and Plant Molecular Imaging. 

University of Liège, Dept. Of Life Science, Liège, Belgium. 3Algae Biotechnology & Bioenergy, 

CeBiTec, 4Biomolecular Photonics, Dept. of Physics. University of Bielefeld, Germany. 

(lorenzo.durante@uliege.be) 

The green microalga C. reinhardtii can grow heterotrophically in presence of acetate in the dark 

as sole carbon source, due to anabolic pathway of glyoxylate cycle1 almost completely localised 

in the peroxisomal microbodies2. Despite the significant advances gained on carbon metabolism, 

the genes involved in acetate transport are not yet identified. Nowadays, five functionally 

uncharacterized members predicted to have transporter-like structure were classified within the 

protein family GPR1/FUN34/YaaH(/SatP) (GFY)3, which already comprehends genes coding for 

putative carboxylate acids transporters in other microorganisms, including acetate as substrate4. In 

C. reinhardtii, GFY1-5 as we shown by YFP fusion protein, localised to peroxisomal membranes. 

Additionally, these proteins exhibit from 78 to 97% similarity between their sequences which 

might suggests a redundant role. However, the divergent N-terminal sequences and the distinct 

expression pattern in different cultivation conditions point to non-identical contributions. In 

support of these findings, associated co-expressed genes also exhibited similar expression patterns, 

typical of each condition. Our work also aims to shed light to their role, by using insertional mutant 

and knock-down mutants. Currently, mutants for the genes GFY1, GFY2 and GFY3 were obtained 

from the Chlamydomonas Library Project5. Mutants for GFY4, GFY5 and all GFY genes are 
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presently under generation via artificial micro RNA. In conclusion, GFY members could represent 

different protagonists in transporting substrates in/out of peroxisomal microbodies, as putative 

transporters/permeases function. 

 

From Algal Motility to Human Disease (Talk) 

Susan K. Dutcher, Huawen Lin, Mihaela Stoyanova, Gervette Penny and Mathieu Bottier 

Department of Genetics, Washington University in St. Louis, St. Louis, MO  63110 

Cilia and centrioles are evolutionarily conserved organelles. They are found from Giardia at the 

base of the eukaryotic tree to humans.  Cilia are membrane-bound, microtubule-based organelles 

that sense the environment via proteins in the ciliary membrane or to move cells or fluids.  As we 

and others have shown, ciliopathies can exhibit a wide range of phenotypes that include retinal 

degeneration, polydactyly, cystic kidneys, diabetes, obesity via the loss of appetite control, 

respiratory clearance, laterality defects, congenital heart disease, shortened bones, and infertility.  

The cilia community has used a variety of approaches to define the “parts list” of a cilium. My lab 

first used comparative genomics to identify genes conserved in ciliated organisms and missing 

from nonciliated organisms.  Labs have used proteomics and proximity mapping to define the 

protein components.  Transcriptome analysis has also created a large list of parts.  If we combine 

the genes/proteins identified by these approaches for Chlamydomonas, there are over 2,000 genes 

that may be involved in the building and functioning of these organelles. One of the key frontiers 

is to now learn what all of these proteins are doing.  We are interested in answering several key 

questions about how a functional cilium is built.  How are the large macromolecular complex 

known as dynein arms assembled in the cytoplasm?  They require a complex of at least ten proteins 

to assemble the dynein arms.  We identified of one of these proteins, HEATR2, from patients in a 

large family with immotile cilia.  Second, how do the dynein arms after they are assembled in the 

cytoplasm find the right address on the microtubules of the cilium?   Again, we sequenced patients 

with nonmotile cilia and we identified a mutation in an uncharacterized flagellar proteome (FAP) 

gene.  Two different insertional mutations from the Chlamydomonas CLiP collection in this FAP 

gene show a greatly reduced swimming velocity.  Mass spectroscopy of proteins from mutant and 

wild-type cilia reveals an almost complete loss of this FAP in both mutants.  Two other proteins 

that are reduced are the major and minor “g” dynein heavy chains.  Our analysis suggests that this 

FAP is part of the address for this dynein arm.  Finally, what proteins are needed to establish a 

barrier between the cytoplasm and the cilia?   Using mass spectroscopy, mutations in RPGRIP1L, 

which has been implicated in appetite control in mammals, allow over 40 cytoplasmic proteins to 

enter the cilium.  Conservation of human and Chlamydomonas cilia allow us to understand this 

key organelle and how it is built and functions in different organisms.   

 

Microtubule Binding Protein PACRG Localizes to the Inner Junction Between the A and B 

Tubule of the Outer Doublets and Plays a Role in Regulating Microtubule Sliding (Talk) 

Erin E. Dymek1, Jianfeng Lin2, Mary Porter3, Daniela Nicastro2 and Elizabeth F. Smith1  
1Dept. of Biological Sciences, Dartmouth College, USA; 2Dept. of Cell Biology, University of 

Texas Southwestern Medical Center, USA; 3Dept. of Cell Biology, University of Minnesota, USA. 

(Elizabeth.f.smith@dartmouth.edu) 

Multiple protein complexes are involved in signaling pathways that regulate ciliary motility 

including the central apparatus, radial spokes, CSC, N-DRC, and MIA complex. Previous studies 

have shown that PACRG (parkin co-regulated gene) is required for wild-type motility and is 

localized to the outer doublet microtubules of the axoneme (Dawe et al. J Cell Sci. 2005). The 
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absence of PACRG leads to male sterility in mice (Lorenzetti et al. PNAS. 2004), along with 

defects in ependymal ciliary motility and hydrocephalus (Wilson et al. Neurosci. Lettrs. 2009; 

Wilson et al. Hum. Mol. Gen. 2010). We have now identified two PACRG mutants in the 

Chlamydomonas Library Project (CLiP) and discovered that pf12 carries a mutation in the PACRG 

gene. All pacrg mutant cells have jerky, uncoordinated flagellar movements. Transforming mutant 

cells with the wild-type PACRG gene leads to wild-type swim speeds and beat frequencies. Using 

cryo electron tomography we localized PACRG to the inner junction between the A and B tubule 

of the outer doublet microtubules; every other subunit at this junction is missing in pacrg axonemes. 

A potential PACRG binding partner, Fap20, has been localized to this inner junction and fap20 

mutants have a similar motility phenotype and decreased axonemal levels of PACRG protein 

(Yanigasawa. Mol Biol Cell. 2014). Two other axonemal components, inner dynein b and the beak 

microtubule inner proteins (MIPs), are reduced in tomograms pacrg axonemes. Using the sliding 

disintegration assay, axonemes lacking PACRG protein have a microtubule sliding velocity 

approximately half that of wild-type, even though all major axoneme structures are present. 

Addition of expressed PACRG protein to mutant axonemes increases pacrg sliding velocities, 

suggesting that PACRG plays a significant role in regulating dynein. We are currently identifying 

binding partners of PACRG and using site directed mutagenesis to understand the significance of 

PACRG post translational modifications. 

 

Molecular Characterization of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Telomeres and Telomerase 

Mutants (Poster P23) 

Stephan Eberhard1, Sona Valuchova3, Julie Ravat1, Pascale Jolivet2, Sandrine Bujaldon1, 

Stéphane D. Lemaire2, Francis-André Wollman1, Maria Teresa Teixeira2, Karel Riha3 and Zhou 

Xu2 
1Sorbonne Université, CNRS, UMR7141, Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, Laboratoire de 

Physiologie Moléculaire et Membranaire du Chloroplaste, F-75005 Paris, France 
2Sorbonne Université, PSL Research University, CNRS, UMR8226, Institut de Biologie Physico-

Chimique, Laboratoire de Biologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire des Eucaryotes, F-75005 Paris, 

France 
3Central European Institute of Technology, Masaryk University, 625 00 Brno, Czech Republic 

Telomeres, repeated sequences found at the end of the linear chromosomes of most eukaryotes, 

shorten with each cell division because of the end-replication problem. Expression of the reverse 

transcriptase telomerase allows for de novo addition of telomeric repeats and prevents telomere 

shortening, which would otherwise lead to a cell cycle arrest termed replicative senescence. 

Telomerase activity is thus essential to ensure sustained cell divisions. Although Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii, a photosynthetic unicellular green alga, is widely used as a model organism in 

photosynthesis and flagella research, as well as for biotechnological applications, the biology of 

its telomeres has not been investigated in depth. We show that the C. reinhardtii (TTTTAGGG)n 

telomeric repeats are mostly non-degenerate and that the telomeres form a protective structure, 

ending with a 3' overhang structure and with no evidence for blunt ends. Interestingly, while 

telomere size and length distributions are stable under various standard growth conditions, we find 

that they vary dramatically between 11 genetically close but divergent reference strains. Finally, 

we identify CrTERT, the gene encoding the catalytic subunit of telomerase and show that mutants 

of this gene display an “ever shortening telomere” phenotype, demonstrating that telomerase is 

required for long-term maintenance of telomeres in C. reinhardtii. 
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Exploring the Molecular Landscape of Chlamydomonas with in situ Cryo-electron 

Tomography (Talk) 

Benjamin Engel 

Max Plank Institute of Biochemistry, Germany 

Cells accomplish the biochemical reactions of life by concentrating their proteins into a variety 

of subcellular compartments called organelles. Our group explores the relationship between 

the form of the organelle and the function of its resident macromolecules. How does organelle 

architecture direct molecular function, and reciprocally, how do macromolecules sculpt and 

shape organelles? To investigate these questions, we use focused ion beam {FIB) milling of 

frozen cells followed by cryo-electron tomography to image macromolecules within their native 

cellular environment. Through a combination of nanometer-precision localization and high-

resolution structural analysis, we aim to chart the molecular landscapes of organelles. Thanks 

to its superb cryo-EM contrast and textbook organelle architecture, the unicellular green alga 

Chlamydomonas has led this charge towards visual proteomics. We have taken a holistic 

approach to survey the whole integrated "planimal", with in situ molecular studies of the 

nuclear envelope, ER, Golgi, basal body apparatus (centrioles), and chloroplast. In this talk, I 

will provide an overview of some of these studies, touching on proteasome-rich degradation 

centers, the nuclear pore complex, COPI coats, IFT train assembly, and the molecular 

organization of chloroplast's pyrenoid and thylakoid membranes. 

 

Investigation of Volvox carteri Cell Differentiation and its Origins through Functional 

Analysis of regA and regA Homologues. (Poster P24) 

José Ortega Escalante and Stephen M. Miller 

Department of Biological Sciences, University of Maryland Baltimore County, USA. 

(ortegaj1@umbc.edu) 

The Volvocine green algae include unicellular, colonial, and multicellular species that comprise an 

excellent system to study the evolution of developmental complexity. Volvox carteri possess two 

completely different cell types, reproductive gonidia and motile somatic cells, and the goal of this 

work is to better understand the origins of the somatic cell fate. The V. carteri somatic regenerator 

A (regA) gene is essential for maintaining differentiation of soma by repressing cell growth and 

reproduction. regA encodes a nuclear protein with a ~110-amino acid region known as the VARL 

domain that is encoded by several regA-like sequence (rls) genes in V. carteri and other volvocine 

genomes, including unicellular and colonial species. rlsA, rlsB, rlsC and rlsD (rlsA-D) are the 

closest regA paralogs, but their functions are unknown. We used two approaches to investigate the 

functions of these genes. First, we used RNAi (hairpin RNA) and genomic clones to manipulate 

expression of rlsA-D. rlsA-C RNAi transgene recipients did not express vegetative phenotypes, 

but both rlsD RNAi and overexpression transformants grew poorly, suggesting that rlsD is a 

regulator of growth and reproduction. Our second approach was to test chimeric regA genes that 

encode a RegA protein whose VARL domain is derived from a RegA homolog—RlsA-D, or from 

the RegA protein from other volvocine algae: Pandorina morum, Eudorina elegans (colonial, no 

cell differentiation) or Pleodorina japonica (has cell differentiation). Only the chimeric protein 

with P. japonica RegA VARL domain rescued the cell differentiation phenotype of a regA mutant, 

suggesting that regA is functionally different from its paralogs, and that the VARL domain specifies 

this unique cell differentiation function. This work reveals that regA and the RegA VARL domain 

have unique and specialized functions for somatic cell differentiation and suggests a model for the 

evolution of somatic cell differentiation that involves gene duplication, co-option and 
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diversification. The broader implication is that cell differentiation can evolve when a regulator of 

cell growth in reproductive cells is co-opted and modified to repress growth, thereby creating 

differentiated somatic cells. 

 

CRISPR/Cas9 Mutagenesis in Volvox carteri (Poster P25) 

José Ortega Escalante1, Robyn Jasper2, and Stephen M. Miller1 
1Department of Biological Sciences, University of Maryland Baltimore County, USA, 
2Plant&Microbial Biology Department, UC Berkeley, USA. (ortegaj1@umbc.edu) 

Volvox carteri and other volvocine algae comprise an excellent model for investigating 

developmental complexity and its origins. Here we describe a DNA-based methodology for 

targeted mutagenesis in V. carteri using CRISPR/Cas9 components expressed from transgenes on 

two separate plasmids. We used V. carteri nitrate reductase gene (nitA) regulatory sequences to 

conditionally express S. pyogenese Cas9 and V. carteri U6 RNA gene regulatory sequences to 

express single-guide RNA (sgRNA) transcripts that program Cas9 to make targeted double-

stranded DNA breaks. V. carteri whole spheroids or embryos were bombarded with both the Cas9 

vector and with one of several sgRNA vectors programmed to target different test genes (glsA, 

regA, and invA), and transformants were selected for expression of a hygromycin-resistance 

marker present on the sgRNA vector. Hygromycin-resistant transformants grown with nitrate as 

sole nitrogen source (inducing for nitA) were tested for Cas9 and sgRNA expression, and for ability 

to generate progeny with mutant phenotypes expected for the 20-base protospacer sequences 

inserted into the sgRNA cassette. Some transformants of a Somatic Regenerator (Reg) mutant 

strain receiving sgRNA plasmid with glsA protospacer sequence yielded progeny with a 

Gonidialess (Gls) phenotype similar to that observed for previously described glsA mutants, and 

sequencing of the glsA gene in independent mutants revealed short deletions within the targeted 

region of glsA, indicative of Cas9-directed non-homologous end joining. Similarly, bombardment 

of a morphologically wild type strain with the Cas9 plasmid and sgRNA plasmids targeting regA 

or invA yielded regA and invA mutant transformants or transformants that could be induced to 

make mutant progeny. The capacity to make precisely directed frameshift mutations should greatly 

facilitate the molecular genetic analysis of development in V. carteri, and of developmental novelty 

in the volvocine algae. 

 

Regulation of Mitochondrial Respiration by Modulating Calcium Fluxes in the Green 

Algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. (Poster P26) 

Nicolo Fattore1, Claire Remacle2, Tomas Morosinotto1, Ildiko Szabo1 and Véronique Larosa 2 

1 Dept. of Biology, University of Padova, 35121 Padova, Italy; 2 Genetics and Physiology of 

microalgae laboratory, PhytoSYSTEMS, Department of Life Sciences, University of Liège, B-

4000 Liège, Belgium. (veronique.larosa@uliege.be) 

Plant organelle function, such as mitochondrial respiration or chloroplastic photosynthesis, must 

constantly adjust to environmental conditions, which requires dynamic coordination. Emerging 

evidence highlight a central role of Ca2+ signalling in such process in plant but so far little is known 

in green algae such as Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and the mechanistic basis of compartment-

specific Ca2+ dynamics is poorly understood. Here, we tried to study the function of the putative 

Mitochondrial Calcium Uniporter (MCU) and its regulator (MICU) in the green alga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The ablation of both genes expression negatively affect respiration 

while the heterotrophic growth is only reduced for the micu mutant. This hypothesizes that the 
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deregulation of mitochondrial ion fluxes involves deregulation of the electrical component (ΔΨ) 

of the proton motive force (ΔΦ). A genetic approach allowed to cross mcu mutant with 

mitochondrial mutants: this set up the basis to study the function of the channel also in a different 

genetic background, where the ΔpH component of the ΔΦ is modulated.  

 

Efficient Targeted DNA Editing and Replacement Using Cpf1 Ribonucleoproteins and 

Single-Stranded DNA (Talk) 

Aron Ferenczi, Douglas E. Pyott, Andromachi Xipnitou and Attila Molnar 

The University of Edinburgh, Institute of Molecular Plant Sciences, Mayfield Road, Edinburgh, 

EH9 3BF, United Kingdom (attila.molnar@ed.ac.uk) 

Genome editing nucleases are currently revolutionizing both molecular biology and industrial 

biotechnology. One of the latest additions to these nucleases is the CRISPR/Cpf1 (Cas12a) system. 

It is adapted from a bacterial immune defense whereby a DNA endonuclease called Cpf1 is guided 

to foreign DNA by guide RNAs (gRNAs) produced at CRISPR (Clustered Regularly Interspaced 

Palindromic Repeat) loci. Application of this system for biological/biotechnological purposes 

involves programming Cpf1 with a synthetic gRNA to direct it to the target locus in the genome 

of interest. RNA-programmable CRISPR endonucleases induce targeted double-stranded DNA 

breaks, triggering cellular DNA repair pathways. Of these pathways, non-homologous end-joining 

(NHEJ) results in random insertions and deletions (i.e., indels) at the target site, whereas HR allows 

homology-directed, precise editing by using DNA repair templates.  We recently demonstrated that 

single-step codelivery of CRISPR/Cpf1 ribonucleoproteins with single-stranded DNA repair 

templates (ssODN) results in precise and targeted DNA replacement with as much as ∼10% 

efficiency in the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Ferenczi et al., 2017). We will discuss 

the latest developments of this technology. 

Ferenczi, A., Pyott, D. E., Xipnitou, A. and Molnar, A. Efficient targeted DNA replacement in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii using single-stranded oligodeoxynucleotides and Cpf1 

ribonucleoproteins. PNAS, DOI: 10.1073/pnas.1710597114 (2017). 

Chlamydomonas Fzl Is Required for Photosynthesis During High Light Stress. (Poster P27) 

Justin Findinier1, Cédric Delevoye2, Mickaël Cohen1 

1Laboratoire de Biologie Cellulaire et Moléculaire des Eucaryotes, IBPC, UMR8226, CNRS, 

Sorbonne Universités, Paris, France (justin.findinier@ibpc.fr) and 2Institut Curie, PSL Research 

University, UMR144, CNRS, Cell and Tissue Imaging Facility (PICT-IBiSA), Paris, France. 

With their ability to shape lipid bilayers, Dynamin Related Proteins (DRPs) are large GTPases 

often involved in membrane fission or fusion processes. They act as key factors for remodeling 

mitochondrial networks in yeast and mammals. Despite its highly organized photosynthetic 

membranes, DRPs involvement in chloroplast dynamics remains limited. Two DRPs have been 

functionally associated with the plastid. DRP5B promotes plastid division while another DRP, Fzl, 

is inserted in inner envelope and thylakoid membranes. Fzl knock out leads to chloroplast structure 

disruption, increased H2O2 production, autophagy and cell death pathways activation. However, 

causality between these phenotypes is not established. Also, while Fzl is proposed, but not proven, 

to promote thylakoid fusion, a potential involvement in photosynthesis remains to be addressed. 

Here, we show that Chlamydomonas reinhardtii encodes a putative Fzl ortholog. CrFzl is 

constitutively expressed in Chlamydomonas and we confirmed its chloroplast localization. In order 

to study its function, the emerging CRISPR/Cas9 technology was employed to generate multiple 

mailto:attila.molnar@ed.ac.uk
mailto:justin.findinier@ibpc.fr
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CrFzl knock out strains. Phenotypic analyzes indicate the requirement of CrFzl for survival upon 

light stress as growth of CrFzl mutants is normal in the dark but increasingly affected with stronger 

light irradiance. Consistent with this, chlorophyll fluorescence measurements revealed a specific 

impairment of photosynthesis upon high light treatment of the mutant cells. Further confirming 

the requirement of CrFzl upon high irradiance, fluorescence and electron microscopy approaches 

revealed that mutant cells accumulate cytosolic structures corresponding to degradative vacuoles 

feeding on chloroplast material upon high light. Additional analyses are ongoing to evaluate the 

involvement of CrFzl in the fusion of thylakoid membranes, but this work already demonstrates 

the contribution of CrFzl to light stress acclimation in the chloroplast. 

 

The Role of Ciliary Calcium Signalling in the Regulation of Intraflagellar Transport (Poster 

P28) 

Fort C, Brownlee C and Wheeler G.  

Marine Biological Association, The Laboratory, Citadel Hill, Plymouth PL1 2PB, UK. 

(cecfor@mba.ac.uk) 

Eukaryote cilia play essential roles in cell biology, contributing to key developmental, reproductive 

and physiological pathways. The process of IntraFlagellar Transport (IFT) directs the movement 

of ciliary proteins and is central to ciliary function. Whilst the importance of IFT is now clear, the 

mechanisms regulating IFT are not well known. This must be addressed if we are to better 

understand the role of cilia in cell biology and human health.   

Approach:  

Chlamydomonas exhibits two forms of motility; swimming and gliding. Both processes involve 

Ca2+ signaling. In this study, we will focus on gliding form: these cells can move by gliding along 

solid substrates using the movement of adherent glycoproteins in the flagella membrane (FMG-

1b). During the gliding, the cells orientates its flagella in opposing directions. Using strains 

expressing IFT20mCherry, we demonstrated that the retrograde IFT particles drive mobility by 

accumulating at regions in contact in flagella. In parallel, we showed that flagella calcium elevation 

act to disrupt the association of retrograde IFT particles with the flagella membrane (Collingridge 

et al., 2013). 

Outputs:  

There are strong indirect indications that calcium regulates IFT of ciliary membrane proteins in 

other eukaryotes. To understand how Ca2+ acts to direct the movement of ciliary proteins, we aim 

to determine the molecular mechanisms underlying this response in Chlamydomonas. We are 

examining in detail the nature of the ciliary Ca2+ elevations and examining a range of mutant strains 

to determine which ion channels contribute to IFT-related Ca2+ elevations. In this poster, we 

present you the preliminary results of this study. 

Collingridge P, Brownlee C, Wheeler GL. Compartmentalized calcium signaling in cilia regulates 

intraflagellar transport. Curr Biol. 2013 Nov. 

 

Cryo-Electron Tomography Provides New Insights to the Structure of Chlamydomonas 

Flagella (Talk) 

Gang Fu1, Lei Zhao2, Yuqing Hou2, George Witman2, Daniela Nicastro1 

1) Department of Cell Biology and Biophysics, University of Texas Southwestern Medical 

Center, USA,  

2) Department of Radiology, University of Massachusetts Medical School, USA 

(gang.fu@utsouthwestern.edu) 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Collingridge%20P%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24210618
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Brownlee%20C%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24210618
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Wheeler%20GL%5BAuthor%5D&cauthor=true&cauthor_uid=24210618
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/24210618
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Motile cilia and flagella are highly conserved organelles that are essential for the normal 

development and health of many species including humans. To reveal the molecular composition 

and functional mechanisms of motility, we use cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) and 

subtomogram averaging of cilia and flagella of various model organisms, including 

Chlamydomonas, to directly visualize the macromolecular complexes, their interactions and/or 

structural changes during functional cycles [e.g. 1, 2]. The ciliary axoneme consists of 9 doublet 

microtubules surrounding the two singlet microtubules of the central pair complex (CPC). 

Attached to this stable microtubule scaffold are hundreds of axonemal proteins of which many are 

critical for ciliary motility. Previous studies have shown that the CPC is one of the key regulators 

of motility, and defects in CPC components result in impaired or even paralyze cilia. Despite of 

these severe phenotypes of CPC defects, and of our previous cryo-ET study of the wildtype CPC 

structure [3], the protein composition, 3D organization and specific functions of the CPC 

projections are not fully understood. We are utilizing newly available Chlamydomonas CLiP 

mutants [4], in which flagellar associated proteins (FAPs) are interrupted by an insertion cassette. 

By integrating biochemical and genetics methods with cryo-ET, we are continuing to identify, 

localize and characterize novel axonemal components, including CPC proteins. When single 

protein mutations result in larger assembly defects, visualization of tagged and gold-labelled FAPs 

in the respective mutant backgrounds allows for a more specific localization of the axonemal 

component by cryo-ET [5].  

[1] Fu et al. (2018) Mol Biol Cell doi: 10.1091/mbc.E18-02-0142; [2] Lin and Nicastro (2018) 

Science 360:eaar1968; [3] Carbajal-González et al. (2013) Cytoskeleton (Hoboken) 70:101; [4] 

Li et al. (2016) Plant Cell 28, 367; [5] Song et al. (2016) J Biol Chem. 290:5341. 

 

Tolerance Mechanisms in Response to a Chronic Cadmium Exposure Developed by 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P29) 

Gain, Gwenaëlle1,2, Thiriet-Rupert, Stanislas2, Jadoul, Alice2, Vigneron, Amandine2, Bosman, 

Bernard3, Carnol, Monique3, Motte, Patrick2, Cardol, Pierre1, Nouet, Cécile2, Hanikenne, Marc1 
1Genetic and Physiology of Microalgae, 2Functional Genomics and Plant Molecular Imaging, 
3Plant and Microbial Ecology, InBioS-PhytoSystems, University of Liège, Belgium.  

(gwenaelle.gain@doct.uliege.be) 

Pollution of soils and water by heavy metals, such as cadmium (Cd), is a major threat for living 

organisms. In this study, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, an unicellular haploid green microalga, was 

selected as a model to examine the mechanisms of Cd tolerance in photosynthetic organisms. 

Multiple cultures have been exposed to 50 μM Cd for more than one year (> 500 generations). 

Transcriptomic analysis by RNA-seq and extensive phenotyping were performed to characterize 

the impact of Cd particularly on growth and cell size, photosynthesis (chlorophyll content, PSII 

activity) and metal homeostasis (ionome profiling by ICP-AES). Genes involved in the cell wall, 

metal homeostasis, and photosynthesis were particularly impacted in presence of Cd. Therefore, 

several candidate genes presenting interesting expression profile were selected and mutants of 

these genes were characterized. New actors potentially involved in Cd tolerance in microalga were 

identified. 

 

Global Spectroscopic Analysis to Study the Regulation of the Proton Motive Force in 

Photosynthetic Organisms (Poster P30) 

Cécile Giustini1, Claire Seydoux1, Martin Byrdin2, Luca Carraretto3, Tomas Morosinotto3, Ildiko 
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Szabo3, Florence Courtois1, Guillaume Allorent1 and Giovanni Finazzi1 
1Cell and Plant Physiology laboratory, CEA Grenoble, Grenoble, France. 2Institut de Biologie 

structurale (IBS), CEA Grenoble, Grenoble, France. 3Department of Biology, University of Padova, 

Italy. (guillaume.allorent@cea.fr) 

In natural variable environments, photosynthetic organisms rapidly adjust photosynthesis for 

optimum balance between photochemistry and photoprotection. This mainly occurs via the 

generation of the proton motive force (pmf) thanks to the coupling between electron transfer in 

thylakoid membranes and proton release in the inner lumen compartment. The pmf not only 

comprises a H+ gradient (ΔpH), but also an electric field (Δ ψ, negative on the stromal side). The 

latter is generated by electron flow, due to the asymmetric location of the electron donors and 

acceptors of the different photosynthetic complexes. The generation of a Δ ψ also affects the 

absorption characteristics of some photosynthetic pigments, leading to a shift of their absorption 

spectrum. This phenomenon, known as the electrochromic shift (ECS), can be used to monitor the 

pmf in vivo. Recent studies in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana based on time resolved 

analysis of the ECS signal have suggested an active role of ion fluxes across the thylakoid 

membranes in the regulation of the pmf mainly via the activity of the TPK3 potassium channel and 

the K+/H+ antiporter KEA3. In this work, we compare the pmf features in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii, Arabidopsis thaliana and the diatom Phaeodactylum tricornutum using tpk3 and kea3 

mutants and/or global fit analysis of the ECS signal. Our preliminary results show that each 

organism possess its own specific spectral ECS features, possibly reflecting different actors and 

functioning of the pmf in the regulation of photosynthesis. 

 

Analysis of Sensory Photoreceptors by Advanced Biophysics and Reverse Genetics (Talk) 

Peter Hegemann#, Simon Kelterborn, Meike Luck, and Irina Sizova,  

Experimental Biophysics, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany, (ph@chlamy.de) 

The Chlamydomonas genome encodes at least 18 sensory photoreceptors that are used to control 

developmental processes, photosynthesis, photomovement responses, surface gliding and many 

more. During the recent years we studied mainly the blue light receptor phototropin, a 

multipurpose regulator of eyespot properties and of high energy quenching. But most deeply we 

analyzed the two phototaxis photoreceptor, channelrhodopsin-1 and 2 (ChR1, ChR2), in vivo and 

in vitro which paved the way for a broad optogenetic application in the neurosciences and other 

fields. Recently, we explored the Histidine-kinase-rhodopsin-1 (HKR1) of Chlamydomonas (one 

out of six HKRs) and the only HKR of Ostreococcus and showed that both are photochromic 

proteins sensing the ratio between UVA and blue light. In order to study further details of the many 

photoreceptor functions and to test mutants in vivo that we already deeply analyzed biophysically 

in vitro, we established several nuclear gene targeting systems based on Zink finger nucleases and 

CRISPR/CAS9 (Greiner et al. 2017). I will explain the principles including advantages and 

limitations and discuss strategies for placing single point mutations into Chlamydomonas genes. 

Deisseroth, K. and Hegemann, P., (2017) The Form and Function of Channelrhodopsin. Science, 

357, (6356), eaan5544. 

Luck, M. and Hegemann, P. (2017) The two parallel Photocycles of the Chlamydomonas Sensory 

Photoreceptor Histidine Kinase Rhodopsin 1. J. Plant Phys. 217:77-84. 

Greiner, A. et. al. (2017) Targeting of Photoreceptor Genes in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii via 

Zinc-finger Nucleases and CRISPR/Cas9. Plant Cell 29(10):2498 – 251. 

#Hertie Senior Professor for Neuroscience 

mailto:guillaume.allorent@cea.fr
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Diffusion as a Ruler: Modeling Kinesin Diffusion as a Length Sensor for Intraflagellar 

Transport (Poster P31) 

Nathan L. Hendel1,2, Matthew Thomson3, Wallace F. Marshall1 
1Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics and 2Bioinformatics Graduate Group, University of 

California, San Francisco, San Francisco, California; and 3Division of Biology and Biological 

Engineering, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California (nat.hendel@ucsf.edu) 

An important question in cell biology is whether cells are able to measure size, either whole cell 

size or organelle size. Perhaps cells have an internal chemical representation of size that can be 

used to precisely regulate growth, or perhaps size is just an accident that emerges due to constraint 

of nutrients. The eukaryotic flagellum is an ideal model for studying size sensing and control 

because its linear geometry makes it essentially one-dimensional, greatly simplifying 

mathematical modeling. The assembly of flagella is regulated by intraflagellar transport (IFT), in 

which kinesin motors carry cargo adaptors for flagellar proteins along the flagellum and then 

deposit them at the tip, lengthening the flagellum. The rate at which IFT motors are recruited to 

begin transport into the flagellum is anticorrelated with the flagellar length, implying some kind 

of communication between the base and the tip and possibly indicating that cells contain some 

mechanism for measuring flagellar length. Although it is possible to imagine many complex 

scenarios in which additional signaling molecules sense length and carry feedback signals to the 

cell body to control IFT, might the already-known components of the IFT system be sufficient to 

allow length dependence of IFT? Here we investigate a model in which the anterograde kinesin 

motors unbind after cargo delivery, diffuse back to the base, and are subsequently reused to power 

entry of new IFT trains into the flagellum. By mathematically modeling and simulating such a 

system, we are able to show that the diffusion time of the motors can in principle be sufficient to 

serve as a proxy for length measurement. We found that the diffusion model can not only achieve 

a stable steady-state length without the addition of any other signaling molecules or pathways, but 

also is able to produce the anticorrelation between length and IFT recruitment rate that has been 

observed in quantitative imaging studies. 

Crystal Structure of Chloroplastic Thioredoxin-f From Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Reveals 

Distinct Surface Properties (Poster P32) 

Julien Henri1, Félix de Carpentier1, Marcello de Mia1, Pierre Crozet1, Antoine Danon1, Christophe 

Marchand1, Stéphane Lemaire1 

1. Laboratoire de Biologie Moléculaire et Cellulaire des Eucaryotes, Unité Mixte de Recherche 

8226 CNRS Sorbonne Université, Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, 13 rue Pierre et Marie 

Curie 75005 Paris, France. (julien.henri@ibpc.fr) 

Proteins of the thioredoxin family are key regulators of the redox status of the cell in all 

nonparasitic organisms. Thioredoxins are small single domain proteins of 10-16 kDa that catalyze 

the reduction of disulfide bridges. Thioredoxins fold into a canonical globular domain composed 

of a mixed ß-sheet surrounded by 4 α-helices. Protein disulfide reduction by thioredoxins controls 

the conformation of enzyme active sites and their multimeric complexation. Class-f thioredoxins 

specifically interact with target enzymes in chloroplasts, activating photosynthetic Carbon fixation 

by the Calvin-Benson cycle. Despite the wealth of data gathered from genomic analysis of 

thioredoxins coding sequences, the molecular rules for the selective reduction of a given protein 

disulfide target by its cognate thioredoxin remain open to speculations. Hence, we determined the 

crystal structures of thioredoxin-f2 at 2.01 Å resolution and of thioredoxin-h1 at 1.38 Å resolution 
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from the model unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The extensive comparison of their 

atomic features revealed a class-f specific, conserved electropositive crown around the active site, 

complementary to electronegative surfaces of cognate targets. 

 

Chloroplast Damage Induced by the Inhibition of Fatty Acid Synthesis Triggers Autophagy 

in Chlamydomonas (Poster P33) 

Luis Gonzaga Heredia-Martínez1, Ascensión Andrés-Garrido1, Enrique Martínez-Force2, María 

Esther Pérez-Pérez1, and José L. Crespo1 
1Instituto de Bioquímica Vegetal y Fotosíntesis, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas 

(CSIC)-Universidad de Sevilla, 41092 Seville, Spain. crespo@ibvf.csic.es 
2Instituto de la Grasa (CSIC), Edificio 46, Campus Universitario Pablo de Olavide, Carretera de 

Utrera km1, 41013 Seville, Spain 

Fatty acids are synthesized in the stroma of plant and algal chloroplasts by the fatty acid synthase 

(FAS) complex. Newly synthesized fatty acids are then used for the generation of plastidial lipids 

that are essential to keep chloroplast structure and function. Here, we show that inhibition of fatty 

acids synthesis in the model alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii activates autophagy, a highly 

conserved catabolic process by which cells degrade intracellular material under adverse conditions 

to maintain cell homeostasis. Treatment of Chlamydomonas cells with cerulenin, a specific FAS 

inhibitor, stimulated lipidation of the autophagosome protein ATG8 and enhanced autophagic flux. 

We found that inhibition of fatty acids synthesis decreased monogalactosyldiacylglycerol 

abundance, increased the lutein content, downregulated photosynthesis and raised the production 

of reactive oxygen species. Electron microscopy revealed a high degree of thylakoid membrane 

stacking in cerulenin-treated cells. Moreover, global transcriptomic analysis of these cells showed 

an upregulation of genes encoding chloroplast proteins involved in protein folding and oxidative 

stress, and the induction of major catabolic processes including autophagy and proteasome 

pathways. Thus, our results uncovered a novel link between lipids metabolism, chloroplast 

integrity and autophagy through a mechanism that involves the activation of a chloroplast quality 

control system. 

 

Structure and Function of Photosystem I Complexes and Potential Implications on 

Photosynthetic Electron Transport Regulation in Microalgae (Talk) 

Michael Hippler1, Janina Steinbeck1,2, Laura Mosebach1, Shin-Ichiro Ozawa3, Till Bald1, Philipp 

Gäbelein1, Ian Ross2, Ben Hankamer2, Yuichiro Takahashi3  
1Institute of Plant Biology and Biotechnology, University of Münster, Germany, 2Institute for 

Molecular Bioscience, University of Queensland, Australia, 3Research Institute for 

Interdisciplinary Science, Okayama University, Japan (mhippler@uni-muenster.de) 

Photosynthetic linear electron flow (LEF) produces ATP and NADPH, while cyclic electron flow 

(CEF) exclusively drives photo-phosphorylation to supply extra ATP. The fine-tuning of linear 

and cyclic electron transport efficiency allows photosynthetic organisms to balance light energy 

absorption with cellular energy requirements under constantly changing light conditions. The PSI-

LHCI complex is at the crossroad of controlling LEF and CEF. In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, 

PSI-LHCI is involved in the formation of a potential CEF supercomplex comprising in addition 

Cyt b6f, FNR, LHCI, LHCII, PGRL1, PETO, ANR1 and CAS (Iwai et al., 2010, Terashima et al., 

2012, Takahashi et al., 2013). There is further evidence that the dynamic association of FNR with 

PSI-LHCI might channel electrons towards distinct routes. A less stable association of FNR with 

the thylakoid membrane in PGRL1/PGR5 knockout mutants potentially results in less efficient 
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electron transport at the acceptor side of PSI and PSI photoinhibition (Mosebach et al., 2017). To 

mechanistically understand the role of PSI-LHCI in partitioning of LEF and CEF, structure and 

function was analyzed in detail. Cross-linking experiments followed by immunodetection and 

mass spectrometry allowed the determination of the spatial configuration of LHCI at C. reinhardtii 

PSI. Eight LHCI subunits are bound to the PSI core at the side of PSAF in two layers: LHCA1-

LHCA8-LHCA7-LHCA3 from PSAG to PSAK in the inner layer and LHCA1-LHCA4-LHCA6-

LHCA5 in the outer layer. LHCA2 and LHCA9 are bound to PSAB between PSAG and PSAH of 

the PSI core: PSAG-LHCA9-LHCA2-PSAH. LHCA1 was identified as a potential interaction 

partner of FNR at PSI in C. reinhardtii. Further, a PSI-LHCI-FNR-cyt b6f supercomplex was 

isolated from C. reinhardtii under anaerobic conditions. Single particle analysis after electron 

microscopy identified top-view projections of the supercomplex. Based on molecular modeling 

and mass spectrometric analysis we propose a model in which dissociation of LHCA2 and LHCA9 

from PSI supports formation of this CEF supercomplex, as a Δlhca2 knock out mutant possesses 

constitutively enhanced CEF. Thus, partitioning of LEF and CEF requires a remodeling of the PSI-

LHCI containing protein complexes. 
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supercomplex that drives cyclic electron flow in photosynthesis. Nature 464: 1210-1213 (2010) 
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Visualization of Metal Sequestration and Homeostasis (Talk) 

Kristen Holbrook1, Stefan Schmollinger1, Daniela Strenkert1, Sydnee Green1, Sayani Das2, Hosea 

Nelson1, Ankona Datta2, and Sabeeha S. Merchant1 

Department 1Chemistry and Biochemistry, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA USA 
2Department of Chemical Sciences, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Mumbai, India 

(kholbrook@chem.ucla.edu) 

The Merchant laboratory has identified an acidic membrane bound organelle, called the 

acidocalcisome, as a site for metal sequestration in Chlamydomonas. The organelle contains Ca, 

polyphosphate, and a prototypical vacuolar H+-pyrophosphatase. In previous work, the group has 

used analytical methods such as X-ray fluorescence (XFM) and nanoSIMS to show that Cu, Fe 

and Mn colocalize with Ca and polyphosphate, especially in situations of nutritional luxury (or 

overload). Accumulated metals are not toxic because they are sequestered inside the 

acidocalcisome, but the stored metals become bioavailable if the organism is placed in a deficiency 

situation. We do not understand the dynamics and mechanisms of selective transport of Cu vs. Fe 

vs. Mn into the compartment nor for their selective mobilization.  As a complementary approach, 

we are developing methodology for live cell imaging of intracellular metals using fluorescent 

metal-reactive probes and confocal microscopy. This approach allows us to investigate the 
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dynamics of metal sequestration and mobilization in real time, image intracellular structure, and 

tag parts of the cell we cannot visualize with XFM/nanoSIMS. We can also utilize microscopy 

techniques to understand disruption of metal homeostasis in various mutant strains, including (1) 

crr1 Cys, a mutant expressing a defective Cu-response transcription factor, which 

hyperaccumulates Zn, and (2) vtc1-1, a mutant with reduced polyphosphate synthesis, which 

hyperaccumulates metals but does not sequester them inside the acidocalcisome. The application 

of these methodologies will allow us to capture the cell biology and dynamics of metal homeostasis 

in Chlamydomonas.  

 

A Giant Type I Polyketide Synthase Participates in Zygospore Maturation in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Talk) 

Elisabeth Hommel1*, Natalie Heimerl1*, Martin Westermann2, Doreen Meichsner1, Martin Lohr3, 

Christian Hertweck4,5, Arthur Grossman6, Maria Mittag1, Severin Sasso1 

* These authors contributed equally to this work. 1 Matthias Schleiden Institute of Genetics, 

Bioinformatics and Molecular Botany, Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany, 2 Electron 

Microscopy Center, Jena University Hospital, Jena, Germany, 3 Institute of Molecular Physiology, 

Plant Biochemistry, Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany, 4 Department of 

Biomolecular Chemistry, Leibniz Institute for Natural Product Research and Infection Biology 

(HKI),  Jena, Germany, 5 Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany, 6 Carnegie Institution for 

Science, Stanford, USA,(elisabeth.hommel@uni-jena.de) 

Polyketide synthases (PKSs) are multidomain enzymes organized in modules of individual length 

and organization. They occur in many bacteria, fungi, land plants and algae. In these organisims, 

the PKSs produce polyketides with a variety of functions, for example, antibiotics or neurotoxic 

compounds. PKSs are also involved in the biosynthesis of flavonoids and the formation of the 

outer pollen wall. While many PKSs have been studied in bacteria, fungi and land plants, nothing 

is known about the function of the single type I polyketide synthase (PKS1) in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. With 2.3 MDa, PKS1 has a predicted size that rivals the size of a ribosome. In our 

study, we show that PKS1 is induced in two-day old zygotes. We found that PKS1 is responsible 

for the formation of knob-like structures in the nascent cell wall, which is followed by the 

formation of the central lamina in the course of zygospore maturation. Both structures, knobs and 

central lamina, are missing in homozygous pks1 mutant zygotes. Additionally, we found a delay 

in chlorophyll degradation in pks1 zygotes, further indicating a disruption of zygospore 

development. Furthermore, we found that homozygous pks1 mutant zygotes have lost their 

remarkable desiccation tolerance, an essential property of zygospores that serve as a dormant state 

to survive unfavorable environmental conditions (Heimerl*, Hommel* et al., in press). In summary, 

our results show that the giant type I polyketide synthase has a central function in the sexual life 

cycle of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and is crucial for its survival under stressful environmental 

conditions. 

Ran GTP-Mediated Ciliary Entry of Kinesin Associated Protein 3 (KAP3) (Poster P34) 

Shengping Huang2, Prachee Avasthi1,2 

1Anatomy and Cell Biology, University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS, 
2Ophthalmology, University of Kansas Medical Center, Kansas City, KS (shuang2@kumc.edu) 

In eukaryotic cells, flagella and cilia are microtubule based protrusive organelles. Their structure 

and function are remarkably conserved throughout the tree of life. Precise control of protein 
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trafficking into cilia is essential for its structure and function. Two kinesin-2 motor complexes, 

heterotrimeric KIF3A-KIF3B-KAP3 and homodimeric KIF17, exist in vertebrate cells and 

regulate the intraflagellar transport (IFT) mechanism responsible for anterograde (base to tip) 

trafficking in cilia. Previous work demonstrated that Ran GTP and importin-β2 regulate KIF17 

trafficking to the cilia. But its role in generalized trafficking of the conserved heterotrimeric 

KIF3A-KIF3B-KAP3 motor complex is unknown. The unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii is an excellent model system to identify the conserved mechanisms of ciliary protein 

entry due to the ease of quantifying flagellar protein/assembly dynamics and biochemically 

isolating flagella in this system. Here we show that, In Chlamydomonas, chemical inhibition of 

Ran1-importinβ-mediated import, but not CRM1-mediated export, can shorten flagellar length and 

regulate flagellar entry of Kinesin-2 associated protein KAP. This recapitulates our finding in 

human retina pigment epithelium cells in which GTP-locked Ran mutant Ran(Q69L), but not 

Ran(G19V), which has a relatively low affinity to GTP, can inhibit ciliogenesis. Our results suggest 

Ran-mediated protein transport regulates entry of the kinesin-2 heterotrimeric motor complex into 

Chlamydomonas flagella and mammalian cilia, which may provide new insights into conserved 

molecular mechanisms regulating ciliary protein trafficking and gating. 

 

Changes to the Elemental Composition of the Green Alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

Caused by Minor Variations in Cultivation Conditions (Poster P35) 

Colleen Hui1, Stefan Schmollinger1, Sabeeha S. Merchant1 
1Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry and Institute for Genomics and Proteomics, UCLA, 

USA. (hui@chem.ucla.edu) 

Copper (Cu), iron (Fe) and manganese (Mn) are essential cofactors for numerous proteins that 

enable catalysis and redox chemistry, but they also pose a significant danger to cellular integrity if 

left unregulated. The trace metal quota is thus tightly controlled and indicative for the metabolic 

requirements and status of the cell. The elemental composition in Chlamydomonas cells can be 

altered either directly by nutrient availabilities in the environment (e.g. growth medium 

composition) or indirectly during growth. Choice of carbon/energy source, soil/water pH, or 

aeration are known to influence the alga’s metabolism, and therefore might affect its trace metal 

quota. To understand the potential impact of such growth parameters on metal homeostasis in 

Chlamydomonas, we have completed a systematic elemental analysis as a function of six different 

cultivation parameters. These variables include 1) cell density/sampling time, 2) medium pH, 3) 

flask size, 4) culture volume, 5) shaker speed, and 6) light intensity. We also analyzed calcium (Ca) 

and phosphorous (P) content, as we have recently identified the acidocalcisome, a lysosome-

related acidic vacuole loaded with Ca and P, as a hub of metal homeostasis (Hong-Hermesdorf et 

al., 2015). We have discovered that Chlamydomonas cells accumulate Cu and Fe as a function of 

time especially during the stationary phase, but not Mn, Ca, or P. Meanwhile, a more alkaline 

medium pH (pH 8.5 vs. pH 7.0) under photoheterotrophic growth condition induces specifically 

Fe hyperaccumulation, while simultaneously reduces Ca and P in cells. Aeration parameters 

including flask size, culture volume, and shaker speed affect Cu and Mn accumulation in unique 

ways, but not Fe. Light intensity within the range of 30 to 180 µmol m-2 s-1 does not significantly 

change Cu, Fe, or Mn content in cells. Our results suggest that the Cu, Fe and Mn quota, as well 

as Ca and P levels, are sensitive to minor perturbations in cultivation conditions: the Fe quota is 

especially sensitive to changes in pH; the Cu and Mn quota are affected by flask size, fill level and 

the extend of shaking. This analysis reveals that cultivation variables, especially those considered 

secondary when planning an experiment, must be tightly controlled in order to maintain a 
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consistent elemental profile and avoid changes to the metabolism.  

Hong-Hermesdorf, A et al., Nat Chem Biol. 11, 235 (2015) 

 

Transport of Ciliary Inner Dynein Arm I1/f by the Intraflagellar Transport Adapter IDA3 

(Talk) 

Emily L. Hunter1, Karl Lechtreck2, Gang Fu3, Juyeon Hwang1, Huawen Lin4, Avanti Gokhale1, 

Lea M. Alford5, Brian Lewis4, Ryosuke Yamamoto6, Ritsu Kamiya7, Fan Yang8, Daniela Nicastro3, 

Susan K. Dutcher4, Maureen Wirschell8, and Winfield S. Sale1 

1Cell Biology, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322 USA; 2Department of Cellular Biology, 

University of GA Athens, GA USA,  3UT Southwestern Medical Center, Departments of Cell 

Biology and Biophysics, Dallas TX  75390 USA;  4Genetics, Washington University School of 

Medicine, St. Louis MO 63110 USA; 5Biology, Oglethorpe University, Atlanta, GA 30319 USA    

6Biological Sciences, Osaka University, Osaka 560-0043 Japan    7Biological Sciences, Chuo 

University, Tokyo 112-8551 Japan 8Biochemistry, University of Mississippi Medical Center, 

Jackson MS 39216 USA. 

Our goal is to determine the mechanisms of assembly of ciliary dynein motors.  Many ciliary 

substructures such as dynein arms assemble in the cell body before IFT-mediated transport in the 

ciliary compartment and docking to the axoneme.  How these axonemal cargoes interact with IFT 

remains largely unknown.  Here, we analyze the transport of the conserved inner dynein arm I1/f, 

a 1.5 MDa dynein complex that preassembles in the cytoplasm and is transported by IFT 

(Viswanadha et al., 2014, Cytoskeleton 71). The Chlamydomonas ida3 mutant (Kamiya et al., 1991, 

J. Cell Biol. 112) preassembles I1 dynein in the cytoplasm but I1 dynein fails to enter the cilium 

for assembly on the axoneme, resulting in a slow-swimming phenotype. Cryo-ET confirms that I1 

dynein is the sole structural defect in ida3 axonemes. Using whole genome sequencing, we 

identified a premature stop codon (W22X) in the ida3 mutant and loss of a 115-kDa coiled-coil 

protein with an intrinsically disordered region in the C-terminal half. This mutation co-segregates 

with the loss of I1 assembly on the axoneme.  Several independent intragenic revertants restore I1 

dynein assembly and subsequent motility defect. Expression of HA or NeonGreen (NG)-tagged 

IDA3 also rescues the motility and I1 dynein assembly phenotypes in ida3. Immuno-blotting 

demonstrates that IDA3 is restricted to the cell body in cells with full-length cilia and microscopy 

of these cells reveals IDA3 is localized near the basal bodies.  However, notably, IDA3 enters the 

ciliary matrix in growing cilia.  Live-cell TIRF microscopy of cells transformed with IDA3::NG 

confirms the selective entry of IDA3::NG during ciliary assembly and indicates IDA3 entry is 

regulated in a cilium-autonomous manner (Craft et al., 2016, J. Cell Biol. 208).   IDA3::NG moves 

by anterograde IFT into elongating cilia and then diffuses in the ciliary matrix. 

Immunoprecipitation of IDA3::HA from the matrix fraction of regenerating cilia reveals an 

association of IDA3 with the I1 dynein intermediate chain IC140. Consistently, pull-downs of 

IC140::SNAP from regenerating membrane-matrix confirm an interaction with IDA3::HA.  GFP-

tagged IC140 also moves by anterograde IFT. We propose that IDA3 interacts with IC140 and acts 

as an adapter selectively linking the I1 dynein complex to IFT to ensure transport into and within 

the growing cilium. We postulate that other large axonemal complexes will require their own 

adapters for IFT mediated transport into and within the cilium.   

 

DNA Replication Control in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P36) 

Amy E. Ikui1, Noriko Ueki1, Daria Postavnaia1, Michal Breker2, Frederick Cross2  
1Department of Biology, Brooklyn College, The City University of New York, Brooklyn NY 
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(AIkui@brooklyn.cuny.edu) 
2 Laboratory of Cell Cycle Genetics, The Rockefeller University, New York, NY 

 DNA replication machinery is less understood in the plant kingdom compared to animals and 

fungi. In yeast and animals, sequential loading of pre-replication complex (pre-RC) proteins on 

replication origins initiates origin licensing. Subsequent origin is triggered by formation of pre-

initiation complex (pre-IC). 

We isolated a collection of temperature sensitive lethal mutants in pre-RC and pre-IC components. 

The replication mutants showed incomplete DNA synthesis resulting in cell cycle arrest with 1C-

2C DNA content at non-permissive temperature while wild type cells undergo up to 16C. The 

replication-defective mutants failed to form mitotic spindles. However cells showed cleavage 

furrow formation. These results suggest that incomplete DNA replication may activate cell cycle 

checkpoint pathway blocking spindle formation, but not initial steps in cytokinesis.  

In addition to the DNA replication mutants, we also obtained conditional mutants for core cell-

cycle-regulatory machinery (cyclins, Cdks and anaphase-promoting complex (APC)). The APC 

mutant blocks the cell cycle with once-replicated DNA at 2C, assembled mitotic spindles and 

without cleavage furrows. 

Next, we constructed double mutants of pre-RC and cdc27 (APC mutant) and analyzed the 

phenotype. The double mutant formed spindles while pre-RC mutant did not form spindles, 

indicating that spindle formation is inhibited in the pre-RC mutant due to high APC activity in pre-

RC mutants. On the other hand, The pre-IC mutants failed to assemble spindles even in cdc27 

background, indicating that lack of spindle formation is not due to hyper-activation of the APC. 

We will discuss new insights how DNA replication machinery utilizes APC to coordinate DNA 

replication and cell cycle progression in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 

 

Cryo-ET Analysis of Proximal Area of Chlamydomonas Flagella (Poster P37) 

Takashi Ishikawa1, Akira Noga1,2, Masafumi Hirono2 
1Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland, 2Hosei University, Japan. (takashi.ishikawa@psi.ch) 

Cryo-electron tomography has been a potential tool to reconstruct 3D structure of the axoneme 

(review in Ishikawa (2017)). By comparing structures of doublets from deletion mutants of 

Chlamydomonas, we located dynein isoforms. We also proved replacement of some dyneins with 

minor dyneins at the proximal regions of the axoneme (Bui et al. (2012)). However, the exact 

dynein distribution at the proximal end of dynein arrays was unclear, due to low contrast of cryo-

ET. While image average using 96 nm periodicity worked successfully to visualize dyneins in the 

axoneme, imaging areas without longitudinal repeat was challenging. Recent progress of cryo-ET 

enabled visualization of individual molecules without average. 

Triplet microtubules at the basal bodies show difference in morphology between the cartwheel 

area and more distal regions, indicating rearrangement of binding proteins. Detail of structural 

transition from triplet to doublet microtubules at the distal part of the basal body was visualized as 

separation of the C-tubule from the B-tubule. The internal structure of the transition zone, known 

as a star-shape object, was reconstructed at unprecedented resolution. 

Another interesting finding was at the proximal region of the axoneme. Along 200~300nm length, 

outer dynein arms are replaced by linkers with 8nm periodicity, while radial spokes exist, but on 

some doublets as a single RS2, instead of a doublet, probably by geometrical constraints. Abrupt 
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switching from the 8nm linker to the outer arm suggests programmed development during cilia 

growth. On the contrary, in this region, occupancy of inner arm dyneins is partial and gradually 

decreasing toward the transition zone. We will discuss possible models of early stage of cilia 

development.  

Ishikawa, T. Axoneme structure from motile cilia. Cold Spring Harb. Perspect. Biol. 9, 1 (2017).  

Bui, K.H., Yagi, T., Yamamoto, R., Kamiya, R. and Ishikawa, T. Polarity and asymmetry in the 

arrangement of dynein and related structures in the Chlamydomonas axoneme. J. Cell Biol. 198, 

913-925. (2012) 

 

Enhancing Starch Production of the Green Microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii through 

Sub-lethal Temperature Treatment (Poster P38) 

Ivan Ivanov1, 2, Vilém Zachleder1 and Kateřina Bišová1 

1Laboratory of Cell Cycles of Algae, Centre Algatech, Institute of Microbiology, Czech Academy 

of Sciences, Opatovický mlýn, 379 81 Třeboň, Czech Republic (ivanov@alga.cz) 
2Faculty of Science, University of South Bohemia, 370 05 České Budějovice, Czech Republic 

Microalgal starch is a potential feedstock for biofuel production. The current study investigates 

the effect of sub-lethal temperature on biomass and starch production by the green microalga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 

Cultures of C. reinhardtii (21 gr) were synchronised by light/dark regime (14/10 light/dark cycle, 

30°C, 500 µmol m-2s-1) in a laboratory scale multi cultivator. During the experiments, the cells 

were grown is HS medium at control and sub-lethal temperature under an incident light intensity 

of 500 µmol m-2s-1. 

During the control cultivation of C. reinhardtii cell division occurred after the 15th hour of the cell 

cycle. Cell division was preceded by an increase and was followed by a rapid decrease in starch 

content. Growth at sub-lethal temperature can be divided into two phases. During the first phase, 

the cells prepare for cell division similar to the control culture. However, at sub-lethal temperature, 

starch accumulation was faster than in the control and nuclear and cell division/s were blocked and 

did not occur. During the second phase, cultures experienced severe stress, which resulted in 

significant increase in starch content so that it represented up to 90% of the cell dry weight. At the 

end of the cultivation, the cell walls of large portion of the cells ruptured releasing the starch 

granules into the growth medium.  

These results suggest that sub-lethal temperature has a profound effect on the cell cycle in C. 

reinhardtii, leading to the complete inhibition of cell division, which leads to the enhanced 

accumulation of reserve energy in the form of starch.  

This work was supported by the GA CR (grant no. 15-09231S), the mobility of I. I. was supported 

by the Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports of the Czech Republic (project no. 

EF16_027/0007990). 

 

Effect of Endoplasmic Reticulum Stress on the Production of Lipid within Microalgae 

(Poster P39) 

Seungjib Jeon1,2, Nam Kyu Kang1, Byeong-ryool Jeong1, Bongsoo Lee1, Yong Keun Chang1,2*  
1Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, KAIST, 2Advanced Biomass R&D 

Center (zaos1004@kaist.ac.kr) 
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Microalgae are photosynthetic microorganisms that can be promising resources for the production 

of biofuels and useful chemicals, but are challenged by problems including economic deficits. 

These problems can be solved by improvements in lipid productivity, which can be improved by 

biological and genetic modifications. In particular, understanding of metabolic pathway related to 

stress is important to enhance production of lipids and algal biomass. Among some type of stress, 

ER stress, which occurs due to disruption in endoplasmic reticulum protein-folding capacity, can 

play crucial roles in lipid metabolism. In effort to improve lipid production from microalgae, we 

employed chemical treatment for inducing ER stress and overexpressed BIG1 gene (brefeldin a-

inhibited guanine nucleotide-exchange protein) which is concerned with ER stress in 

Nannochloropsis salina. Our results showed that tunicamycin treatment induces 30% increase of 

neutral lipid in N. salina. Moreover, BIG1 mutants showed increased lipid productivity by 32 % 

under normal condition. Taken together, these results suggest that understanding the role of ER 

stress can be critical key for improvement of lipid production in microalgae.  

Kim S, Hanul K et al. Rapid induction of lipid droplets in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and 

Chlorella vulgaris by brefeldin A. Plos One 8 (2013) 

 

In Vivo Functional Analysis of Proteins Involved in LHCP Transport and Assembly Using 

a CRISPR-Cas9 Mediated Genome Editing System (Poster P40) 

Jooyeon Jeong1, Kwangryul Baek1, Henning Kirst2, Nico Betterle2, Anastasios Melis2, EonSeon 

Jin1 
1Department of Life Science, Hanyang University, Korea, 2Department of Plant and Microbial 

Biology, University of California, Berkeley, USA. (ju5068@hanyang.ac.kr) 

Nuclear-encoded light-harvesting chlorophyll- and carotenoid-binding protein (LHCP) is imported 

into the chloroplast and transported to the thylakoid membranes via chloroplast signal recognition 

particle (CpSRP) pathway. Despite of the highly conserved CpSRP pathway in green lineage, 

recent studies have reported several functional differences in the CpSRP pathway between green 

algae and higher-plants. Here, to elucidate in vivo function of components for CpSRP pathway, 

specific gene knockout mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii were generated by both forward 

and reverse genetic approaches. Especially, to obtain Crltd mutant, we employed CRISPR-Cas9 

RNP technology developed in our lab. The tla4 and Crltd mutants lacking the chloroplast signal 

recognition particle 54 kDa protein (CpSRP54) and LHCP translocation defect (LTD), respectively, 

showed a reduction in LHCP contents and the light-harvesting antenna sizes, indicating that 

CpSRP54 and LTD function in LHCP transport and assembly in C. reinhardtii (Jeong et al., 2017; 

Jeong et al., 2018). Interestingly, the thylakoid protein profiles displayed an unaffected D1 content 

in tla4 and a specific reduction of LHCI in Crltd, which were distinct from their higher-plants 

counterparts. These results give us clues that both CpSRP54 and LTD proteins found in C. 

reinhardtii may not be as stringent as they are in higher-plants, and there may be alternative 

pathway for LHCP transport or/and assembly in green algae. 

Jeong, J., Baek, K., Kirst, H., Melis, A., Jin, E. Loss of CpSRP54 function leads to a truncated 

light-harvesting antenna size in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. BBA-Bioenergetics 1858, 45-55 

(2017). 

Jeong, J., Baek, K., Yu, J., Kirst, H., Betterle, N., Shin, W., Bae, S., Melis, A., Jin, E. Deletion of 

the chloroplast LTD protein impedes LHCI import and PSI–LHCI assembly in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. J Exp Bot 69, 1147-1158 (2018). 
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Rubisco-less Mutants Are Excellent Tools to Understand the Regulation of Photosynthetic 

Electron Transfer by Metabolism (Talk) 

Xenie JOHNSON1, Marie Chazaux1, Pawel Brzezowski1, Stephanie Arrivault2, Bernard Genty1 

and Jean Alric1 

1Biologie Institut Aix-Marseille, CEA, CNRS, Aix-Marseille Université, UMR 7265, Cadarache, 

Saint-Paul-lez-Durance, France. 2Max Planck Institute of Molecular Plant Physiology, Am 

Mühlenberg 1, 14476 Potsdam, Brandenburg, Germany 

Rubisco-less mutants (rbcL) have characteristic chlorophyll fluorescence kinetics. During a 5 

second illumination, no differences are observed with the WT (Johnson et al, 2010). This is 

undoubtedly due to the dominant activity of FLV proteins in oxygen photoreduction at the onset 

of illumination (Chaux et al., 2016). Over a longer period of illumination rbcL has a steady increase 

in F’ and a decrease in Fm’, resulting in a reduced photosynthetic activity (ϕPSII) (Johnson, 2011). 

In a previous work we could show that this reduction in photosynthetic activity was due to activity 

of PGR5 and cyclic electron flow (Johnson et al., 2014). Starting with this proof of concept of a 

strong interaction between linear and cyclic electron transfer, alternative electron routes and the 

Calvin cycle, we have generated a novel double mutant library using the rbcL mutant as a genetic 

background. We have screened 10000 double mutants and selected those where the chlorophyll 

fluorescence rise does not occur. I will present the characterization of these mutants involved in 

regulation at the level of metabolism or thylakoid membranes and implicated in acclimation 

responses. Fine-tuning of photosynthetic electron transfer and the carbohydrate metabolism 

network in the chloroplast are intimately linked, especially under PSI acceptor side limitation, and 

they may represent a target for optimization of photosynthesis. 

Johnson X, Wostrikoff K, Finazzi G, Kuras R, Schwarz C, Bujaldon S, Nickelsen J, Stern D, 

Wollman FA and Vallon O. (2010) A conserved PPR protein is required for stabilization of rbcL 

mRNA in Chlamydomonas and Arabidopsis. Plant Cell. 22(1):234-48. 

Chaux F, Burlacot A, Mekhalfi M, Auroy P, Blangy S, Richaud P, Peltier G. Flavodiiron Proteins 

Promote Fast and Transient O2 Photoreduction in Chlamydomonas. (2017) Plant Physiol. 

174(3):1825-1836.  

Johnson, X. (2011) Manipulating RuBisCO accumulation in the green algae, Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. Plant Mol Biol. 76(3-5):397-405. 

Johnson X, Steinbeck J, Dent R.M, Takahashi H, Richaud P, Ozawa S-I, Houille-Vernes L, 

Petroutsos D, Rappaport F, Grossman AR, Niyogi KK, Hippler M and Alric J. (2014) PGR5-

mediated cyclic electron flow under ATP- or redox-limited conditions: A study of ΔATPase pgr5 

and ΔrbcL pgr5 mutants in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Plant Physiol., 165,438-452. 

 

The Cryo-EM Structure of Intraflagellar Transport Trains Reveals How Its Motors Avoid 

Engaging in a Tug-of-War (Talk) 

Mareike A. Jordan1, Dennis R. Diener1, Ludek Stepanek1, and Gaia Pigino1 
1Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics (MPI-CBG), Pfotenhauerstraße 

108, 01307 Dresden, Germany. (jordan@mpi-cbg.de) 

Ciliogenesis requires bidirectional intraflagellar transport (IFT) of building blocks to and from the 

site of assembly at the ciliary tip. The IFT complexes A and B, consisting of 6 and 16 proteins 

respectively, assemble into trains that carry various cargo proteins. These trains are driven by the 

anterograde motor kinesin-2 and the retrograde motor dynein-1b. To drive retrograde transport, 

dynein-1b must first be delivered to the ciliary tip by anterograde IFT trains. In all known 
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bidirectional transport processes, the presence of opposing motors leads to periodic stalling and 

slowing of cargos moving along the microtubule. However, no such braking effect appears to occur 

in IFT, which is the fastest known microtubular transport activity in the cell. Since the structure of 

IFT trains is unknown, the mechanism preventing a tug-of-war between their oppositely directed 

motors has not been found. Using cryo-electron tomography, we reveal the architecture of IFT 

trains in situ in the cilia of Chlamydomonas, showing the relative positions of complex A, complex 

B, and IFT motors. Dynein-1b is an integral part of anterograde trains, and we show that a tug-of-

war between kinesin-2 and dynein-1b is prevented by loading dynein-1b onto anterograde IFT 

trains in an auto-inhibited conformation and by positioning it away from the microtubule track to 

prevent binding. Once at the ciliary tip, dynein-1b must transition into an active form and be 

repositioned in contact with microtubules, allowing it to drive the movement of retrograde trains. 

These findings provide a striking example of how tightly coordinated structural changes mediate 

the behavior of complex cellular machinery. 

 

Release of Sticky Glycoproteins during Microsphere Translocation on the Flagellar Surface 

Membrane (Poster P41) 

Ritsu Kamiya1,2, and Takako Kato-Minoura1 

1. Department of Biological Sciences, Faculty of Science and Engineering, Chuo University, 1-

13-27 Kasuga, Bunkyo-ku, Tokyo 112-8551, Japan (ritsu.kamiya@gmail.com)  

2. Department of Life Science, Faculty of Science, Gakushuin University, 1-5-1 Mejiro, Toshima-

ku, Tokyo 171-8588, Japan 

Chlamydomonas flagella display surface motility such that small polystyrene beads (microspheres) 

attached to the flagellar membrane move bidirectionally along the flagellum. This surface motility 

enables cells to glide on a solid substrate to which they are attached by the flagellar surface. 

Previous studies suggested that microsphere movement and gliding motility result from the 

movement of transmembrane glycoprotein(s) within the plane of the plasma membrane, driven by 

intra-flagellar transport (IFT), which utilizes cytoplasmic dynein and kinesin-2. However, it is not 

totally understood how a cell can continuously glide in one direction further than a single flagellar 

length. Here we show that, during microsphere translocation on the flagella of a non-motile mutant, 

pf18, some flagellar glycoproteins, including FMG-1B and FAP113, detach from the membrane 

and attach to the microspheres (FAP113 is a huge glycoprotein whose function has hitherto been 

unidentified. A mutant lacking this protein underwent apparently normal flagellar surface motility 

except that amino-modified microspheres did not readily attach to flagella). We propose that such 

relocation of surface glycoproteins underlies the ability of Chlamydomonas to glide over a long 

distance. 

 

ROC75 is an Attenuator for the Circadian Clock that Controls LHCSR3 Expression 

(Poster P41A) 

Yousef Yari Kamrani1, Takuya Matsuo2, Maria Mittag3, and Jun Minagawa1 
1Environmental Photobiology Division, National Institute for Basic Biology, Japan; 2Center for 

Gene Research, Nagoya University, Japan; 3Matthias Schleiden Institute of Genetics, 

Bioinformatics and Molecular Botany, Friedrich Schiller University, Jena, Germany 

(yousef@nibb.ac.jp) 

In green algae, a strong light intensity leads to harmful overexcitation of the photosystems. 

LHCSR3 is required for a quick protective response, qE quenching in C. reinhardtii. However, 

regulation of LHCSR3 expression is yet to be fully understood. Since the majority of 
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photoacclimation analysis has been conducted under controlled laboratory conditions, 

physiological responses to natural environmental changes such as light/dark cycles were not 

clarified in detail. In higher plants and microalgae, light-dark or temperature cycles are required 

to synchronize circadian clocks to multiple physiological responses for fitness. However, in 

photosynthetic organisms, clock response to high light cue has been the subject of speculation. 

Previously, 105 circadian rhythm insertional mutants were isolated as rhythm of chloroplast (roc) 

mutants (Matsuo and Ishiura, 2011). In this study, we report characterization of the roc75 mutant, 

which showed a significantly higher qE value than the WT when grown under the red light. Under 

the red light, the amount of LHCSR3 was increased in this mutant, indicating LHCSR3 expression 

is repressed by ROC75. Because the effect of ROC75 was red-light-dependent, LHCSR3 

expression might be mediated by as yet unknown red light photoreceptor. The effect of ROC75 

was not dependent upon blue light although LHCSR3 was previously demonstrated to be under 

the control of blue light photoreceptor phototropin. We thus performed transcript analysis of 

ROC75 in the pcry (plant-cryptochrome) and in the phot mutant and found that only the former 

mutant accumulated a higher amount of ROC75 mRNA, which suggests PCRY negatively 

regulates ROC75. Furthermore, the LHCSR3 mRNA in the roc75 mutant exhibited a circadian 

rhythm, but its basal expression level was higher than the WT. We therefore concluded that ROC75 

acts as an attenuator for the circadian clock that controls LHCSR3 expression with blue and red 

light as a positive and a negative stimulus, respectively. 

 

Properties of Chlamydomonas Mutants That Lack One of the Two Alpha- or Two Beta-

Tubulin Genes (Poster P42) 

Takako Kato-Minoura1, Yutaro Ogiwara1, Ryosuke Suzuki1, Hideya Fukuzawa2, Takashi 

Yamano2, Ritsu Kamiya1, 3 

1 Department of Biological Sciences, Faculty of Science and Engineering, Chuo University, Japan 

2 Graduate School of Biostudies, Kyoto University, Japan 3 Department of life science, Faculty of 

Science, Gakushuin University, Japan (minoura@bio.chuo-u.ac.jp) 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has two alpha- and two beta-tubulin genes. Because the two genes for 

each tubulin encode exactly the same protein and are apparently redundantly expressed, isolation 

of recessive mutants deficient in tubulin function is difficult. We isolated mutants lacking tua2, 

tub1, or tub2 gene by screening a library produced by aphVIII cassette insertion and examined the 

properties of these mutants and a tua1-less mutant obtained from the CLiP (Li et al., 2016). None 

of these mutants exhibited obvious deficiencies in cell division cycle and flagellar regeneration 

after amputation, suggesting that they express normal tubulin heterodimer of alpha- and beta-

tubulin encoded by the remaining genes. Rather unexpectedly, however, the two beta tubulin 

mutants exhibited opposite sensitivities to colchicine; tub1 was resistant and tub2 was sensitive. 

These genes may be regulated by unpolymerized tubulin in different manners. Using tua2tub1 

double mutant as the parent strain, we isolated 9 propyzamide-resistant (pyz) mutants. Three had 

the same mutations as colR4 and colR15 (K350E/M in tub2, Lee and Huang, 1990). One mutant, 

pyz2, was sensitive to colchicine and had a mutation in tub2, Q134H, near the inter-dimer interface 

where colchicine binds. This mutation is unique in that it has opposite effects on colchicine and 

propyzamide sensitivities.   

Li, X. et al. Plant Cell 28, 367-387 (2016). 

Lee, V. D. and Huang, B. Plant Cell 2, 1051-1057 (1990). 

 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Mitochondrial Alternative Oxidases Allow Survival in High 
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Light (Poster P43) 

Kaye Y., Huang W., Clowez S., Saroussi S., Idoine A., Sanz-Luque E., and Grossman A.R., 

Department of Plant Biology, Carnegie Institution for Science, 260 Panama St, Stanford, CA, USA. 

(ykaye@carnegiescience.edu) 

Photosynthetic organisms have two ATP producing organelles: chloroplasts and mitochondria. 

Light stimulates electron flow in chloroplasts that is coupled to the formation of NADPH and ATP. 

In the dark, the cells depend on mitochondrial electron transport to generate energy; NADH that 

is primarily generated from the Tricarboxylic Acid or Krebs Cycle is used by mitochondrial 

electron transport to synthesize ATP. However, these two energy generating systems can 

communicate and under various conditions reductant can be shuttled from chloroplasts to the 

mitochondria. For example, a Chlamydomonas reinhardtii mutant unable to grow 

photoautotrophically because of a defect in the chloroplast ATP synthase shows restored 

phototrophic growth in a suppressor strain in which the mitochondria appears to be generating ATP 

from electrons generated in chloroplasts1. Furthermore, it was recently shown that reductant 

generated in diatom plastids can be delivered to mitochondria2. In our study, two C. reinhardtii 

mutants (aox1 and aox2) null for the mitochondrial alternative oxidases (AOXs) have been used 

to explore potential interactions between chloroplasts and mitochondria. We confirmed that both 

the AOX1 and AOX2 enzymes are localized to mitochondria and observed that mutants defective 

for the AOX genes were more sensitive than wild-type cells to high light under mixotrophic and 

phototrophic conditions (with aox1 more sensitive than the aox2 mutant). Additionally, the lack of 

AOX1 resulted in increased accumulation of reactive oxygen species and damage to the 

photosynthetic machinery, which ultimately resulted in cell death. These results demonstrate that 

the AOX proteins participate in the acclimation of C. reinhardtii to excess absorbed light energy 

and suggest that when the photosynthetic electron carriers are highly reduced, a chloroplast-

mitochondria coupling allows photosynthetically-derived electrons to be harmlessly dissipated via 

the reduction of oxygen through AOX-dependent mitochondrial respiratory.  

Lemaire C, et al. (1988) Restoration of phototrophic growth in a mutant of Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii in which the chloroplast atpB gene of the ATP synthase has a deletion: an example of 

mitochondria-dependent photosynthesis. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A, 85, 1344-1348. 

Bailleul B, et al. (2015) Energetic coupling between plastids and mitochondria drives CO2 

assimilation in diatoms. Nature, 524, 366. 

 

A CRSIPR/Cas9 Toolbox Enables Efficient Genome Editing and Opens Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii for Synthetic Biology (Poster P44) 

Simon Kelterborn, Irina Sizova, Olga Baidukova, Erik Zschieschang and Peter Hegemann 

Institute of Biology, Experimental Biophysics, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany 

(www.chlamy.de, sk@chlamy.de) 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii combines many interesting features and contains a diversity of 

cellular components (e.g. chloroplast, flagellar, circadian clock, eyespot, phototaxis), which makes 

it an attractive platform for synthetic biology-driven approaches. With our protocols, developed 

for efficient gene inactivation (Greiner et al., 2017) we disrupted more than 25 non-selectable 

nuclear genes. These include 11 of 18 known photoreceptor genes, one of our main research 

interest. Moreover, we introduced fusion proteins in their native genomic locus and inserted a 

fluorescence reporter and a SNAP-tag into two photoreceptor genes and a voltage-gated calcium 

channel (COP1/2, ChR2, VGCC) that can now be used for localization studies with high-resolution 

http://www.chlamy.de/
mailto:sk@chlamy.de
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microscopy. For detailed functional protein studies, we use a two-step editing approach to precisely 

exchange single base pairs. This approach will be used e.g. to individually inactivate the LOV 

domains in the blue-light receptor phototropin. 

To improve homology recombination efficiencies by different transformation conditions, donor 

substrates, HDR chemicals or genetic manipulation, we exploited an arylsulfatase-based assay for 

a blue-green screen for mutants. This allows to directly determine mutation frequencies and 

thereby enables the analysis of large numbers of clones and the rate of precise homology 

recombination events. In our current work, we compare different CRISPR endonucleases, 

including Cas9 from S. pyogenes, (Sa)Cas9 from S. aureus, (Lb)CPf1 from Lachnospiraceae 

bacterium and (As)Cpf1 from Acidaminococcus sp. The presented gene-editing tools offer an 

unprecedented possibility to analyze genes in their native genetic environment and open 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii for design-driven synthetic biology approaches. 

Greiner A*, Kelterborn S*, Evers H, Kreimer G, Sizova I, and Hegemann P. (2017). Targeting of 

photoreceptor genes via zinc-finger nucleases and CRISPR/Cas9 in C. reinhardtii. The Plant Cell 

29 (10). 

 

Engineering Carbon Metabolism Toward Lipid Biosynthesis in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

Reduces Protein Content Without Detrimental Effects on Total Biomass Production (Poster 

P45) 

Yeongho Kim1,2, Daniela Morales-Sanchez1,2, Itzela Cruz Solanilla1,2, Rebecca Roston2,3, Wayne 

R. Riekhof1, Edgar B. Cahoon2,3, Heriberto Cerutti1,2 
1School of Biological Sciences, 2Center for Plant Science Innovation, and 3Department of 

Biochemistry, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Nebraska, USA. (yeonghokim05@gmail.com) 

Microalgae have been proposed as a sustainable feedstock for biofuel/biomaterial production. 

From a biotechnological perspective, it would be desirable to divert algal carbon flux from proteins, 

the most-abundant macromolecules in fast-growing algae, toward storage compounds (e.g., starch 

or lipids for biofuel production) and/or valuable bioproducts, provided that there is no detrimental 

effect on cell growth. In the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, we have attempted to 

rearrange carbon flux away from protein production and toward lipid synthesis by the combined 

over-expression of four genes. With the goal of increasing plastid pyruvate supply for the synthesis 

of fatty acid/isoprenoid precursors, a cytosolic pyruvate kinase (PYK5) and a putative 

chloroplastic pyruvate transporter (BASS1) were chosen for over-expression. Additionally, in an 

attempt to increase the supply of glycerol-3-phosphate and free fatty acids, direct precursors for 

glycerolipid assembly, plastid located glycerol-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GPD2) and fatty acid 

thioesterase (FAT1) were also chosen for over-expression. By direct transformation and mating we 

have generated Chlamydomonas transgenic strains over-expressing the four target genes, although 

to different levels as verified by RT-qPCR. The two strains with stronger constitutive over-

expression of the four genes displayed substantially reduced protein content (~12% decrease as % 

DW) and an increase in starch content relative to the wild type. GC-MS metabolomic analyses 

indicated that the transgenic strains had reduced relative levels of amino acids and increased 

amounts of intermediates in the glycolysis/gluconeogenesis pathway. However, total lipid mass or 

total acyl-lipid content were not significantly altered. Notably, the transgenic strains were not 

affected in growth and total biomass production relative to the wild type. Thus, in C. reinhardtii, 
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part of the fixed carbon can be reallocated away from proteins without a penalty in growth under 

standard laboratory conditions, but a greater understanding of the algal metabolic network will be 

required for the rational engineering of specific metabolite production. 

 

WDR92 Is Required for Outer Arm Dynein Assembly in Cytoplasm (Poster P46) 

Stephen M. King, Miho Sakato-Antoku and Ramila S. Patel-King 

Department of Molecular Biology and Biophysics, University of Connecticut Health Center, 

Farmington, CT, USA. (king@uchc.edu) 

The outer arm dynein assembly factor CCDC103 contains a central helical RPAP3_C domain that 

is found in only three proteins: CCDC103, SPAG1 (another dynein assembly factor) and RNA 

polymerase II associated protein 3 (RPAP3).  This domain in RPAP3 has been proposed to interact 

with a WD-repeat protein (WDR92) that in turn is thought to associate with a prefoldin-like co-

chaperone complex.  WDR92 has been very highly conserved and has a phylogenetic signature 

consistent with it playing a role in motile ciliary assembly or activity; this protein is absent from 

organisms lacking axonemal dyneins. As an initial test of this prediction, we knocked down 

WDR92 expression in planaria and observed a reduction in cilia-driven organismal gliding velocity, 

the initiation of peristaltic muscle contractions, and reduced beat frequency and dyskinetic motion 

of cilia on the ventral surface.  These animals exhibited pleiomorphic defects in ciliary architecture, 

most notably loss of dynein arms, incomplete closure of the outer doublet B-tubule and occlusion 

or replacement of the central pair complex with amorphous material.  We have now identified a 

Chlamydomonas wdr92 mutant with a plasmid insertion that removes the 5’ splice site for exon 5.  

This results in a new in-frame stop codon and an encoded protein lacking the last three WD repeats.  

The wdr92-1 mutant is capable of building only ~0.5 µm flagella that lack both inner and outer 

dynein arms. When cc5325 cytoplasmic extracts prepared by freeze/thaw are fractionated by gel 

filtration, outer arm dynein components are present in several distinct high molecular weight 

complexes, including one that contains the assembly factor DYX1C1 (PF23).  In contrast, wdr92-

1 extracts almost completely lack outer arm heavy chains and the high molecular weight form of 

DYX1C1, which instead is found in several lower molecular weight species with altered 

electrophoretic mobility.  These extracts also contain only free intermediate chain/light chain 

complex and monomeric LC1 (that normally associates with the  heavy chain).  Together, these 

data suggest that WDR92 is a novel factor required for the stability of axonemal dynein heavy 

chains and/or the preassembly of dyneins in cytoplasm.  Furthermore, WDR92 may provide a link 

between the prefoldin co-chaperone complex, PIH domain dynein assembly factors, pontin/reptin 

(RuvBL1/2) AAA+ ATPases and other components, forming a “dynein-specific” variant of the 

R2TP complex needed for folding and assembling these massive complexes.  Supported by the 

NIH. 

 

Reverse Coupling from Peroxisome to Chloroplast Impacts Lipid Homeostasis and 

Chloroplast Metabolism (Talk) 

Fantao Kong1, Adrien Burlacot1, Yuanxue Liang1, Bertrand Légeret1, Saleh Alseekh2, Yariv 

Brotman2, Alisdair R Fernie2, Anja Krieger-Liszkay3, Fred Beisson1, Gilles Peltier1, Yonghua Li-

Beisson1* 
1 CEA, CNRS and Aix-Marseille University, Institute of Biosciences and Biotechnologies of Aix-

Marseille, UMR 7265, CEA Cadarache, Saint-Paul-lez Durance, France (*yonghua.li@cea.fr ) 
2 Max Planck Institute of Molecular Plant Physiology, Potsdam-Golm, Germany 
3 Institute for Integrative Biology of the Cell, CEA Saclay, CNRS, University Paris-Sud, University 

mailto:king@uchc.edu
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Paris-Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette, France  

Photoautotrophs convert light energy into reducing equivalents (NADPH) and phosphorylating 

power (ATP), which are used to drive the metabolic reactions of CO2 assimilation. Coordinating 

photosynthetic electron transport activities to downstream metabolic needs is essential for cell 

survival and growth. Multiple strategies have therefore evolved to facilitate fine-tuning of 

photosynthesis and allow plants and algae to rapidly acclimate to natural environments where 

nutrient, light, and temperature can change frequently. Current knowledge on chloroplast redox 

poise is centered on the dissipation of excess reducing equivalents through chloroplast-based 

processes, or through collaboration between chloroplast and mitochondria. Alongside chloroplasts 

and mitochondria, peroxisomes are a further subcellular compartment involved in energetic 

metabolism and they often occur in close proximity with chloroplasts. However, peroxisomes have 

thus far mostly been neglected in microalgae, and little is known about the integration of energy 

metabolism between peroxisome and chloroplast. Here, based on Chlamydomonas mutants 

defected in lipid catabolism isolated from a forward genetic screen, we provide evidence that some 

peroxisome-generated metabolites act as regulators of chloroplast metabolism including 

photosynthesis, fatty acid synthesis and starch metabolism. This work also provides unanticipated 

evidence for the role of peroxisomes in helping photoautotrophs to cope with nitrogen scarcity and 

high light, which are widespread phenomena in many terrestrial and aquatic environments.  

 

A Microtubule-dynein Tethering Complex Regulates the Axonemal Inner Dynein f (I1) (Talk) 

Tomohiro Kubo1, Yuqing Hou2, Deborah A. Cochran2, George B. Witman2, and Toshiyuki Oda1 
1 Department of Anatomy and Structural Biology, Graduate School of Medical Science, University 

of Yamanashi, 1110 Shimokato, Chuo, Yamanashi, 409-3898, Japan, 2 Department of Cell and 

Developmental Biology, University of Massachusetts Medical School, Worcester, USA 

(tkubo@yamanashi.ac.jp) 

Motility of cilia/flagella is generated by a coordinated activity of thousands of axonemal dyneins. 

Inner dynein arms (IDAs) are particularly important for the formation of the ciliary/flagellar 

waveforms, but the molecular mechanism of IDA regulation is poorly understood. Here, we show 

using cryo-electron tomography and biochemical analyses of Chlamydomonas flagella that 

conserved proteins FAP44 and FAP43 form a complex that tethers IDA f (I1 dynein) to the 

axonemal microtubule. In wild-type flagella, IDA f showed little nucleotide-dependent movements 

except for a rotation of the stalk domain perpendicular to the microtubule-sliding direction. In the 

absence of the tether complex, however, addition of ATP and vanadate caused a large 

conformational change in the IDA f head domains, suggesting that the movement of IDA f is 

mechanically restricted by the tether complex. Motility defect in flagella missing the tether 

demonstrates the importance of the IDA f-tether interaction in the regulation of ciliary/flagellar 

beating. 

Kubo T, Hou Y, Cochran DA, Witman GB, and Oda T. A microtubule-dynein tethering complex 

regulates the axonemal inner dynein f (I1). Mol Biol Cell. Ahead of Print. (2018). 

 

Exploring the Role of RNase J in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P47) 

Richard Kuras1, Loreto Suay1, Marina Cavaiuolo1,2, Anna Liponska2, Soumaya Laalami2, Harald 

Putzer2 and Francis-André Wollman1 

1UMR 7141 (CNRS/Sorbonne université) and 2UMR 8261 (CNRS/université Paris 7), Institut de 

Biologie Physico-Chimique, 13 rue Pierre et Marie Curie, Paris, France (richard.kuras@ibpc.fr) 
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The metabolism of chloroplast mRNA is an important determinant of chloroplast gene expression. 

In this organelle, mRNAs are matured and degraded by endo- and exoribonucleases that are mostly 

orthologs of those found in prokaryotes. The identities of the enzyme(s) involved in 5’->3’ mRNA 

degradation pathways are still unknown, but RNase J represents an obvious candidate for this role 

because this enzyme is present in all photosynthetic eukaryotes and in Bacillus subtilis displays an 

endo- and 5’->3’ exo-nucleolytic activity. So, this enzyme could be the RNase E “functional 

homologue” in the degradation of C. reinhardtii chloroplast transcripts because this alga does not 

contain RNase E. To test the implication of this enzyme on the metabolism of chloroplast mRNAs 

in C. reinhardtii, we have constructed mutants where the RNase J gene was silenced by an amiRNA 

approach. Results of the characterization are presented. 

 

LRS1 is a Central Hub Controlling the Light-Dependent Expression of Photoprotective 

Genes in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P47A) 

Nina Lämmermann, Lutz Wobbe, Olaf Kruse 

Bielefeld University, Faculty of Biology, Center for Biotechnology (CeBiTec), Universitätsstrasse 

27, 33615, Bielefeld, Germany (nlaemmermann@uni-bielefeld.de) 

The signaling pathway implicating the ubiquitin-ligase COP1 mediates the ubiquitination and 

subsequent proteasomal degradation of transcription factors. The target genes are associated with 

processes occuring only in the light (e.g. photomorphogenesis or photoprotection). The COP1 

pathway is highly conserved in eukaryotic organisms and homologs of higher plant COP1 

signaling components are encoded in the nuclear genome of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. An 

evolutionary conservation of COP1-mediated UV-B acclimation within the Viridiplantae clade has 

already been confirmed (Tilbrook et al., 2016). The C. reinhardtii strains hit1 and hit2 were 

generated via UV mutagenesis and tolerate very high light (Schierenbeck et al., 2015). Their 

phenotype is caused by point mutations within the WD40 domain-encoding part of gene 

Cre02.g085050 (CrCOP1) which was first discovered in our group and named as LRS1 

(Schierenbeck et al., 2015). Now, we can show that the mutation in LRS1 (CrCOP1) results in a 

constitutive expression of the light-stress regulated genes LHCSR3, LHCSR1 and PSBS in the dark 

in C. reinhardtii. With a reporter gene encoding gaussian luciferase (gLuc) controlled by 

LHCSR3.1 promoter we reveal that there is a constitutive activation of the LHCSR3 promoter in 

darkness in hit1. Therefore LRS1 (CrCOP1) is an important hub in the photosynthesis system 

regulating light-dependent expression of photoprotective genes.  

Schierenbeck, L., Ries, D., Rogge, K., Grewe, S., Weisshaar, B., & Kruse, O., Fast forward 

genetics to identify mutations causing a high light tolerant phenotype in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii by whole-genome-sequencing. BMC Genomics 16 (1), 1-15 (2015)  

Tilbrook, K., Dubois, M., Crocco, C. D., Yin, R., Chappuis, R., Allorent, G., … Ulm, R., UV-B 

perception and acclimation in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Plant Cell 28, 966–98 (2016) 

 

 

BOP2 Encodes a Conserved FAP that Associates with a Subset of Dyneins and Regulates 

Motility. (Poster P48) 

Thuc vy Le1, Katherine Augsperger1, Raqual Bower1, Douglas Tritschler1, Catherine Perrone1, 

Kristyn VanderWaal Mills1, Eileen O’Toole2, Jianfeng Lin3, Daniela Nicastro3, and Mary Porter1. 
1Genetics, Cell, and Developmenatal Biology, University of Minnesota, USA; 2Molecular, Cellular, 

and Developmental Biology, University of Colorado, USA; 3Cell Biology and Biophysics, 

University of Texas Southwestern, USA.  (porte001@umn.edu) 
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To identify novel components that regulate motility, we screened a series of mutants generated by 

insertional mutagenesis. Thin section electron microscopy and image averaging identified three 

slow swimming strains (ida8-1, ida8-2, ida8-3) with defects in assembly of inner arm dyneins 

(IDA) at the distal end of the 96nm repeat. Cloning of genomic DNA flanking the site of plasmid 

insertion and RFLP mapping demonstrated that all three strains are bop2 alleles and that BOP2 

encodes a conserved WD-repeat and coiled coil containing protein known as FAP57. Sequencing 

of the original bop2 allele (isolated as pf10 suppressor, Dutcher et al., 1988) identified a mutation 

in a splice acceptor site that results in alternatively spliced transcripts with premature stops, 

consistent with the loss of FAP57 in axonemes. Transformation with WT and HA-tagged FAP57 

rescued the mutant phenotypes. FAP57 co-fractionated with a subset of IDAs during sucrose 

density gradient centrifugation and FPLC chromatography. Immunofluorescence microscopy 

localized HA-tagged FAP57 in the basal body region and along the length of flagella. To identify 

which polypeptides might affected by the fap57 defect, we analyzed isolated axonemes by spectral 

counting, iTRAQ labeling, and tandem MS/MS and observed deficiencies in a subset of IDA heavy 

chains. Cryo-electron tomography of ida8-1 and SNAP-tagged rescued strains revealed that the 

IDA defects are restricted to a subset of doublet microtubules and that FAP57 adopts an extended 

conformation in the 96-nm repeat. These results indicate that FAP57 is a conserved polypeptide 

that stabilizes the assembly of a subset of IDAs and contributes to waveform asymmetry. 

Dutcher, S.K., Gibbons, W., and Inwood, WB. (1988) A genetic analysis of suppressors of the pf10 

mutation in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Genetics 120:965-976. 

 

The Understanding of Lipid Turnover Between Membrane Lipids and Neutral Lipids via 

Downregulation of MGD1 in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P49) 

Jun-Woo Lee1, 2, EonSeon Jin2, Hee-Mock Oh1 and Hyung-Gwan Lee1 
1Cell Factory Research Center, Korea Research Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology 

(KRIBB), Daejeon, Republic of Korea, 2Department of Life Science and Research Institute for 

Natural Sciences, Hanyang University, Seoul, Republic of Korea. (junu@kribb.re.kr) 

Through our previous study of down-regulation of the BTA1, DGTS synthesis gene, we found that 

lipid turnover arising from the downregulation of DGTS and induction of ER stress caused a 

decrease in DGTS and MGDG, which generated a synergy effect on the accumulation of TAG [1]. 

It implied that genetic modification of a membrane lipid synthesis pathway could not only be a 

suitable approach to target accumulation of TAG but could also suggest a mechanism for the lipid 

turnover between membrane lipids and neutral lipids. Here, we generated MGD1 knockdown 

mutant to investigate the relationship based on the lipid turnover between membrane lipids 

(MGDG, DGTS, etc.) and neutral lipid. A vector containing artificial microRNA for MGD1 

(Cre13.g585301.t1.1) gene was designed and transformed into Chlamydomonas reinhardtii CC-

124. Transgenic lines CrMGD2 and CrMGD8 were 60% and 50% downregulated in MGD1 gene 

expression levels, respectively. Both transformants had half the amount of MGDG and were 

increased approximately six-fold in neutral lipids. Now we are performing the lipid profiling 

analysis with two mutants to determine the correlation of all lipids. It will offer the crucial clues 

to understand the relation between membrane lipids and neutral lipids, but also suggest the target 

pathway to develop the industrial microalgae by genetic engineering.  

[1] Lee, J.W., Shin, S.Y., Kim,H.S., Jin, E., Lee,H.G., Oh, H.M., Lipid turnover between membrane 

lipids and neutral lipids via inhibition of diacylglyceryl N,N,N-trimethylhomoserine synthesis in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Algal Res 27, 162-169 (2017) 
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Disruption of Polyphosphate Biosynthesis by a Defect in the Vacuolar Transporter 

Chaperone 1 Enhances Triacylglycerol Biosynthesis and Alters Its Fatty Acid Composition 

in Chlamydomonas (Poster P50) 

Yi-Ying Lee1, Mohamed Mahmoud-Aly1,3 and Yantao Li1,2 
1Institute of Marine and Environmental Technology, University of Maryland Center for 

Environmental Science, USA, 2Department of Marine Biotechnology, University of Maryland 

Baltimore County, USA, and 3Plant Physiology Division, Department of Agricultural Botany, 

Faculty of Agriculture, Cairo University, Egypt (yylee@umces.edu) 

Microalgal lipid biosynthesis has been extensively studied, particularly under nitrogen depleted 

conditions where triacylglycerol rapidly accumulates, but less is known under phosphorus depleted 

conditions. Moreover, our knowledge about phosphate uptake and polyphosphate metabolism in 

microalgae remains limited. In this study, we investigated the molecular mechanisms of 

polyphosphate biosynthesis and its link with the lipid biosynthesis pathway in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii using a mutant defective in the vacuolar transporter chaperone 1 gene (VTC1) and a 

VTC1 rescue strain. The presence of polyphosphate was abundant in the Chlamydomonas wild 

type and VTC1 rescue strains when phosphorus was copious, while polyphosphate was degraded 

under phosphorus depleted conditions. By contrast, deletion of the VTC1 gene impaired phosphate 

uptake and downregulated the expression of the phosphate stress response regulator gene (PSR1) 

and alkaline phosphate transporter genes. As a result, the Δvtc1 mutant accumulated little 

polyphosphate. Moreover, a relation between polyphosphate biosynthesis and lipid production was 

implied. A defect in the VTC1 gene enhanced triacylglycerol production under phosphorus 

depleted conditions, resulting in 3.7-fold and 6.7-fold increases in TAG productivity at day 4 and 

day 21, respectively. Deletion of the VTC1 gene also affected the fatty acid composition of 

triacylglycerol, promoting accumulation of mono- and poly-unsaturated fatty acids at the expense 

of saturated fatty acids. These data suggest a negative relationship between polyphosphate and 

triacylglycerol biosynthesis in microalgae and provide a new strategy to improve the quality and 

yield of algal biofuels through manipulation of polyphosphate biosynthesis. 

 

Optimized Cryopreservation of Microalgae using Short Cold Acclimation and Controlled 

Freezing Procedure (Poster P51) 

Hyung-Gwan Lee1, Jun-woo Lee1,2 Hee-Mock Oh1 

1 Cell Factory Research Center, Korea Research Institute of Bioscience and Biotechnology, 

KRIBB, 125 Gwahak-ro, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon 34141, Republic of Korea, 2 Department of Life 

Science, Hanyang University, Seoul 04763, Republic of Korea (trustin@Kribb.re.kr) 

Cryopreservation has not been widely adapted in microalgae preservation due to its low viability 

and strain specificity. The key points for successful cryopreservation are reduced cell damage 

during the freezing/thawing procedure and maintenance or recovery of cellular functions after the 

thawing of cryopreserved cells. Herein, we optimized the cryopreservation method for Ettlia sp. 

YC001 based on following three strategies. First, cold acclimation for 24 h at 4℃ prior to freezing 

procedure enhances the expression of cold response pathway and heat-shock proteins which helps 

to stabilize the protein against cold-stress as well as prevent rapid dehydration. The effect of short 

cold acclimation on microalgal cryopreservation was proved with other chlorophyceae strains; 

Scenedesmus, Chlorella, and Chlamydomonas. Second, three independent parameters of 

cryopreservation, the cooling rate, plunge temperature, and thawing temperature, were determined 

under optimized conditions using various cryoprotectants with the RSM. Finally, a programmable 

mailto:yylee@umces.edu
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controlled-rate freezer with an optimized rate enabled an accurate controlled cooling procedure to 

minimize cellular damage. Thus, we optimized the cryopreservation conditions of Ettlia sp. YC001 

(cryoprotectant, 10% methanol; cooling rate, -7 ℃/min; plunge temperature, -80℃ and thawing 

temperature, 20℃) and proved the efficacy of those methods by showing an ~90% cell viability 

of the cryopreserved Ettlia sp. YC001 over one year later after culturing from cryogenic storage. 

The suggested search approach using cold acclimation and optimization of the process using RSM 

could be a good strategy model to optimize the cryopreservation methods of other microalgae 

strains. 

 

Chlamydomonas Resource Center (Poster P52) 

Pete Lefebvre, Carolyn Silfow, Matthew LaVoie, Matt Laudon 

Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of Minnesota, USA (chlamy@umn.edu) 

The NSF supported Chlamydomonas Resource Center (http://www.chlamycollection.org/) serves 

as a central repository to receive, catalog, preserve, and distribute high-quality and reliable wild-

type and mutant cultures of the green alga Chlamydomonas as well as useful molecular genetic 

tools. We distribute plasmids and mutant strains dating from the 1950’s as well as recent accessions 

including those from the Jonikas CLiP collection (https://www.chlamylibrary.org/).   

The poster will introduce the Chlamydomonas Resource Center with respect to history, past order 

and shipment statistics, cultures, plasmids, BACs, teaching kits, cDNA libraries, the molecular 

mapping kit, pricing and standard maintenance conditions. 

 

Redox Regulation of Carbon Fixation and Stress Responses in Chlamydomonas (Talk) 

Stéphane D. Lemaire1 
1Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, UMR8226, CNRS, Sorbonne Université, Paris, France. 

Redox regulation and signaling play a major role in numerous fundamental cell processes and 

participate in the mechanisms allowing cells to sense environmental changes and trigger adaptive 

responses. These regulations and signaling pathways are mainly operated by redox post-

translational modifications, such as disulfide bond formation, glutathionylation or nitrosylation, 

which play a major role at the interface between the environment and the functional proteome. 

Using qualitative and quantitative large scale proteomic approaches in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, 

we have unraveled an intricate redox network of more than 1000 proteins regulated by redox post-

translational modifications. The results suggest that the Calvin-Benson cycle, responsible for 

photosynthetic carbon fixation, integrates diverse redox signals since all 11 enzymes of the 

pathway undergo multiple post-translational modifications. Moreover, autophagy and light-

harvesting capacity were also found to be redox regulated. Targeted biochemical and structural 

studies allowed to confirm the regulation of several proteins and to analyze the underlying 

molecular mechanisms. The enzymes investigated are involved not only in carbon fixation but also 

in autophagy and light-acclimation. 

 

Discussion on the Future of the Chlamydomonas Mutant Library Project (Talk) 

Xiaobo Li1,2, Weronika Patena1,2, Friedrich Fauser1,2, Robert E. Jinkerson2, Shai Saroussi2, Moritz 

T. Meyer1, Nina Ivanova2, Jacob M. Robertson1,2, Rebecca Yue2, Ru Zhang2, Josep Vilarrasa-Blasi2, 

Tyler M. Wittkopp2,3, Silvia Ramundo4, Sean R. Blum2, Audrey Goh1, Matthew Laudon5, Tharan 

Srikumar1, Paul A. Lefebvre5, Arthur R. Grossman2, and Martin C. Jonikas1,2 
1Department of Molecular Biology, Princeton University, USA. 2Department of Plant Biology, 

Carnegie Institution for Science, USA.  3Department of Biology, Stanford University, USA. 

mailto:chlamy@umn.edu
http://www.chlamycollection.org/
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4Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of California, San Francisco, USA.  
5Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of Minnesota, USA.  

(mjonikas@princeton.edu) 

Thanks to support from the community and the National Science Foundation, the Chlamydomonas 

Mutant Library Project has now generated >60,000 mapped random insertion mutants covering 

>80% of the genes. Mutants are searchable via the website chlamylibrary.org and are distributed 

via the Chlamydomonas Resource Center. In the first two years of distribution, over 2,000 mutants 

have been distributed to over 200 laboratories worldwide. 

The proposed future goals for the project are to 1) increase the number of genes represented with 

high-confidence mutants that disrupt gene functions; 2) develop the resource into a platform that 

enables any laboratory to perform genome-wide screens with unprecedented speed, depth, 

accuracy, and at relatively low cost; and 3) systematically place genes into pathways on a genome-

wide scale to accelerate the community’s characterization of the functions of unknown genes. 

The Chlamy meeting provides an opportunity for feedback from the community on the project. 

This session will start with a brief presentation of our progress and future plans; then, we will have 

an open discussion in two parts. First, we would like to understand opportunities for improving 

the existing resource and the way it is made available. Second, we would like to get input from the 

community on the proposed future directions of the project. 

 

A Systems Biology Study Reveals a Global View of Genes Required for Eukaryotic 

Photosynthesis (Talk) 

Xiaobo Li1,2, Weronika Patena1,2, Friedrich Fauser1,2, Robert E. Jinkerson2, Shai Saroussi2, Moritz 

T. Meyer1, Nina Ivanova2, Jacob M. Robertson1,2, Rebecca Yue2, Ru Zhang2, Josep Vilarrasa-Blasi2, 

Tyler M. Wittkopp2,3, Silvia Ramundo4, Sean R. Blum2, Audrey Goh1, Matthew Laudon5, Tharan 

Srikumar1, Paul A. Lefebvre5, Arthur R. Grossman2, and Martin C. Jonikas1,2 
1Department of Molecular Biology, Princeton University, USA. 2Department of Plant Biology, 

Carnegie Institution for Science, USA.  3Department of Biology, Stanford University, USA. 
4Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, University of California, San Francisco, USA.  
5Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of Minnesota, USA.  

(xiaobo.li@princeton.edu) 

Photosynthesis provides the oxygen that we breathe, the food we eat, many of the fuels we burn, 

and many of the materials we use. Yet, our understanding of photosynthesis at the molecular level 

is limited. For example, we know little about the genes required for post-translational 

modifications of proteins in the photosynthetic machinery. In the past several decades, a major 

hamper in genetic studies of photosynthesis has been the limited success rate in identifying genes 

responsible for photosynthetic defects in mutants.  

In this study, we performed a screen using the genome-wide, mapped mutant library in 

Chlamydomonas and obtained thousands of mutants deficient in photosynthetic growth. To 

overcome the common misleading cases where the phenotype is not caused by the mapped 

disruption, we developed a statistical analysis framework that considers the phenotypic 

consistency among independent alleles for the same gene. Using this framework, we identified 

303 genes as candidate genes required for photosynthesis. These genes are enriched for 

upregulation upon dark-to-light transitions, enriched for membership in GreenCut2, and also 

encode proteins enriched for predicted chloroplast localization. Mechanistic characterization of 
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one of these genes, the conserved predicted phosphatase CPL3, showed it is important for 

accumulation of multiple photosynthetic protein complexes. Strikingly, 21 of the 43 highest-

confidence genes are novel, opening new opportunities for advances in our understanding of this 

biogeochemically fundamental process.  

 

Ciliary Length-Sensing Regulates IFT Entry through Alteration of FLA8/KIF3B 

Phosphorylation to Control Ciliary Length (Poster P53) 

Yinwen Liang1, Xin Zhu1, Qiong Wu1, and Junmin Pan1,2 
1MOE Key Laboratory of Protein Sciences, Tsinghua-Peking Center for Life Science, School of 

Life Sciences, Tsinghua University, Chinal, 2 Laboratory for Marine Biology and Biotechnology, 

Qingdao National Laboratory for Marine Science and Technology, China. 

(panjunmin@tsinghua.edu.cn) 

The length of the eukaryotic flagellum or cilium is robustly regulated. Previous data suggest that 

cells possess a sensing system to control ciliary length. However, the details of the mechanism are 

currently not known [6, 7]. Such a system requires a mechanism that responds to ciliary length 

and, consequently, disruption of that response system should alter ciliary length. The assembly rate 

of cilium mediated by intraflagellar transport (IFT) gradually decreases as the cilium elongates, 

net elongation ceases when the rates of assembly and disassembly are equal and opposite. Because 

the rate of IFT entry into the cilium also decreases as the cilium elongates, regulation of IFT entry 

could provide the mechanism for length control. Previously, we showed that phosphorylation of 

the FLA8/KIF3B subunit of the anterograde kinesin-II IFT motor blocks IFT entry and flagellar 

assembly in Chlamydomonas. Here, we show in Chlamydomonas that cellular signaling in 

response to alteration of flagellar length regulates phosphorylation of FLA8/KIF3B, which 

restricts IFT entry, and thus flagellar assembly, to control flagellar length. Cellular levels of 

phosphorylated FLA8 (pFLA8) are tightly linked to flagellar length: FLA8 phosphorylation is 

reduced in cells with short flagella and elevated in cells with long flagella. Depletion of the 

phosphatases CrPP1 and CrPP6, increases the level of cellular pFLA8 leading to short flagella due 

to decreased IFT entry. The results demonstrate that ciliary length control is achieved by a cellular 

sensing system that controls IFT entry through phosphorylation of the anterograde IFT motor. 

 

SUMO Protease Acts on Ribosomal Protein L30 to Regulate Cell Size Checkpoint Control 

(Poster P54) 

Yen-Ling Lin1,2, Chin-Lin Chung2, Chun-Han Chen2, Su-Chiung Fang2 

1Ph.D. Program in Microbial Genomics, National Chung Hsing University, Taichung, Taiwan 
2Academia Sinica Biotechnology Center in Southern Taiwan, Tainan, Taiwan 

(amtic75121@msn.com) 

Protein conjugation by the small-ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMOylation) plays important roles 

during cell division cycle. Deregulation of SUMOylation causes severe defects in cell proliferation. 

Our previous studies have shown that mutation in a SUMO protease protein, SMT7, partially 

suppresses the small-size phenotype caused by a defect in the Chlamydomonas version of 

retinoblastoma protein, MAT3 (Fang et al., 2008). SMT7 mRNA and its encoded protein were 

regulated diurnally with expression levels peaked at the late G1 phase. Moreover, wild-type but 

not catalytically defective version of SMT7 complemented the suppression phenotype of smt7-1 

mat3-4 and resumed the small size of mat3-4, indicating that SUMO protease activity is required 

for size checkpoint control. Using immunoprecipitation followed by mass spectrometry analysis, 

ribosomal protein L30 (RPL30) was identified as the potential target for SMT7. RPL30 was 

mailto:panjunmin@tsinghua.edu.cn
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SUMOylated in vitro and its conjugated form can be removed by SUMO protease activity of SMT7. 

Additionally, SUMOylated RPL30 level was increased and unconjugated RPL30 level was 

decreased in the smt7-1 mat3-4 compared with the mat3-4 strain. We therefore hypothesize that 

SMT7 modulates SUMOylation status of RPL30 to regulate cell division in the MAT3-dependent 

fashion. Under this hypothesis, it is possible that unconjugated RPL30 becomes rate-limiting for 

cell division in the smt7-1 mat3-4 strain. Alternatively, it is possible that increase in SUMOylated 

RPL30 leads to decrease in cell division number in the smt7-1 mat3-4 strain. To test the first 

possibility, RPL30 level was knock-downed in the mat3-4 cells by an artificial microRNA 

approach. Interestingly, reducing RPL30 failed to increase the mat3-4 cell size but acted 

synergistically with mat3-4 to produce cells smaller than mat3-4. To investigate the second 

possibility, mat3-4 strain overexpressing RPL30 translationally fused to SUMO4 (RPL30-

SUMO4), which mimics SUMOylated RPL30, was generated. Surprisingly, overexpression of the 

RPL30-SUMO4 protein in mat3-4 cells recapitulated the size-suppressing phenotype of the smt7-

1 mat3-4 strain. In summary, our studies reveal a novel mechanism for a SUMO protease to 

regulate cell division and provide new insight into size-mediated cell cycle control system. 

Fang, S.-C. and Umen, J.G. A suppressor screen in Chlamydomonas identifies novel components 

of Retinoblastoma tumor suppressor pathway. Genetics 178 (3), 1295–1310 (2008). 

 

Highly Efficient Detection of Insertional Mutations in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii by 

MAPINS (Poster P55) 

Huawen Lin, Paul F. Clifton, Susan K. Dutcher 

Department of Genetics, Washington University in St. Louis, MO, USA (huawen.lin@wustl.edu) 

Insertional mutagenesis, in which a piece of exogenous DNA is randomly integrated into the 

genomic DNA of the recipient cell, is a useful method to generate new mutants with phenotypes 

of interest.  We developed a new computational algorithm, MAPINS (mapping insertions), to 

accurately identify insertion sites created by the integration of an APHVIII cassette that confers 

paromomycin resistance in Chlamydomonas.  This method eliminates the need for genomic DNA 

manipulation and retains all the sequencing information provided by pair-ended sequencing.  We 

experimentally verified 38 insertion sites (93%) out of 41 sites identified by MAPINS from 20 

paromomycin resistant mutants.  Using meiotic analysis of 18 of these mutants, we identified 

insertion sites that completely cosegregate with paromomycin resistance in these strains.  In six of 

the seven strains with a mutant phenotype, we demonstrated complete cosegregation of the mutant 

phenotype and the verified insertion site.  These include FLA10, DZIP1L, BLD11 (Cre16.g672200), 

MITC17, and BAR1 (Cre16.g653450).  We provide direct evidence of complex rearrangements of 

genomic DNA flanking the insertion sites.  In three independent mutants, genomic DNA from a 

different location in the genome accompanies the insertion of the extrinsic APHVIII cassette.  We 

suggest that mutations generated by insertional mutagenesis are more complicated than expected 

from previous analyses in Chlamydomonas. To map the locations of these complex insertions, we 

designed 49 molecular markers based on whole genome sequencing-identified differences between 

wild-type strains CC-124 and CC-125.  Overall, MAPINS provides a low-cost, efficient method 

to characterize insertional mutants in Chlamydomonas.  

 

A Novel System for the Characterization of Ciliary Gene Expression Regulation during 

Ciliogenesis (Poster P56)  

Peiwei Liu1 and Karl F. Lechtreck1 
1Department of Cellular Biology, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602 

mailto:huawen.lin@wustl.edu
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Cilia and flagella are microtubule-based, thread-like cell organelles with motile and sensory 

functions.  Cilia possess a specialized set of proteins encoded by a group of co-regulated genes, 

referred to here as ciliary genes.  Over a wide range of organisms, the expression of the cilia genes 

is induced during ciliogenesis and followed by downregulated when ciliary assembly is complete.  

However, the key aspects of the mechanism that regulates cilia gene expression remain unclear.  

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii possesses two 9+2 cilia; the cilia can be simultaneously removed from 

large populations, which will trigger the expression of the cilia genes.  It is unknown how the loss 

of cilia is linked to the induction of the cilia genes and how their expression is alleviated once cilia 

are restored.  To analyze the mechanism by which cells monitor the absence and presence of cilia, 

we established a luciferase reporter system by flanking Gaussia princeps G-Luc with the promoter 

regions of the FAP12 gene (encoding the cilia-specific triacylglycerol lipase FAP12), transcription 

of which is highly induced during ciliogenesis.  We observed the Luciferase expression to be 

strongly upregulated during ciliogenesis and cilia elongation post flagellar amputation via pH 

shock or shear forces; upon transfer from solid to liquid medium, and upon release from cilia-

shortening drugs.  Insertional mutagenesis was used to generate mutants with defects in G-Luc 

expression.  In a pilot screen of 1,100 transformants, we identified three strains exhibiting 

constitutively high levels of luciferase activity without prior removal of the cilia.  RT-PCR on these 

“always on”-mutants showed that several cilia genes were upregulated in addition to the 

FAP12::G-Luc reporter and endogenous FAP12.  Using RESDA-PCR, we located the insertion in 

one of the mutants (INS1) to a gene encoding the nucleosome-remodeling factor SWI2/SNF2.  The 

insertion in INS1 is near the beginning of the coding region probably encoding a truncated protein.  

From the CLiP mutant collection, we obtained a second swi2/snf2 allele, which is likely to be null.  

In this strain, ciliary assembly is delayed but cells eventually form cilia of normal length and 

motility.  We conclude that our reporter system can be utilized to identify factors that control cilia 

gene expression after cilia loss.  The goal of this ongoing project is to unravel the link between 

cilia loss and cilia gene activation. 

 

A Heterogeneous Nuclear Ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP)-Like Protein in Chlamydomonas 

Functions as a Cell-cycle Repressor in the Retinoblastoma Cell-Size Control Pathway (Poster 

P57) 

Dianyi Liu, Cristina Lopez-Paz, and James G. Umen 

Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, USA (dliu@danforthcenter.org) 

Coordination of cell growth and division in eukaryotic cells is thought to be mediated by cell-size 

checkpoints, but the mechanisms for size homeostasis are largely unknown. Chlamydomonas 

divides by a multiple fission cell cycle, where two checkpoints are used to couple cell size to cell 

cycle progression: the Commitment checkpoint ensures that enough growth has taken place to 

allow completion of at least one division cycle, and the DNA synthesis/mitosis (S/M) checkpoint 

ensures mother cells undergo the correct number of divisions to produce uniform-sized daughters. 

The tny1-1 mutant was identified in a forward insertional mutagenesis screen and exhibits a 

recessive small-size phenotype due to defects at both the Commitment and the S/M size 

checkpoints. TNY1 encodes a putative hnRNPA-related RNA binding protein with two predicted 

N-terminal RNA recognition motifs (RRMs) and a low complexity glycine-rich C-terminus, a 

structure shared by many other of eukaryotic hnRNPs. Immunofluorescence showed that TNY1 is 

cytosolic throughout the cell cycle. Immunoblotting revealed that daughter cells are born with a 

fixed amount of TNY1 whose absolute abundance remains constant on a per-cell basis during G1 

phase, but whose overall cellular concentration decreases as cells grow. TNY1 mRNA and protein 
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levels peak during cell division and are reset to their highest concentration in newly-formed 

daughters. Altering the dosage of TNY1 in diploids or by overexpression impacted daughter cell 

size, indicating a quantitative relationship between TNY1 protein levels and mitotic size 

checkpoint control. Epistasis experiments placed TNY1 upstream of the cyclin dependent kinase 

CDKG1, whose substrate is the MAT3/RB (retinoblastoma tumor suppressor homolog). 

Interestingly, CDKG1 showed ectopic accumulation in tny1-1 strains, suggesting that TNY1 

represses the production of CDKG1. North-Western assays showed that TNY1 binds to the 

unusually long and uridine-rich 3’ UTR of CDKG1 mRNA but not to its CDS or 5’ UTR. Taken 

together, our data indicate that TNY1 plays a role in modulating cell-size homeostasis through 

cell-cycle-controlled synthesis and dosage-dependent repression of the activator CDKG1 mediated 

through binding to the CDKG1 3’UTR. Experiments to test this model are ongoing. 

 

Identification of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Endogenous Genic Flanking Sequences for 

Improved Transgene Expression (Poster P57A) 

Cristina Lopez-Paz, Dianyi Liu, Sa Geng, and James G. Umen 

Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, USA (dliu@danforthcenter.org) 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a unicellular green alga that has attracted interest due to its potential 

biotechnological applications and as a model for algal biofuel and energy metabolism.  Despite all 

the advantages that this unicellular alga offers, poor and inconsistent expression of nuclear 

transgenes remains an obstacle for basic and applied research.  We used a data mining strategy to 

identify highly expressed genes in Chlamydomonas whose flanking sequences were tested for the 

ability to drive heterologous nuclear transgene expression.  Candidates identified in this search 

included two ribosomal protein genes, RPL35a and RPL23, and ferredoxin, FDX1, whose flanking 

regions including promoters, terminators and untranslated sequences could drive stable luciferase 

transgene expression to significantly higher levels than the commonly used Hsp70A-RBCS2 (AR) 

hybrid promoter/terminator sequences.  The RPL23 flanking sequences were further tested using 

the zeocin resistance gene sh-ble as a reporter in monocistronic and dicistronic constructs, and 

consistently yielded higher numbers of zeocin-resistant transformants and higher levels of 

resistance than AR- or PSAD-based vectors. Chlamydomonas RPL23 sequences also enabled 

transgene expression in Volvox carteri. Our study provides an additional benchmark for strong 

constitutive expression of transgenes in Chlamydomonas, and develops a general approach for 

identifying flanking sequences that can be used to drive transgene expression for any organism 

where transcriptome data are available (Lopez-Paz, Liu et al. 2017).  

Lopez-Paz, C., Liu, D., Geng, S., and Umen, J.G. Identification of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

endogenous genic flanking sequences for improved transgene expression. The Plant journal: for 

cell and molecular biology 92, 1232-1244. (2017). 

 

 

A Peptide Amidating Monooxygenase and Its Amidated Products Appear in Ciliary 

Ectosomes (Talk) 

Raj Luxmi1, Dhivya Kumar2, Crysten E. Blaby-Haas3, Myah Bartolotta4, Richard E. Mains1, 

Stephen M. King2 and Betty A. Eipper1,2 
1Departments of Neuroscience and 2Molecular Biology and Biophysics, University of Connecticut 

Health Center, Farmington, CT 06030-3401, 3Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973, 
4Wheaton College, Norwood, MA. (luxmi@uchc.edu) 
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Peptidylglycine α-amidating monooxygenase (PAM), a type I integral membrane protein, functions 

in the secretory pathway lumen. PAM plays an essential role in the biosynthesis of neuroendocrine 

peptides, converting C-terminal Gly residues into amides. In diverse organisms, PAM is essential 

for ciliary assembly; in Chlamydomonas, knockdown of PAM results in the failure of ciliogenesis 

and inhibition of its monooxygenase activity delays reciliation. Cilia act as secretory organelles, 

releasing extracellular vesicles (ectosomes) which have a distinct protein composition. As PAM is 

present in salivary and urinary exosomes, which are derived from intraluminal vesicles, we 

hypothesized that CrPAM might be released in ciliary ectosomes. We found that CrPAM is 

enriched in ectosomes released by mating cc124×cc125 gametes but depleted from ectosomes shed 

by vegetative cells. Thus, release of CrPAM in mating ectosomes is a regulated event, suggesting 

a significant role for this process in sexual reproduction.  These observations prompted us to 

investigate whether Chlamydomonas secretes amidated products during mating. Gametes (cc124- 

and cc125+) were mixed and mating allowed to proceed for 1 h. Mating ectosomes and the 

remaining soluble proteins (the mating secretome) were obtained by differential centrifugation; 

CrPAM protein and activity were largely recovered from mating ectosomes, not from the mating 

secretome. Biological triplicates of the mating secretome and ectosomes were fractionated by SDS-

PAGE, followed by in-gel tryptic digestion and LC-MS/MS analysis. Of the annotated signal 

peptide- containing proteins identified, 17% were cell wall-related, 14% were proteases, and 10% 

were ER/Golgi- related proteins. A screen for amidated products using the “minus Gly plus amide” 

mass filter identified 8 amidated proteins associated with mating ectosomes; one was also present 

in the mating secretome. Expression of several amidated proteins is high in minus gametes, 

suggesting a role for amidated proteins in intercellular communication and sexual reproduction in 

Chlamydomonas. 

 

Biochemical Characterization of Chloroplast Predicted Proteins Reveals Insights into Old 

Enzymes and their Features (Poster P58) 

Christina Marx, Stefanie Böhmer, Thomas Happe.  

SolarBioproducts Ruhr c/o Photobiotechnology group, Ruhr-University Bochum, Bochum, 

Germany (christina.marx@rub.de) 

 

The Chlamydomonas reinhardtii chloroplast is predicted to contain about 3,000 proteins with yet 

many uncharacterized proteins. Therefore, the identification and isolation of native chloroplast 

proteins which show a catalytic activity or other interesting features is very promising. We recently 

identified three members of the Old Yellow Enzyme (OYE) family in the genome which are 

predicted to be chloroplast targeted. We show that two of them are able to perform asymmetric 

reduction of α, ß-unsaturated carbonyl compounds creating up to two new chiral centers. These 

reactions have great potential in the chemosynthesis of a variety of relevant industrial chemicals, 

since global climate change and the rising need for energy require new bioeconomic strategies for 

the generation of enantiomerically pure aldehydes, ketones, and esters.  

We verified the open reading frame of all three CrOYEs genes by cDNA amplification and 

sequencing. The PCR products were used for cloning of plasmids for heterologous expression. 

After purification, the specific activity of the three enoate reductases on different α, ß-unsaturated 

carbonyl compounds was confirmed by bioconversion tests. This work provides insights into 

industrially relevant enzymes in C. reinhardtii and paves the way for engineering microalgae for 

the production of high-value products. 
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Characterization of Heat-sensitive Chlamydomonas Mutants Identified Using High-

throughput and Quantitative Pooled Screens  (Poster P59)  

Erin Mattoon1,2, James Eckhardt1, William McHargue1, Ningning Zhang1, Ru Zhang1 

1 Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, 975 North Warson Road, St. Louis, MO, USA 
2 Washington University in St. Louis, 1 Brookings Drive, St. Louis, MO, USA  

(mattoon.erin@wustl.edu) 

Rising mean global temperatures leads to increased prevalence of heat stress, which is known to 

decrease both crop and algal yields.  For many reasons including its haploid genome, powerful 

genetic tools, and small gene families, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is an excellent model system 

to study heat stress response at the cellular level.  We are studying heat stress response in algae 

utilizing a genome-saturating, indexed, mapped mutant library.  Mutants in this library were 

generated by random insertional mutagenesis. The library enables high-throughput and 

quantitative pooled screens. We performed the quantitative pooled screens using this library under 

controlled light, temperature, and turbidity to identify mutants that grow normally at 25C but have 

reduced growth rate under heat stress conditions.  Of the heat-sensitive mutants identified, 11 were 

chosen for functional characterization based on homology to land plants, putative function, 

confidence level of insertion sites, and presence of multiple heat-sensitive alleles in the library.  

The insertion sites in these mutants were validated using genomic PCR amplifications and cassette-

genome junction amplifications.  Cassette-genome junctions were sequenced and mapped back to 

the Chlamydomonas reinhardtii genome for mutant identification.  Two of the mutants chosen for 

functional characterization have insertions in a putative transcription factor, which has potential 

roles in DNA damage repair.  These mutants are of particular interest because heat stress is known 

to increase the rate of DNA lesion production, while simultaneously decreasing the rate of DNA 

damage repair.  Further characterization of these mutants may have potential impacts on biofuel 

production, crop yields, and human health 

 

Identification of Candidate Genes Required for Heat Sensing and Regulation in 

Chlamydomonas Using High-throughput, Quantitative Pooled Screens (Poster P60) 

William McHargue1, Ru Zhang1 

wmchargue@danforthcenter.org 

1 Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, 975 North Warson Road, St. Louis, MO, USA 

Include your email, check the abstract instruction 

Increasing global temperatures that are resultant of climate change expose photosynthetic 

organisms to more frequent and damaging thermal stress conditions that often reduce crop yield 

and limit biofuel production.  Despite this, the mechanisms and associated genes employed by 

photosynthetic organisms to sense and regulate heat stress remain unclear. The unicellular, 

eukaryotic green alga,  

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, is an exemplary model organism for the study of myriad cellular 

processes such as heat response. A recently generated, genome-saturating, barcoded, mapped, and 

indexed library of Chlamydomonas allows for high-throughput forward and reverse genetic 

screens. Since each mutant in the library has a unique DNA barcode, quantitative analysis of the 

relative representation of each library mutant relative to the entire mutant pool can be achieved via 

deep sequencing of unique barcode abundance from each mutant. The Chlamydomonas mutant 

library was utilized to conduct high-throughput, forward genetic screens in thermoregulated 

photobioreactors to identify genes essential for heat responses under various high temperature 

mailto:mattoon.erin@wustl.edu
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conditions.  Through the analysis of the resulting barcode deep sequencing data, the growth rate 

of each mutant in the pooled culture was calculated based on relative barcode abundance at various 

points in the experimental time course. Heat-sensitive mutants that could grow normally under 

control condition (25oC) but having reduced growth rate under 35oC were identified and prioritized 

by two criteria: (1) existence of multiple alleles for a given gene and (2) confidence level of the 

cassette insertion site. This study is poised to augment current understanding of heat sensing and 

regulation in Chlamydomonas which may produce more clear points of entry for the engineering 

of thermotolerant crops and biofuel sources. 

 

Revisiting C4-type Metabolism in the Model Alga Scenedesmus obliquus (Chlorophyta). 

(Poster P61) 
1McKie-Krisberg, Zaid M.; 2Huesemann, Michael H.; 1Polle Jürgen E.W. 
1Brooklyn College – City University of New York, 2900 Bedford Ave, Brooklyn NY, 11210  
2Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 1529 West Sequim Bay Road, Sequim, Washington 98382 

(Zaid.mk@brooklyn.cuny.edu) 

Through the foundational work of Calvin, Benson, and Bassham, the green alga Scenedesmus 

obliquus was used to elucidate the complex dark reactions of photosynthesis, now called the 

Calvin-Benson-Bassham (CBB) cycle. This work had also contributed in establishing the organism 

as a long-standing model system for studies of fundamental photosynthetic metabolism and 

applied aspects of microalgal biofuels/bioproducts generation.  At the time, Calvin et al. also 

discovered C4-type metabolism (C3 + C1 -> C4 Malate) in S. obliquus, but this finding was not 

followed up in green algae. We are now providing context for this earlier work at the molecular 

and biochemical level, by employing an integrative “omics” approach using the modern tools of 

systems biology.  In the genome of S. obliquus, the full complement of genes encoding for all 

enzymes involved in different types of C4 carbon fixation reactions was identified, including the 

phosphoenolpyruvate carboxylase (EC: 4.1.1.31), the phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase (EC: 

4.1.1.49), the pyruvate carboxylase (EC: 6.4.1.1), and different versions of the “Malic Enzyme” 

(EC: 1.1.1.38, EC: 1.1.1.39, and EC: 1.1.1.40). Further, we found that all these genes are expressed 

during the diurnal cycle using climate-simulated pond cultures kept under Key West, Florida, USA 

conditions. Our new data backup decade-old isotopic tracer studies performed during the discovery 

phase of the CBB cycle, and provide additional mechanistic resolution within the larger metabolic 

architecture of the photosynthetic cell.  A detailed metabolic map for the carbon core metabolism 

is presented and gene expression investigated for diurnal pond cultivation, revealing differential 

expression for genes coding for the phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase and the “Malic Enzymes”. 

Currently, it is not known how the C4-type metabolism contributes exactly to the biomass 

productivity of this alga. However, it may be speculated that this additional CO2 fixation enables 

rapid growth and high biomass productivities, thus contributing to its broad distribution and 

abundance in freshwater environments. Our results on the genomic analysis of C4-type metabolism 

in this green alga strongly suggest that the basic mechanisms of C4 photosynthesis are more 

common in the green clade than previously thought. 

 

Homeostasis of Reactive Oxygen Species Is Required for Oil Droplet Formation in 

Chlamydomonas (Poster P62) 

Rongli Miao1,2, Xiaocui Ma1,2, Xuan Deng1, Xiaoqin Xia1 and Kaiyao Huang1,* 
1Key Laboratory of Algal Biology, Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Wuhan, Hubei 430072, China 
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2University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100039, China (huangky@ihb.ac.cn). 

Many microalgae accumulate large amounts of lipid droplets following N deprivation. The 

triacylglycerols (TAGs) in these lipid droplets can be used as a feedstock to produce biodiesel. To 

investigate the molecular mechanism underlying lipid droplet formation, we generated an 

insertional mutagenesis library containing more than 10,000 Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

transformants and used a Percoll gradient-based method to enrich for mutants lacking oil droplets. 

One of the mutants harbored a mutation in a gene encoding a glutathione peroxidase (GPX5) that 

catalyzes the formation of water from hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) or organic hydroperoxide. The 

gpx5 mutant had a ~35% reduction in lipid droplets and a 24% reduction in TAG content compared 

with the CC4348 parental strain, as determined by gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-

MS). Both the full-length protein and the putative signal peptide of GPX5 are localized in the 

cytoplasm, but not in chloroplasts. Complementation with full-length GPX5 rescued the mutant 

phenotype. Under N deprivation, GPX5 expression was increased ~five-fold in CC4348. Moreover, 

the gpx5 mutant showed increased sensitivity to the singlet oxygen stress generated by the 

photosensitizer Rose Bengal. The ROS concentration of the gpx5 mutant was two to three times 

that of CC4348 during N deprivation. Artificial increases in ROS concentration in cells abolished 

the formation of oil droplets. These data suggest that oil droplet formation only occurred in a 

particular range of ROS concentrations, as both higher or lower ROS concentrations attenuated oil 

droplet formation. 

 

Choosing the Right Path to the Eyespot (Talk) 

Telsa M. Mittelmeier1, Mark D. Thompson2, and Carol L. Dieckmann1 

1MCB Department, U. Arizona, 2Biological Industries USA, Cromwell CT. 

(dieckman@u.arizona.edu) 

Eyespot placement is asymmetrical with respect to bilateral positioning of Chlamydomonas 

flagella. Recognition of the association between the eyespot and the daughter four-membered D4 

rootlet was the first hint at the underlying importance of the stable cortical microtubule rootlet 

structures in asymmetric placement1. A simple screen for non-phototactic mutant strains after UV 

mutagenesis, followed by microscopic inspection for eyespot irregularities, defined four genes 

required for eyespot placement and assembly2. The MLT1 gene is required for the exclusive choice 

of the D4 rootlet for eyespot placement; a percentage of mlt1 cells have eyespots on the mother 

M4 rootlet as well3. Immunofluorescence IF microscopy revealed that MLT1 protein is exclusively 

associated with the D4, from the anterior minus end to the eyespot position, but not posterior to 

the eyespot4. Dissociation of MLT1 from the D4 occurs as the D4 matures into an M4 at cell 

division. In daughter cells, MLT1 reappears immediately on nascently assembling D4 rootlets 

before tubulin acetylation4. Channelrhodopsin photoreceptor ChR1 was visualized by IF 

deconvolution3 and super-resolution microscopy (Thompson, unpublished) on the outer surface of 

the D4, suggesting that photoreceptor is trafficked on this surface from the anterior end of the 

rootlet to the eyespot. How it gets “loaded” exclusively onto the D4 is a mystery. Centrin is a major 

component of the fibers that connect the mother and daughter basal bodies, and is also found on 

the apical surface of both two-membered M2 and D2 microtubule rootlets5. In a centrin mutant, 

MLT1 was found on both daughter rootlets, and ChR1 patches were observed at their ends4. These 

data suggest that rootlet identity is disturbed in the centrin knockdown, and MLT1 and ChR1 are 

deposited erroneously. Without MLT1, eyespots can form 1, but ChR delivery to the eyespot after 

cell division is delayed. Preceding ChR localization, the chloroplast envelope eyespot protein 

EYE2 forms a patch in the correct position at the end of the D4 rootlet6. To definitively rule out 

mailto:huangky@ihb.ac.cn
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the ChRs as masters of eyespot assembly, a strain lacking both ChR1 and ChR2 photoreceptors 

was sought by insertional mutagenesis of a cop3 (ChR1-) strain. A strain lacking both 

photoreceptor proteins cannot phototax, but has eyespots visible by light microscopy, exclusive 

deposition of MLT1 on the D4, and proper positioning of EYE2. Thus, the still unknown “master” 

directs the assembly of the eyespot at the distal end of the D4 microtubule rootlet. 1) Holmes JA 

and Dutcher SK, 1989. J Cell Sci. 94:273-85. 2) Lamb MR, Worley CK, Dutcher SK, Dieckmann 

CL, 1999.  Genetics 153:721-9. 3) Mittelmeier TM, Boyd JS, Lamb MR, Dieckmann CL, 2011. J 

Cell Biol. 193:741-53. 4) Mittelmeier TM, Thompson MD, Lamb MR, Lin H, Dieckmann, CL, 

2015. Cytoskeleton 72:113-23. 5) Geimer S and Melkonian M, 2005. Euk. Cell 4:1253-63 6) 

Mittelmeier TM, Thompson MD, Öztürk E, Dieckmann CL. 2013. Euk. Cell 12:1258-70. 

 

Optimization of the Microalgal Expression Vector Phyco69 (Poster P63) 

Molina A., Rengel R., Vila M., Vigara J., León R. 

Laboratory of Biochemistry. Faculty of Experimental Sciences. Marine International Campus of 

Excellence (CEIMAR). University of Huelva, 21007 Huelva, Spain. Corresponding author 

(rleon@uhu.es). 

The main challenges in nuclear genetic transformation of microalgae are the low stability of the 

transgenes and the high variability of their expression levels among the obtained transformants, 

which makes necessary a large screening to select high-expressing stable clones (León-Bañares et 

al 04).  Fusing the gene of interest (GOI) to the bleomycin resistance gene (shBLE) by the foot-

and-mouth-disease-virus (FMDV) 2A “self-cleaving” peptide has been proposed as a solution to 

overcome these difficulties (Rasala. et al 12). We propose an alternative fusion strategy in which 

the APHVIII (which encodes the enzyme aminoglycoside 3`fosfotransferasa Streptomyces rimosus 

and confers resistance to the antibiotic paromomycin) is linked to a PLK region, through the short 

self-cleaving 2A peptide encoding DNA fragment, to generate the polycistronic expression 

plasmid Phyco69. The plasmid has been validated using the shBLE as GOI. We have demostrated 

by RT-PCR and phenotypic studies, that screening of transformants with increasing amounts of the 

paromomycin provides a simple method for selection of transformants with the highest level of 

expression of APHVIII gene and consequently of GOI, circumventing the problems caused by the 

positional effect. Immunodetection studies showed that the multicistronic transcript is correctly 

processed generating independent genic products. Paromomycin provides a fast method for 

selection of the transformants with no expontanous resistance and without the mutagenic activity 

of bleomycin. 

 

León-Bañares R., Gónzalez D., Galván A. and Férnandez E. Transgenic microalgae as green cell 

factories. Trends Biotechnol. 22, 45-52 (2004). 

Rasala BA, Lee PA, Shen Z, Briggs SP, Mendez M, Mayfield SP. Robust Expression and Secretion 

of Xylanase1 in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii by Fusion to a Selection Gene and Processing with 

the FMDV 2A Peptide. Stiller JW, ed. PLoS ONE. 7, 8 (2012). 

Acknowledgements: INTERREG V A España–Portugal (POCTEP) 2014-2020 Cooperation 

Program (0055_ALGARED_PLUS_5_E) and Spanish Goverment. Plasmid Phyco69 was kindly 

provided by PhycoGenetics SL. 

 

Synthesis of Hydrocarbons by a Photoenzyme in Chlamydomonas and other Microalgae 

(Poster P64) 
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Solène Moulin, Damien Sorigué, Bertrand Légeret, Stéphanie Blangy, Stéphan Cuiné, 

Emmanuelle Billon, Pierre Richaud, Yonghua Li-Beisson, Gilles Peltier, Fred Beisson 

CEA, CNRS and Aix-Marseille University, Institute of Biosciences and Biotechnologies of Aix-

Marseille, UMR 7265, CEA Cadarache, Saint-Paul-lez Durance, France (*yonghua.li@cea.fr ) 

Alkanes and their unsaturated analogs alkenes are hydrocarbons derived from fatty acids. 

Biosynthesis and role of these lipids has been been mostly studied in plants, insects and 

cyanobacteria. We have previously shown that some microalgae have also the ability to convert 

fatty acids into alka(e)nes (Sorigué et al 2016). The enzyme responsible for the conversion of fatty 

acids to hydrocarbon variabilis has been recently identified in the green microalga Chlorella by 

our group and named fatty acid photodecarboxylase (FAP) (Sorigué et al 2017). FAP is an enzyme 

whose activity is driven by light (photoenzyme). Discovery of the FAP opens the way to study the 

function of hydrocarbons in algal metabolism and also provides a new avenue for a bio-based and 

light-driven production of hydrocarbons. Here we provide data on the diversity of hydrocarbons 

synthesized by several model algae including Chlamydomonas and we investigate the influence of 

environmental conditions on the biosynthesis of hydrocarbons by these algae.  

Sorigué D, Légeret B, Cuiné S, Morales P, Mirabella B, Guédeney G, Li-Beisson Y, Jetter R, 

Peltier G, Beisson F. Microalgae synthesize hydrocarbons from long-chain fatty acids via a light-

dependent pathway. Plant Physiology 171:2406-17 (2016). 

Sorigué D, Légeret B, Cuiné S, Blangy S, Moulin S, Billon E, Richaud P, Brugière S, Couté Y, 

Nurizzo D, Müller P, Brettel K, Pignol D, Arnoux P, Li-Beisson Y, Peltier G, Beisson F. An algal 

photoenzyme converts fatty acids to hydrocarbons. Science 357:903-907 (2017). 

 

The Mechanism of Cyclic Electron Flow around Photosystem I (Talk) 

W. J. Nawrocki1,2,3, B. Bailleul2, P. Cardol3, F. Rappaport2, F.-A. Wollman2,*, P. Joliot2 

1Department of Physics and Astronomy, Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, De Boelelaan 1081, 

1081HV Amsterdam, The Netherlands ; 2Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, UMR 7141 

CNRS-UPMC, 13 rue P. et M. Curie 75005, Paris, France; 3Laboratoire de Génétique et 

Physiologie des Microalgues, Institut de Botanique, Université de Liège, 4, Chemin de la Vallée, 

B-4000 Liège, Belgium. (w.j.nawrocki@vu.nl) 

Cyclic electron flow (CEF), one of the major alternative electron transport pathways to the primary 

linear electron flow (LEF) in chloroplasts, is defined as a return of the reductants from the acceptor 

side of the Photosystem I (PSI) to the pool of its donors via the cytochrome b6f. It is believed to be 

essential for photosynthesis, however, despite many efforts aimed at its characterisation, the 

pathway and regulation of CEF remain equivocal, and its physiological significance remains to be 

defined. Here we use novel spectroscopic approaches to measure the maximal, transitory CEF in 

the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. We show that CEF operates at the same maximal rate, 

regardless of the oxygen concentration, in the wild type as well as in pgrl1 and ptox2 mutants. Our 

kinetic information are incompatible with the PGRL1/PGR5 or NDH/NDA2 pathways proposed 

for CEF in the literature, which leads us to revisit the mechanism and regulation of CEF. 

 

The Photosystem I Assembly Apparatus Consisting of Ycf3-Y3IP1 and Ycf4 modules (Poster 

P65) 

Sreedhar Nellaepalli, Shin-Ichiro Ozawa, Hiroshi Kuroda, and Yuichiro Takahashi 

Research Institute for Interdisciplinary Science, Okayama University, 3-1-1 Tsushima-naka, 

Kita-ku, Okayama, 700-8530 Japan. taka@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp 
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In oxygenic photosynthesis, light energy is converted into redox energy by two photosystems (PSI 

and PSII). In plants and green algae, PSI forms one of the largest multiprotein complexes in the 

thylakoid membranes and consists of core complex (14-15 subunits), peripheral light-harvesting 

complexes (LHCIs, 4-9 subunits) and cofactors to constitute PSI-LHCI supercomplex. Although 

the structure of the PSI-LHCI has been determined at high resolutions, the biogenesis remains 

largely unknown because of the rapid PSI assembly process. Chloroplast-encoded Ycf3 and Ycf4 

(hypothetical chloroplast open reading frames 3 and 4), which are conserved among oxygenic 

photosynthetic organisms, are auxiliary factors required for PSI complex assembly. However, it 

remains elusive how these factors function in PSI assembly. Here we show that PSI assembly is 

mediated by two modules of PSI assembly apparatus; one consisting of tetratricopeptide repeat 

protein Ycf3 and Y3IP1 (Ycf3 Interacting Protein 1) mainly assists the assembly of the reaction 

center (RC) subunits, and the other composed of oligomeric Ycf4 facilitates the integration of 

peripheral PSI subunits and LHCIs into the PSI RC subcomplex. Taken together, the whole process 

of PSI-LHCI assembly is profoundly mediated by these two modules. 

E. Boudreau, Y. Takahashi, C. Lemieux, M. Turmel and J-D. Rochaix, The chloroplast ycf3 and 

ycf4 open reading frames of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii are required for the accumulation of the 

photosystem I complex EMBO J. 16, 6095-6104 (1997). 

S. Ozawa, J. Nield, A. Terao, E. J. Stauber, M. Hippler, H. Koike, J-D. Rochaix, and Y.Takahashi, 

Biochemical and Structural Studies of the Large Ycf4-Photosystem I Assembly Complex of the 

Green Alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii Plant Cell 21, 2424-2442 (2009). 

S. Nellaepalli, S. Ozawa, H. Kuroda, and Y. Takahashi. The photosystem I assembly apparatus 

consisting of Ycf3-Y3IP1 and Ycf4 modules Nature Comm. accepted. 

 

Alg-All-Code: Towards generating a comprehensive catalog of microalgal genomes (Poster 

P66) 

David R. Nelson1, Ashish Jaiswal2, Amphun Chaiboonchoe2, Khaled M. Hazzouri3, Weiqi Fu2, 

Sara Daakour1, Matthew O'Connor2, Marc Arnoux2, Mehar Sultana1, David Nobles4, Mark Hurd5, 

Mike Lomas5, Julie Sexton5, Mike Preston5, Joan Blanchette5, Kourosh Salehi-Ashtiani1,2 

Microalgae have important roles in global biogeochemical cycles. These roles include carbon 

sequestration, oxygen production, the biotransformation of nitrogenous compounds, and the 

production of climate-cooling sulfur aerosols. However, genomes from less than 0.1% of isolated 

microalgal species have been sequenced. In an effort to shed light on the coding potential of 

microalgal genomes, we have launched a broad-spectrum microalgal genome sequencing project, 

herein referred to as “Alg-All-Code”. We have so far sequenced more than 150, individual, axenic, 

eukaryotic, microalgae genomes from our own isolations and from isolates within culture 

collection centers, including six new species of Chlamydomonas. We selected the species to 

include marine, fresh-water, temperate and subtropical habitats. The sampled clades included a 

variety of Dinophyceae, other Chlorophyceae species, and species from Pheaophyceae, 

Rhodophyceae, Eustigmatophyceae, Xanthophyceae, Bacillariophycae, and others. Our annotation 

of the genomes highlighted numerous sulfur-metabolic domains enriched in marine species as 

compared to freshwater species, and we also inferred evidence of cross-kingdom viral infections 

from a wide variety of repeat domains and protein-coding homologs. Overall, these datasets will 

constitute a resource for the interrogation of biogeochemical potential of microalgae, as well as, 

their possible biomedical and biotechnological utilizations.  

1Center for Genomics and Systems Biology and 2Division of Science and Math, New York 
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University Abu Dhabi, UAE. 3Khalifa Center for Biotechnology, UAE University Al Ain, Abu 

Dhabi, UAE. 4UTEX Culture Collection of Algae at the University of Texas at Austin, Austin, 

Texas, USA. 5National Center for Marine Algae and Microbiota, East Boothbay, Maine, USA. 

 

Dynamic Network Structure of Chloroplast Nucleoids (Poster P67) 

Yoshiki Nishimura1, Yusuke Kobayashi1,2, Yoshitaka Kamimura1, Osami Misumi3, 

Toshiharu Shikanai1 
1Lab of Plant Mol Genet, Dept of Bot., Kyoto University, Oiwake-cho, Kita-Shirakawa, Kyoto, 

Japan. 2Dep of Cell Genetics, National Institute of Genetics, 1111 Yata, Mishima, Shizuoka 

411-8540, Japan. 3Department of Biological Science and Chemistry, Faculty of Science, 

Graduate School of Sciences and Technology for Innovation, Yamaguchi University, 

Yamaguchi 753-8512, Japan 

(yoshiki@pmg.bot.kyoto-u.ac.jp) 

Chloroplast DNA is organized into DNA–protein conglomerates called chloroplast nucleoids, 

which are replicated, transcribed, and inherited. We applied live-imaging technology with a 

microfluidic device to examine the behaviors of chloroplast nucleoids in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. We observed the dynamic and reversible dispersion of globular chloroplast nucleoids 

into a network structure in dividing chloroplasts. In the monokaryotic chloroplast (moc) 1 mutant, 

in which chloroplast nucleoids are unequally distributed following chloroplast division due to the 

defect in chloroplast-targeted Holliday Junction resolvase (Kobayashi et al, 2017), the early stages 

of chloroplast nucleoid formation occurred mainly in the proximal area. This suggests the 

chloroplast nucleoid transformable network consists of a highly compact core with proximal areas 

associated with cpDNA replication and nucleoid (Kamimura et al., 2018). 

Kobayashi, Y., Misumi, O., Odahara, M., Ishibashi, K., Hirono, M., Hidaka, K., Endo, M., 

Sugiyama, H., Iwasaki, H., Kuroiwa, T., Shikanai, T., Nishimura, Y. Science 356, 631-634 

(2017) 

Kamimura, Y., Tanaka, H., Kobayashi, Y., Shikanai, T., Nishimura, Y. Comms. Biol. 1:47, 

1-7 (2018) 

 

Unraveling N-Glycan Core Modification Attachment in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster 

P68) 

Anne Oltmanns1, Lara Hoepfner1, Michael Hippler1 
1Institute for Plant Biology and Biotechnology, University of Münster, Germany 

(oltmanna@wwu.de) 

The N-glycosylation pathway in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (C. reinhardtii) has been described 

only recently (Mathieu-Rivet et al., 2013). In line with land plants, C. reinhardtii N-glycans exhibit 

core β1,2-xylose and α1,3-fucose residues. In addition, a second β1,4-linked xylose and 

methylated hexoses are present. Analyses of insertional mutants of mannosidase 1A (IMMan1A) and 

xylosyltransferase 1A (IMXylT1A) revealed that a disruption of man1A affects methylation of 

hexoses and the addition of terminal xylose, while the absence of XylT1A leads to a lack of core 

xylose and shorter N-glycans than in the wildtype. In an IMMan1AxIMXylT1A double mutant the 

IMXylT1A phenotype was suppressed, indicating a regulation of N-glycan trimming by core β1,2-

xylose attachment and a dependency on Man1A activity (Schulze et al., 2017). Here, we present 

the mass spectrometric characterization of N-glycopeptides found in a fucosyltransferase (IMFucT), 

a putative second core xylosyltransferase mutant (IMXylT1B) and in the offspring of several genetic 

mailto:yoshiki@pmg.bot.kyoto-u.ac.jp
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crosses (i.a. IMMan1AxIMXylT1AxIMXylT1BxIMFucT and IMXylT1AxIMXylT1BxIMFucT). The quadruple 

mutant displays N-glycans lacking core modifications and methylations, whereas N-glycans are in 

addition drastically shortened in the triple mutant. Overall, we found, that fucose residues are lost 

only when knocking down FucT in combination with other enzymes. Meanwhile, in the single 

(knockdown) mutant, stronger trimming seems to occur, but fucose residues are still present. 

Furthermore, XylT1B indeed seems to be a second core xylosyltransferase with specificity towards 

untrimmed N-glycans. In our work we determined the role of two glycosyltransferases and their 

substrate specificities in C. reinhardtii. Additionally, the mutants generated in this study represent 

a great opportunity to assess the effect of differential changes in the N-glycosylation pattern on e.g. 

nutrient uptake and cell motility, as many proteins involved in those processes are predicted to be 

N-glycosylated. 

Mathieu-Rivet, E., Scholz, M., Arias, C., Dardelle, F., Schulze, S., Le Mauff, F., Teo, G., Hochmal, 

A.K., Blanco-Rivero, A., Loutelier-Bourhis, C., Kiefer-Meyer, M.C., Fufezan, C., Burel, C., 

Lerouge, P., Martinez, F., Bardor, M., Hippler, M. Exploring the N-glycosylation pathway in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii unravels novel complex structures. Molecular & cellular proteomics 

12: 3160-3183 (2013). 

Schulze, S., Oltmanns, A., Machnik, N., Liu, G., Xu, N., Jarmatz, N., Scholz, M., Sugimoto, K., 

Fufezan, C., Huang, K., Hippler, M. N-Glycoproteomic characterization of mannosidase and 

xylotransferase Mutant Strains of Chlamydomonas. Plant Physiology pp.01450 (2017). 

 

Cleavage-Furrow Formation without F-Actin or Myosin –  Rethinking Cytokinesis 

through Chlamydomonas Cell Division (Talk) 

Masayuki Onishi1, Kresti Pecani2, Taylor Jones IV1, James G. Umen3, Frederick R. Cross2, 

and John R. Pringle1 
1Department of Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine, USA, 2The Rockefeller 

University, USA, 3Danforth Plant Science Center, USA. (onishi@stanford.edu) 

For the past half century, much of the research on cytokinesis has been focused heavily on 

unikonts and land plants.  Cells of these two groups of organisms divide by seemingly distinct 

mechanisms of cleavage-furrow ingression (which was thought to be driven by the contractile 

actomyosin rings: CAR) and cell-plate expansion, respectively.  Importantly, most other 

eukaryotes divide by cleavage-furrow ingression even though they have no myosin II or CAR, 

but little is known about the molecular mechanisms how they achieve this process.  As a 

consequence, we lack the understanding of (a) how the common ancestor of all eukaryotes 

divided; (b) how the evolution into cell-plate expansion in the plant lineage happened; and (c) 

what is the true role of the CAR system in unikonts. 

To answer these questions, we study the mechanism of cytokinesis in Chlamydomonas, who 

is evolutionarily close to land plants and has no myosin II yet divides by forming cleavage 

furrows.  We asked if any of its three myosins (one type-VIII and two type-XI) and two actins 

(the conventional IDA5 and divergent NAP1) is involved in cytokinesis.  None of the myosins 

localized to the cleavage furrow, indicating that none of them acts as part of a  novel (no 

myosin-II) type of CAR.  We next attempted to eliminate F-actin using latrunculin B (LatB).  

However, this proved challenging because of a defense mechanism in which the LatB-treated 

cells replace filaments made of IDA5 with those made of NAP1, of which the latter show 

extremely high resistance to such toxins.  Through RNA-seq analyses, high-throughput 

genetic screens, and cell biology, we have uncovered the details of this actin -homeostasis 

system and established conditions to completely eliminate F-actin.  Surprisingly, such “F-
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actin-null” cells formed normal-looking cleavage furrows, although they frequently failed in 

the final abscission step and accumulated large vesicle-like structures in the cytoplasm.  These 

furrows without F-actin were still associated with microtubules, and removal of both F-actin 

and microtubules by simultaneous treatment with LatB and amiprophos-methyl completely 

blocked furrowing.  These results indicate both that a basal, F-actin-independent and 

microtubules-dependent mechanism is primarily responsible for furrow ingression, and that 

F-actin has a CAR-independent role in abscission.  Further study of the mechanisms of 

cleavage-furrow formation and abscission in Chlamydomonas should bring new insights into 

the basal mechanisms and evolution of eukaryotic cytokinesis. 

Onishi M, Pecani K, Jones IV T, Pringle JR, Cross FR. (2018) F-actin homeostasis through 

transcriptional regulation and proteasome-mediated proteolysis. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 

Under review. 

Onishi M*, Pringle JR, Cross FR*. (2016) Evidence that an unconventional actin can provide 

essential F-actin function and that a surveillance system monitors F-actin integrity in 

Chlamydomonas. Genetics. 202:977-996. *Contributed equally.  

 

F-actin Homeostasis through Transcriptional Regulation and Proteasome-Mediated 

Proteolysis (Poster P69) 

Masayuki Onishi1, Kresti Pecani2, Taylor Jones IV1, Friedrich Fauser3, Josep Vilarrasa-Blasi3, 

Robert Jinkerson3, Martin Jonikas3, Frederick R. Cross2, and John R. Pringle1 
1Department of Genetics, Stanford University School of Medicine, USA, 2The Rockefeller 

University, USA, 3Department of Plant Biology, Carnegie Institution for Science, USA 

(onishi@stanford.edu) 

Many organisms possess multiple and often divergent actins whose regulation and roles are 

not understood in detail.  For example, Chlamydomonas has both a conventional actin (IDA5) 

and a highly divergent one (NAP1); only IDA5 is expressed in normal proliferating cells.  We 

showed previously that the drug latrunculin B (LatB) causes loss of filamentous (F-) IDA5 

and strong upregulation of NAP1, which then provides essential actin function(s) by forming 

LatB-resistant F-NAP1. RNA-seq analyses have now shown that this upregulation of NAP1 

reflects a broad tran-scriptional response, much of which depends on three proteins (LAT1, 

LAT2, and LAT3) identified previously as essential for NAP1 transcription.  Many of the 

LAT-regulated genes contain a putative cis-acting regulatory site, the "LRE motif".  The LatB 

transcriptional program appears to be activated by loss of F-IDA5 and deactivated by 

formation of F-NAP1, thus forming an F-actin-dependent negative-feedback loop.  Multiple 

genes encoding proteins of the ubiquitin-proteasome system are among those induced by LatB, 

resulting in rapid degradation of IDA5 (but not NAP1).  Our results show that IDA5 

degradation is functionally important, probably because nonpolymerizable LatB-bound IDA5 

could interfere with the formation of F-NAP1.  In further support of this model, recent screens 

for partial LatB sensitivity have identified three additional lat mutations, two of which are in 

components of an E3-ubituitin ligase, which we have found to be essential for IDA5 

degradation (but, unlike LAT1-LAT3, not for NAP1 induction).  In addition to the ubiquitin-

proteasome system, the genes for the actin-interacting proteins cofilin and profilin are also 

induced.  Cofilin induction may further the clearance of IDA5 by promoting the scission of 

F-IDA5, whereas profilin appears to function in protecting monomeric IDA5 from 

degradation.  This multifaceted regulatory system allows rapid and quantitative turnover of 
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F-actin in response to cytoskeletal perturbations and probably also maintains F-actin 

homeostasis under normal growth conditions. 

 

Optimizing a CRISPR/Cas9 Transformation Protocol for Use with Widely Available 

Electroporation Equipment (Poster P70) 

Rudy Park, Holly Asbury and Stephen M. Miller 

Biological Sciences Department, University of Maryland, Baltimore County (stmiller@umbc.edu) 

Recent improvements in transformation efficiency using CRISPR/Cas9 in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii (Greiner et al., 2017) have shown great promise. However, many research labs do not 

have access to the sophisticated electroporator required to generate the electrical pulses described 

in the published protocol. We attempted to modify the (Greiner et al., 2017) protocol for plasmid-

based CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing, using fairly simple electroporation waveforms that can be 

generated with more commonly available electroporation equipment. We show that basic 

exponential and square wave electroporation waveforms can be used to achieve transformation 

efficiencies comparable to those in the published protocol. 

Special thanks to Andre Greiner (Greiner et al., 2017) who provided answers to many questions 

about details of the published protocol. 

Greiner, A., Kelterborn, S., Evers, H., Kreimer, G., Sizova, I., & Hegemann, P. Targeting of 

Photoreceptor Genes in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii via Zinc-finger Nucleases and CRISPR/Cas9. 

The Plant Cell 29, 2498-2518 (2017) 

 

Investigating Digenic Inheritance in Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia Using Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii (Poster P71) 

Gervette M. Penny and Susan K. Dutcher. 

Department of Genetics, Washington University in St. Louis, USA.  (gervettepenny@wustl.edu) 

Primary ciliary dyskinesia (PCD) is a rare, single gene, autosomal recessive disorder associated 

with motile cilia defects.  Symptoms include neonatal respiratory distress, bronchiectasis, 

respiratory tract infections, male infertility and/or situs abnormalities (~50%).  Currently, 35 

structural and cytoplasmic ciliary genes cause PCD.  A single gene is mutated in ~70% of clinical 

PCD patients, but the remaining cases have unknown genetic etiologies (Knowles et al., 2016).  

We hypothesize that heterozygosity at two ciliary genes causes ciliary dysfunction.  Before 

transport into cilia, dynein arms are constructed by cytoplasmic assembly factors whose 

interactions and functions are still unclear.  (Desai et al., 2017).  A 27-amino acid deletion in the 

assembly factor PF23 causes severe inner and outer dynein arm loss and flagellar paralysis 

(Yamamoto et al., 2017).  We are testing a digenic inheritance (DI) model in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii to investigate whether heterozygosity at two genes causes ciliary dysfunction.  In DI, 

recessive, heterozygous mutant alleles display a wild-type phenotype.  Having two different 

heterozygous genes in a diploid produces a mutant phenotype.  Haploid Chlamydomonas gametes 

usually mate to produce zygotes and then four meiotic products.  However, <1% of mated cells 

form stable vegetative diploids.  We generated heterozygous pf23 diploids (pf23/PF23) that display 

wild-type swimming.  We performed insertional mutagenesis, screened 50,000 colonies in rich 

medium, and obtained 18 aflagellate strains.  Surprisingly, after nitrogen starvation, all 18 strains 

generated flagella.  We are using whole genome sequencing to identify the insertions in these 

strains. These new loci will allow us to test DI in Chlamydomonas. 

mailto:gervettepenny@wustl.edu
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Knowles, M., Zariwala, M., & Leigh, M. Clinics in Chest Medicine, 37(3), 449–461 (2016). 

Desai, P. B., Dean, A. B., & Mitchell, D. R.  Dyneins: The Biology of Dynein Motors, 141 (2017). 

Yamamoto, R., Obbineni, J. M., Alford, … & Dutcher, S. K. PLOS Genetics, 13,9 (2017). 

 

The Deep Thioredoxome in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii: New Insights into Redox Regulation 

(Poster P72) 

María Esther Pérez-Pérez1,3, Adeline Mauriès1, Alexandre Maes1, Nicolas J. Tourasse2, Marion 

Hamon1,2, Stéphane D. Lemaire1,2 and Christophe H. Marchand1,2 
1Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, UMR8226, CNRS, Sorbonne Université, Paris, France. 
2Plateforme de Protéomique, Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, FRC550, CNRS, Paris, 

France. 3Present address: Instituto de Biochimica Vegetal y Fotosintesis, CSIC-Universidad de 

Sevilla, Spain. (christophe.marchand@ibpc.fr) 

Thiol-based redox post-translational modifications have emerged as important mechanisms of 

signaling and regulation that allow living cells to sense environmental changes and trigger adaptive 

responses. In this context, the small ubiquitous oxido-reductase thioredoxin plays a key role by 

controlling the thiol-disulfide status of target proteins. In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, our recent 

redox proteomic studies revealed hundreds of proteins regulated by glutathionylation and 

nitrosylation while the pioneering work about the thioredoxin interactome was much less 

informative. 

By combining qualitative and quantitative large-scale proteomic analysis, we have reinvestigated 

comprehensively the Chlamydomonas thioredoxome and 1188 targets have been identified. They 

participate in a wide range of metabolic pathways and cellular processes. This study broadens not 

only the redox regulation to new enzymes involved in well-known thioredoxin-regulated metabolic 

pathways (carbon, lipid and energy metabolism), but also shed light on cellular processes for which 

data supporting a putative redox regulation in these processes are scarce (aromatic amino-acid 

biosynthesis, nuclear transport, etc). Moreover, we characterized 1052 thioredoxin-dependent 

regulatory sites and showed that these data constitute a valuable and unique resource for future 

functional studies of 602 Chlamydomonas proteins. 

 

By comparing this thioredoxome with proteomic data for glutathionylation and nitrosylation at the 

protein and cysteine levels, this work confirms the existence of a complex redox regulation 

network in Chlamydomonas and provides evidence of a tremendous selectivity of redox post-

translational modifications for specific cysteine residues. 

Pérez-Pérez, M. E., Mauriès, A., Maes, A., Tourasse, N. J., Hamon, M., Lemaire, S. D., Marchand 

C.H. The Deep Thioredoxome in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii: New Insights into Redox 

Regulation. Mol Plant. 10:1107-1125 (2017). 

 

New Insights Into the Redox Regulation of Autophagy in Chlamydomonas (Poster P73) 

María Esther Pérez-Pérez1, Stéphane Lemaire2, and José L. Crespo1 
1Instituto de Bioquímica Vegetal y Fotosíntesis, Consejo Superior de Investigaciones Científicas 

(CSIC)-Universidad de Sevilla, 41092 Seville, Spain. (eperez@ibvf.csic.es) 
2Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, UMR 8226, CNRS, Sorbonne Université, Paris, France. 

Autophagy is a major catabolic pathway by which unnecessary or damaged cellular components 

are degraded and recycled to cope with stress and maintain cellular homeostasis. Autophagy is 

characterized by the formation of double membrane vesicles, called autophagosomes, which 
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engulf the cellular material that will be degraded in the vacuole. This process is mediated by highly 

conserved AuTophaGy-related (ATG) proteins. The ATG8 lipidation system (composed of ATG3, 

ATG4, ATG7 and ATG8 proteins) has an essential function in autophagosome biogenesis. Using 

ATG8 as autophagy marker, we have demonstrated that autophagy is induced in Chlamydomonas 

by a wide range of stress conditions including nutrient limitation or oxidative stress (Pérez-Pérez 

et al., 2010). Our studies have demonstrated a link between reactive oxygen species production 

and autophagy activation. We have unraveled the molecular mechanism by which intracellular 

redox balance controls ATG4 activity, an essential protease for ATG8 maturation. Indeed, ATG4 

activity depends on the redox potential and is regulated by the formation of a single disulfide bond 

controlled by thioredoxin. In close agreement, we found that ROS led to the oxidation and 

inactivation of ATG4. Thus, we propose that the fine-tuning of ATG4 by the intracellular redox 

state may act as a regulatory hub for the redox control of autophagy (Pérez-Pérez et al., 2016). 

Whether other Chlamydomonas ATG proteins are targeted by ROS remains unknown. 

Pérez-Pérez, M. E., Florencio, F. J., and Crespo, J. L. Inhibition of Target of Rapamycin signaling 

and stress activate autophagy in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Plant Physiology 152(4), 1874-1888 

(2010). 

Pérez-Pérez, M. E., Crespo, J. L., and Lemaire, S. D. Control of autophagy in Chlamydomonas is 

mediated through redox-dependent inactivation of the ATG4 protease. Plant Physiology, 172(4), 

2219-2234 (2016). 

 

Studying the Link Between Inositol Polyphosphates and TOR Kinase Signaling in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P74) 

Zoee Perrine1, Yu Liu1, and James Umen1 
1Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, St. Louis, MO, USA. (zperrine@danforthcenter.org) 

Carbon partitioning in photosynthetic cells is a major determinant of growth and productivity. 

Target of Rapamycin (TOR) is a conserved eukaryotic protein kinase, that is required for sensing 

nutrient status and coupling nutrient availability to cell growth or other metabolic fates including 

carbon storage as starch or lipids. In a recent study, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii was screened by 

insertional mutagenesis for mutants that were hypersensitive to the TOR-inhibitor rapamycin. This 

led to the discovery that a predicted inositol polyphosphate kinase encoded by the CrVIP1 locus 

acted synergistically with TOR signaling to promote cell growth. The vip1-1 mutant also had 

metabolic defects including overaccumulation of neutral lipids (TAGs).  CrVIP1 is predicted to 

catalyze the conversion of phytic acid (InsP6) to the pyrophosphorylated inositol signaling 

molecules, InsP7 and InsP8. As expected, the vip1-1 mutant accumulated only ~20-30% of wild-

type (WT) levels of InsP7 and InsP8, and our working hypothesis is that InsPs produced by VIP1 

and other enzymes are metabolic signals that interact with the TOR pathway to control growth and 

carbon metabolism (Couso et al., 2016). We report here continued analysis of vip1-1 and InsP 

signaling. VIP1 proteins contain two conserved domains – an ATP_GRASP domain with predicted 

kinase activity and a histidine phosphatase domain. In the recessive vip1-1 allele the insertion 

would allow production of a truncated protein encoding an intact kinase domain but not a 

phosphatase domain.  Accordingly, transgenic complementation using kinase-dead or 

phosphatase-dead VIP1 alleles suggested that the phosphatase domain but not the kinase domain 

is required to alleviate the defects of vip1-1.  This result also implies that both of the predicted 

catalytic domains of CrVIP1 are required for its function and can operate when physically 

uncoupled from each other. Ongoing work involves characterization of CrVIP1 catalytic activities 

using a yeast complementation system and testing additional insertional mutations in predicted 
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InsP biosynthetic genes for interactions with the TOR signaling pathway and for metabolic defects.  

In parallel we are using transcriptomic profiling of vip1-1, wild-type, and complemented strains 

grown under different trophic conditions to begin dissecting the global impact of InsPs on 

expression networks associated with cell growth, carbon metabolism and TAG accumulation.    

Couso, I., et al (2016) The Plant Cell 28, 2026–2042.   

 

Development of a Genetic Toolkit for the Oleaginous Microalga Nannochloropsis oceanica 

(Poster P75) 

Eric Poliner1, Evan Clarke2, Cameron Cummings3, Tomomi Takeuchi1,2, Eva Farre3, Christoph 

Benning1,2,3 
1MSU-DOE Plant Research Laboratory, 2Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Dept, 3Plant 

Biology Dept, Michigan State University, USA (polinere@gmail.com) 

Microalgae are some of the most productive photosynthetic biomass producers in the biosphere 

and certain species have the capability to produce large quantities of oil and long-chain 

polyunsaturated fatty acids (LC-PUFAs). A particularly productive maker of LC-PUFAs is the 

heterokont alga Nannochloropsis oceanica. Utilization of microalgae has been hampered by a 

limited genetic toolkit for generation of gain-of-function and loss-of-function mutants. We have 

developed several tools for iterative improvements by gene stacking and CRISPR/Cas9 knockouts 

in N. oceanica. 

To produce desirable bioproducts efficiently and in high quantities it is often necessary to introduce 

several new genes. Introduction of several new genes (gene stacking) in microalgae has been 

almost completely absent, and there have been no strategic attempts to develop the techniques for 

robust combinatorial transgenics. To add the tools for gene stacking to the capabilities of 

phycologists several tactics were optimized for N. oceanica, including: (1) identification of 

bidirectional promoters, (2) optimization of 2A peptides, (3) determination of multiple effective 

selection markers, and (4) methods to combine dual expression cassettes. These strategies were 

used to overexpress the native fatty acid desaturase genes of the eicosapentaenoic acid biosynthesis 

pathway and increase LC-PUFA content. 

Gene disruption in addition to being a useful tool for investigations of gene function, can often 

result in better productivity of bioproducts. The CRISPR/Cas9 system has been widely utilized for 

targeted gene disruption. We generated a system for N. oceanica that utilizes a bidirectional 

promoter to produce Cas9 and ribozyme flanked sgRNAs. To facilitate the maintenance of the 

construct as circular extrachromosal DNA (an episome) the CEN/ARS region from Saccharomyces 

cerevisiae was included in the vector. This system efficiently generates mutated lines and allows 

the loss of episomal DNA after the removal of selection pressure, resulting in marker-free non-

transgenic mutated lines. 

 

The Molecular Mechanism of DNA Damage Sensing in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster 

P76) 

Jessica B. Rakijas, Bradley JSC Olson 

Division of Biology, Kansas State University, USA (jbrakijas@ksu.edu) 

Unicellular photosynthetic organisms are uniquely challenged because they encounter DNA 

damaging agents in the sunlight they depend on for photosynthesis and in their aquatic 

environment. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii has a highly active UV induced DNA photolyase that 

directly repairs the associated damage. Aside for UV-induced direct repair by DNA photolyase, 
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less is known about how Chlamydomonas responds to DNA damage in general. Analysis of the 

Chlamydomonas genome indicates that it has homologs DNA damage factors originally 

characterized in mammals. This suggests that the DNA damage response in Chlamydomonas is 

similar to that of mammals. Among the conserved factors is the DNA damage sensor kinase ataxia 

telangiectasia and rad3-related protein (ATR), which initiates a signaling cascade in the response 

to UV damage. To understand how DNA damaged is sensed in Chlamydomonas, we obtained and 

confirmed a CLiP knockout mutant for the Chlamydomonas ATR homolog. After subjecting this 

mutant to UV damage, we found that it is much more sensitive to UV than wild type cells. This 

suggests that DNA photolyase activity is insufficient to compensate for loss of ATR. In mammals, 

ATR marks regions of damaged DNA by phosphorylating a histone H2A variant called H2AX at 

Serine 139 in the C-terminus. Within the nucleus, these H2AX histones form foci that can be 

detected by immunostaining. Chlamydomonas lacks the canonical ATR consensus site, but there 

are several variant ATR phosphorylation sites that ATR could be targeting instead. Due to 

conservation of ATR and H2A histone tails with putative kinase phosphorylation sites, we 

hypothesize that ATR works similarly in Chlamydomonas as it does in mammals. Future directions 

include in vitro kinase assays to determine which H2A species, if any, are phosphorylated by ATR.  

 

En Route from the Plasma Membrane to the Ciliary Membrane during Signaling, a 

Membrane Signaling Protein Is Internalized, Aligns along Cytoplasmic Microtubules, and 

Returns to the Peri-ciliary Plasma Membrane (Talk) 

Peeyush Ranjan, Mayanka Awasthi & William J. Snell1 

1Department of Cell Biology and Molecular Genetics, University of Maryland, College Park, MD, 

USA. (rpeeyush@umd.edu) 

Our laboratory studies ciliary signaling and signaling-induced regulation of the protein 

composition of the cilia of Chlamydomonas. Although cilia in many organisms undergo dynamic 

regulated changes in membrane protein composition, we still know little about the underlying 

mechanisms. In resting Chlamydomonas gametes, a 65 kDa C-terminal polypeptide (SAG1-C65) 

derived by proteolysis of the ciliary adhesion and signaling trans-membrane protein, SAG1, is 

present primarily at the cell plasma membrane, with only low levels detectable on the ciliary 

membrane. Upon gamete activation, induced either by mixing SAG1-HA plus gametes with minus 

gametes or by incubation of SAG-HA plus gametes in a membrane permeable analog of cAMP 

(db-cAMP), SAG1-C65 undergoes a rapid, dramatic redistribution. Within 5-10 minutes, it moves 

from the cell body plasma membrane to the apical end of the cell, and then into the ciliary 

membrane. Previously, we also showed that redistribution requires cytoplasmic microtubules and 

the retrograde IFT motor, cytoplasmic dynein 1b. New biochemical studies show that in resting 

gametes, all SAG1-C65 is sensitive to trypsin treatment of live gametes. Within minutes after 

gamete activation is induced, however, the majority of the protein becomes inaccessible to the 

protease, indicating internalization. Soon thereafter protease sensitivity returns, consistent with 

SAG1-HA reappearance on the cell surface. Examination by immunofluorescence (IF) confirms 

these biochemical results. SAG1-C65 initially is present as ring-like staining (on the cell surface), 

and during gamete activation, it moves to the cytoplasm, followed by enrichment at the bases of 

the cilia, and ciliary entry. New confocal imaging shows that the internalized SAG1-C65 is not 

randomly distributed, but in most cells, it is present in linear arrays, consistent with its localization 

along the cytoplasmic microtubules present just underneath the plasma membrane. Our results 

support the model that the signaling-induced rapid redistribution of SAG1-C65 from the plasma 

membrane to the ciliary membrane is accomplished by endocytosis, retrograde IFT motor-
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dependent transport to the ciliary base, exocytosis, and lateral movement into the ciliary membrane. 

Supported by NIH grants R01-GM25661 and R35-GM122565. 

 

Degradation of Photosystem II Subunit PsbS is Obligatory for the High Light Acclimation 

of C. reinhardtii (Poster P77) 

Petra Redekop1, Natalie Rothhausen1, Natascha Rothhausen1, Nicole Eggink1, Stefano Caffarri2 

and Peter Jahns1 

1Department of Plant Biochemistry, Heinrich Heine University Düsseldorf, Germany  
2Laboratory of Plant Genetics and Biophysics, Aix-Marseille University, Marseille, France  

(petra.redekop@hhu.de) 

Non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) of excess light energy is a compulsory photoprotective 

mechanism active in photosynthetic organisms. In vascular plants, NPQ is constitutively active 

and depends on the PsbS protein. In the green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, NPQ only 

becomes activated upon high light (HL) acclimation and depends on the LHCSR3 protein. The 

PsbS protein in C. reinhardtii was found to accumulate transiently after several hours of HL 

illumination in parallel with the induction of a high NPQ capacity (Tibiletti et al., 2016; Correa et 

al. 2016). Moreover, data show that down-regulation of PsbS leads to the reduction of NPQ 

capacity. We studied the impact of over-expression of PsbS on HL acclimation in C. reinhardtii 

cells. Over-expression of PsbS leads to PsbS accumulation even in low light (LL) acclimated cells, 

but does not result in an increased NPQ capacity. However, like in wild-type cells, degradation of 

PsbS was observed in PsbS over-expressing lines after 24-48 hours of HL acclimation. This 

indicates that degradation of PsbS is required to accomplish HL acclimation and hence a high NPQ 

capacity. Our data suggests that PsbS is essential for the activation of LHCSR3 dependent NPQ in 

C. reinhardtii by promoting the reorganization of the photosystem II antenna. 

 

Tibiletti, T., Auroy, P., Peltier, G. and Caffarri, S. Plant Physiol 171, 2717–2730 (2016) 

Correa-Galvis, V., Redekop, P., Guan, K., Grieß, A., Truong, T.B., Wakao, S., Niyogi, K.K. and 

Jahns, P. J Biol Chem 291, 17478–17487 (2016) 

 

Derivation of the Carbon Flux towards Storage Compounds by Overexpression of Plastidial 

Acetyl-CoA Synthetase (ACS2) in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P78) 

Rengel R.1, Smith R.T.2, Haslam R.P.2, Sayanova O.2, Vila M.1,Vigara J.1, León R.1 
1Laboratory of Biochemistry. Faculty of Experimental Sciences. Marine International Campus of 

Excellence (CEIMAR). University of Huelva, 21007 Huelva, Spain.2Department of Plant Sciences, 

Rothamsted Research, Harpenden, AL5 2JQ, UK.(rleon@uhu.es) 

In the last years, several approaches have been studied to increase lipid and starch content in 

microalgae, due to their potential to be the source of biodiesel and bioethanol precursors. However, 

the profitability of the process is still conditioned by the fact thattriacylglycerol (TAG) 

accumulation is induced by nitrogen starvation, limiting growth and biomass yield.In this sense, 

genetic engineering can provide a solution for the enhancement of lipid biosynthesis (Radakovits 

et al., 2010), increasing strain productivity and facilitating the development of microalgal based 

bulk materials. We have proposed an alternative approach, which is not focused on directly 

intervening in TAG biosynthesis, but on increasing carbon flux towards this pathway, by 

overexpressing the chloroplastic isoform of acetyl-CoA synthetase (ACS2), which catalyzes the 

assimilation of acetate into acetyl-CoA in one single step.In nitrogen replete cultures, acs2 
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transformants showed a 2-fold increase in starch content and 60% higher levels of the pool of acyl-

CoA intermediates. Nitrogen starvation resulted in a 2.4-fold increase in TAG content and 6-fold 

higher levels of ACS2 transcript. The fatty acid (FA) profile did not change significantly, obtaining 

saturated or low unsaturated FA. Moreover, the transformant had less acute levels of degradation 

of its polar lipids compared to the parental line.These data demonstrate the potential of engineering 

ACS2 to enhance lipid accumulation and leave open the possibility of combining the 

overexpression of this enzyme together with others that may lead to the synthesis of tailor-made 

lipids with specific profiles (Rengel et al., 2018). 

Radakovits R, Jinkerson RE, Darzins A, Posewitz MC. Eukaryot. Cell 9, 486–501 (2010). 

Rengel R, Smith RT, Haslam RP, Sayanova O, Vila M, León R. Alg. Res. 31,183-193 (2018). 

Acknowledgements: INTERREG V A España–Portugal (POCTEP) 2014-2020 and Cooperation 

Program (0055_ALGARED_PLUS_5_E). 

 

Testing the Role of the Chlamydomonas Retinoblastoma Complex (RBC) in Cell Cycle 

Control (Poster P79) 

Sarah Rommelfanger1, James Umen1,2, James Matt Zones2, Sabeeha Merchant3, Daniela 

Strenkert3, Mowei Zhou4 
1Washington Univ. St. Louis, 2Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, 3Univ. of California Los 

Angeles, 4Environmental Molecular Sciences Lab at Pacific Northwest National Lab; 

srommelfanger@wustl.edu 

In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, two size-dependent checkpoints govern the multiple-fission cell 

cycle: one at commitment, and one at S/M-start. Both checkpoints are defective in strains with 

mutated genes for subunits of the retinoblastoma (RB) tumor suppressor complex (RBC) which 

are the repressor protein MAT3/RB and the DNA-binding heterodimer DP1-E2F1 which activates 

cell cycle genes. Cell cycle defect phenotypes in Chlamydomonas RBC mutants are consistent 

with this complex’s canonical model where RB reversibly represses DP1/E2F1-mediated 

transcription of cell cycle genes. However, prior qRT-PCR and our recent RNA-seq on wild type, 

mat3, and dp1 mutants show that RBC mutants have no changes to expression patterns of cell 

cycle genes which are candidate RBC targets. Unexpectedly, 83% of genes misregulated in both 

the mat3 and dp1 mutants are misregulated in the same direction, a pattern not consistent with the 

canonical model of MAT3/RB as a repressor and DP1 as an activator of cell cycle genes. Together 

these data suggest that the Chlamydomonas RBC may impact cell cycle progression via a non-

transcriptional mechanism, such as altering epigenetic marks or chromatin architecture. To test this 

idea, we are examining histone posttranslational modifications (PTMs) at all cell cycle stages and 

in RBC mutants by developing a rapid crude histone purification method that forgoes laborious 

nuclei preps and is compatible with downstream mass spectrometry. 

 

A Molecular Switch for Oxygenic Photosynthesis and Metabolism in a Green Alga (Talk) 

Melissa S. Rotha,b, Sean D. Gallaherc, Daniel J. Westcotta,b, Masakazu Iwaia,b, Katherine B. Louied, 

Maria Muellere, Andreas Walterf,g, Jianhua Chenf,g, Nassim N. Ataiie, Junha Songe, Carolyn 

Larabellf,g, Manfred Auere, Trent R. Northend, Sabeeha S. Merchantc, Krishna K. Niyogia,b 
aHoward Hughes Medical Institute, Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, UCB, USA, 
bMolecular Biophysics and Integrated Bioimaging Division, LBNL, USA, cDepartment of 

Chemistry and Biochemistry, UCLA, USA, dEnvironmental Genomics and Systems Biology 

Division, LBNL, USA, eLife Sciences Division, LBNL, USA, fDepartment of Anatomy, UCSF, 
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Primary productivity of plants and algae is driven by regulation of metabolism and photosynthesis. 

Algae are critical for a sustainable bio-economy, because they produce bioproducts for energy, 

food, and pharmaceuticals while minimizing negative environmental impacts. Here, we show the 

commercially valuable green alga Chromochloris zofingiensis reversibly switches photosynthesis 

off during metabolic changes associated with trophic transitions, and it augments production of 

biofuel precursors and the high-value antioxidant astaxanthin. Addition of exogenous glucose 

triggers a reversible decline in photosynthesis and components of the photosynthetic machinery, 

an increase in respiration and energy stores including triacylglycerols, and broad transcriptomic 

changes. Furthermore, we use forward genetics to reveal hexokinase1, an important glycolytic 

enzyme, as a glucose sensor that regulates photosynthesis, astaxanthin synthesis, and metabolism. 

Sugars play fundamental regulatory roles in gene expression, physiology, metabolism and growth 

in plants and animals, and this study introduces a simple system to investigate conserved 

eukaryotic sugar sensing and signaling at the base of the green lineage. 

 

Regulation of Photoprotection by Carbon Metabolism in C. reinhardtii (Poster P80) 

Ruiz-Sola, MA1, Flori, S1, Iacono, F1, Tokutsu, R2, Tsichla, A1, Remacle, C3, Finazzi, G1, Hippler, 

M4, Grossman, A5, Minagawa, J2, Petroutsos, D1. (dimitris.petroutsos@cea.fr) 
1Laboratoire de Physiologie Cellulaire et Végétale, CNRS - CEA - INRA - Université Grenoble 

Alpes, France ; 2National Institute for Basic Biology, Okazaki, Japan; 3Department of Life 

Sciences, Genetics and Physiology of Microalgae, University of Liege, Belgium, 4Institute of Plant 

Biology and Biotechnology, University of Münster, Germany; 5Department of Plant Biology, 

Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, California, USA.  

A major challenge for photosynthetic organisms is to efficiently use light for growth while 

preventing photodamage, the lethal result of absorbing more than the energy required for 

photosynthesis. One of the main photoprotective strategies to avoid this problem is the dissipation 

of energy excess in the form of heat, a process called energy quenching (qE). Failure to induce qE 

leads to high photosensitivity and impacts plant and algae fitness. In the green microalgae 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, qE requires the protein LHCSR3 (light-harvesting complex stress-

related protein 3), which is mainly induced by exposure to high light. LHCSR3 is under the control 

of transcriptional mechanisms that are impacted by CO2, nutrient availability, photosynthetic 

electron transport, blue light perception and calcium signaling. However, the precise mechanisms 

of LHCSR3 regulation are still not well understood.  Here we will present our latest data showing 

that qE, via LHCSR3, is regulated by the metabolism of CO2 and fixed carbon compounds. They 

allow us to propose that intracellular CO2 released by fixed carbon metabolism inhibits LHCSR3 

and qE and hence photoprotection in this green microalga. 

 

Exploring the Molecular Control of Phototropin in the Acclimation to Excess of Light (Poster 

P81) 

Ruiz-Sola M., Aguila1, Werth, Emily2, Tsichla, Angeliki1, Hicks, Leslie2, Petroutsos, Dimitris1. 
1 LPCV, UMR 5168 CNRS/CEA/INRA/UGA, Université Grenoble Alpes, Grenoble, France. 
2Department of Chemistry, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC, USA. 

(aguila.ruizsola@cea.fr) 

In photosynthetic organisms, light is the energy source for photosynthesis to convert CO2 into 

organic metabolites. However, whenever light is absorbed beyond the CO2‐assimilation capacity, 

mailto:(aguila.ruizsola@cea.fr
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excess energy becomes harmful causing generation of reaction oxygen species that can damage 

the photosynthetic apparatus and even lead to cell death. This is avoided by the activation of energy 

quenching (qE), a key photoprotective response that dissipates absorbed excitation energy as heat, 

ensuring cell survival even under adverse conditions. In Chlamydomonas, qE under excess light 

mainly requires the LHCSR3 protein (Light Harvesting Complex Stress Related; Peers et al., 2009). 

LHCSR3 is nucleus encoded and its expression is governed by transcriptional processes impacted, 

among others, by blue light perception via the photoreceptor phototropin (PHOT; Petroutsos et al., 

2016). PHOT is a blue light activated kinase that transduces the blue light signal via 

phosphorylation. Yet in Chlamydomonas, the PHOT-dependent signaling pathway regulating 

LHCSR3 remains still unknown. 

Here we will present our latest data on comparative transcriptomics and phosphoproteomics of 

low-light and high-light acclimated WT and PHOT deficient cells. We highlight possible players 

involved in the PHOT-dependent signaling cascade and also discuss the potential involvement of 

PHOT in other processes apart from adaptation to high light. 

Peers G, Truong TB, Ostendorf E, Busch A, Elrad D, Grossman AR, Hippler M, Niyogi KK: An 

ancient light-harvesting protein is critical for the regulation of algal photosynthesis. Nature 2009, 

462:518-521. 

Petroutsos D, Tokutsu R, Maruyama S, Flori S, Greiner A, Magneschi L, Cusant L, Kottke T, 

Mittag M, Hegemann P, et al.: A blue-light photoreceptor mediates the feedback regulation of 

photosynthesis. Nature 2016, 537:563–566. 

 

Presence of a Strong Shine-Dalgarno Sequence (SD) Cannot Compensate for the Lack of 

TCA1 in Chlamydomonas. (Poster P82) 

Mark Rütgers1, Yves Choquet2 and Claude Chiaruttini1 
1CNRS UMR 8261, 2CNRS UMR 7141, Institut de Biologie Physico-Chimique, Paris. 

(rutgers@ibpc.fr) 

Chloroplasts (Cp) arose from a cyanobacterium by endosymbiosis. Despite the subsequent massive 

gene transfer to the nucleus of the host, Cp still retain a tiny genome (~100 genes) that mostly 

encodes essential components of the photosynthetic apparatus and of a typical prokaryotic gene 

expression machinery. Different from bacterial genes, expression of Cp genes is mostly controlled 

post-transcriptionally by dedicated nucleus-encoded RNA-binding proteins (Maturation and 

Translation factors). M and T factors control the stability and translational activation of Cp 

transcripts and appeared after endosymbiosis. Interestingly, a SD is absent in more than 70% of 

the Cp mRNAs and, when present, is not necessarily required for translation. In the first part of 

this study, we questioned whether we can bypass the strict requirement for TCA1 in translation of 

the petA mRNA by introducing a series of SDs with increasing length. We found that increasing 

complementarity (up to 9 bp) of the SD to the anti-SD at the 3’end of the 16S rRNA resulted in 

increased cyt f synthesis in a wild-type background, but not in a tca1 mutant. Additionally, we 

performed experiments to unravel the importance of the anti-SD for translation initiation of Cp 

mRNAs in Chlamydomonas. In the second part, we studied if TCA1 and also MCA1 affect petA 

expression in E. coli and B. subtilis. For this purpose, we utilized petA-lacZ translational fusions 

under the control of the 5’UTR of the petA gene and co-expressed MCA1 and TCA1. We found 

that neither MCA1 nor TCA1 co-expression had any effect on petA expression, even though 

MCA1 can bind to the petA mRNA and interact with TCA1 in E. coli. As expected, introducing a 

SD into the petA 5’UTR resulted in a 5-fold higher expression of the petA-lacZ fusion in E. coli 

mailto:rutgers@ibpc.fr
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and was strictly required in B. subtilis. 

 

Polyphosphate Synthesis Is Critical to the Responses of Chlamydomonas Cells to Changing 

Nutrient Conditions (Poster P83) 

Emanuel Sanz-Luque, Nicholas Akkawi and Arthur R. Grossman 

Department of Plant Biology, Carnegie Institution for Science, 260 Panama St, Stanford, CA 

(esanzluque@ciw.edu) 

In nature, organisms frequently encounter growth-limiting, nutrient-deficient conditions. 

Congruent with this observation is the presence of a suite of responses that enable the organism to 

acclimate to nutrient limitation by enhancing scavenging of the limiting nutrient, conserving on its 

utilization, and modulating cell proliferation and metabolic processes (Pollock et al., 2005; 

Gonzalez-Ballester et al., 2010). Characterization of insertional mutants (Pollock et al., 2005) as 

well as RNA-seq experiments (Gonzalez-Ballester et al., 2010) have shed light on the complexity 

of the responses elicited when the cells are limited for sulfur. While most of the responses reflect 

optimization of sulfur acquisition, utilization and conservation, the cells also form a specific type 

of vacuole called the acidocalcisome; this vacuole contains polyphosphates (polyP) and cations 

including calcium, iron, magnesium, among others (Aksoy et al., 2014). PolyP granules are 

composed of linear polymers of phosphate residues that are enzymatically generated in 

acidocalcisomes by the enzyme polyP polymerase, which uses ATP as the phosphate donor. Here, 

we report on the mutant arylsulfatase5 (ars5), which lacks the enzyme responsible for polyP 

synthesis in acidocalcisomes and is also unable to properly acclimate to S deprivation. This mutant, 

which is unable to accumulate polyP when the cells are deprived of sulfur, builds up a high 

concentration of intracellular ATP. Using both physiological and pharmacological approaches, we 

have shown that the elevated ATP levels are the cause of the defective sulfur deprivation responses 

and propose a model to explain the ways in which ATP impacts acclimation responses in 

Chlamydomonas, and likely in other microorganisms. 

Aksoy, M., Pootakham, W., & Grossman, A. R. Critical Function of a Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

Putative Polyphosphate Polymerase Subunit during Nutrient Deprivation. Plant Cell 26(10), 

4214–4229 (2014). 

Gonzalez-Ballester, D., Casero, D., Cokus, S., Pellegrini, M., Merchant, S. S., & Grossman, A. R. 

RNA-seq analysis of sulfur-deprived Chlamydomonas cells reveals aspects of acclimation critical 

for cell survival. Plant Cell 22(6), 2058–2084 (2010). 

Pollock, S. V., Pootakham, W., Shibagaki, N., Moseley, J. L., and Grossman, A. R. Insights into 

the acclimation of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii to sulfur deprivation. Photosynth Res 86(3), 475–

489 (2005). 

 

Dynamics of Photosynthetic Alternative Electron Transport (Talk) 

Shai Saroussi1, Devin Karns2, Dylan Thomas2, Tyler Wittkopp3, Matthew Posewitz2 and Arthur 

Grossman1 

1The Carnegie Institution for Science, Department of Plant Biology, 260 Panama Street, Stanford, 

CA 94305, USA (ssaroussi@ciw.edu), 2Department of Chemistry and Geochemistry, Colorado 

School of Mines, Golden, CO 80401, USA, 3Salk Institute for Biological Studies, La Jolla, CA 

92037, USA 

Nutrient availability is a major factor that dictates the growth rate and productivity of 

photosynthetic organisms. Accordingly, there are substantial agricultural efforts (scientific and 

mailto:esanzluque@ciw.edu
mailto:ssaroussi@ciw.edu
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economic) to augment the growth and yields of crops through supplementation of soils with 

nutrients such as nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P). In nature, photosynthetic bacteria, algae and 

plants are frequently experience a sparsity of nutrients (especially N and P), which elicits a suite 

of acclimation responses that help these organisms cope with the energetic and metabolic 

constraints imposed by abiotic environmental limitations. As a part of these responses, 

photosynthetic electron transport can be markedly impacted, and alternative sinks/outlets for 

energy utilization and dissipation can be activated.  The work that we will discuss is focused on 

elucidating the interactions between various cellular sinks for photosynthetically-generated 

electrons, ATP and fixed carbon when Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is exposed to N deprivation.  

In a C. reinhardtii mutant blocked for starch synthesis, net O2 evolution in N-deprived cells was 

not detected and linear electron transport was inhibited. Further analyses of electron flow indicated 

the activation of alternative outlets for electrons that involve photoreduction of O2. Moreover, 

Cytochrome b6f appears to be an essential regulator of electron transport that might dictate the 

nature and extent of the electron outlets that become active.   

Defining the ways in which photosynthetic electron transport is modulated during nutrient 

deprivation, and when various electron output pathways are blocked, is augmenting our potential 

to identify novel functions associated with the dynamic, flexible nature of the photosynthetic 

machinery. Indeed, using eco-physiological screens of strains mutated in green-lineage conserved 

genes (the ‘GreenCut library’), we are identifying mutants of C. reinhardtii that have revealed new 

components associated with photosynthetic regulation, and especially the regulation of 

Cytochrome b6f biogenesis and activity.  

 

Beware of Evil Soil Bacteria! (Talk) 

Severin Sasso1, Prasad Aiyar1, Daniel Schaeme1, María García-Altares2, David Carrasco Flores1, 

Hannes Dathe1, Christian Hertweck2, and Maria Mittag1 
1Matthias Schleiden Institute of Genetics, Bioinformatics and Molecular Botany, Friedrich Schiller 

University, Jena, Germany, 2 Leibniz Institute for Natural Product Research and Infection Biology 

(HKI), Jena, Germany (severin.sasso@uni-jena.de) 

The biotic interactions of microalgae with other microbes shape terrestrial and aquatic microbial 

communities and influence the global photosynthetic capacity (Hom et al., 2015). So far, limited 

information is available on molecular factors and chemical signals that govern these interactions. 

Here, we have established Chlamydomonas reinhardtii as a model for these studies (Aiyar et al., 

2017). We identified a heterotrophic bacterium, Pseudomonas protegens, which strongly inhibits 

the growth and alters the morphology of C. reinhardtii. This antagonistic effect is decreased in a 

bacterial mutant lacking orfamides, demonstrating that these secreted cyclic lipopeptides play an 

important role in the algal-bacterial interaction. Using a new aequorin Ca2+ reporter assay, we show 

that orfamide A triggers an increase in cytosolic Ca2+ in C. reinhardtii and causes deflagellation of 

algal cells. These effects of orfamide A, which are specific to the algal class of Chlorophyceae and 

appear to target a Ca2+ channel in the plasma membrane, represent a novel biological activity for 

cyclic lipopeptides. 

Aiyar, P., Schaeme, D., García-Altares, M., Carrasco Flores, D., Dathe, H., Hertweck, C., Sasso, 

S.* and Mittag, M.* Antagonistic bacteria disrupt calcium homeostasis and immobilize algal cells. 

Nat Commun 8, 1756 (2017). 

Hom, E.F.Y., Aiyar, P., Schaeme, D., Mittag, M. and Sasso, S. A chemical perspective on 

microalgal-microbial interactions. Trends Plant Sci 20, 689-693 (2015). 
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Analysis of Transcriptional Regulation by a High-Throughput Y1H-Screening of 

Transcription Factors in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P84) 

Mayra Sauer1, Alexandra Strobel1, Chung-Wen Lin1, Pascal Falter-Braun1,2 
1Institute of Network Biology (INET), Helmholtz Zentrum München (HMGU), Germany 
2Department of Microbe-Host Interactions, Ludwig-Maximilian Univeristät München (LMU 

München), Germany. (mayra.sauer@helmholtz-muenchen.de) 

Within the last decade, microalgae have emerged as a new potent biotechnological resource. The 

unicellular green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, (C.re) represent a promising model organism 

to study intramolecular processes, like fatty acid production, photosynthesis, and ciliary movement. 

Furthermore, C.re has the ability to turn photosynthetic energy into biomass, and it produces a 

high content on triacylglycerols (TAGs) that can be used to generate biofuel. Moreover C.re has 

the metabolic capability to produce molecular hydrogen (H2) and biological active, secondary 

metabolites.  In order to exploit the full biotechnological potential of microalgae, a detailed 

knowledge of the regulatory processes is required. Environmental influences, combined with 

hormonal effects affect growth, development and homeostasis of an organism. The coordination 

of these processes is controlled by a spatio-temporal expression of hundred to thousand genes, 

driven by transcription factors (TFs). TFs bind to specific DNA sequences, so called cis-acting 

elements e.g. in the promoter regions of a target gene. Thereby they are increasing or decreasing 

the corresponding expression of the target gene. The gene expression can also be enhanced or 

repressed by proteins, that interact with the TF and influence their transcription factor activity. 

These proteins are called transcriptional regulators (TRs).  Both can be grouped in different protein 

families according to their structure, similarities in the DNA-binding domain and multimerization 

domains. We characterized 367 C.re TFs and TRs comparing and combining multiple plant TFs 

databases. About 150 TFs/TRs out of there will be analyzed against 200-300 promoter regions in 

a yeast-1-hybrid screening. Our C.re TF collection will construct a systematic network map of 

DNA-TF-interactions. This systems-level understanding of the gene expression regulation and the 

cross-talk of different signaling pathways provides a resource to gain novel insights in the complex 

regulation and molecular organization of an algae cell. 

 

Exploring the Molecular Landscape of Chlamydomonas with in situ Cryo-electron 

Tomography (Talk) 

Miroslava Schaffer1, Hugo van den Hoek1, Wojciech Wietrzynski1, Sahradha Albert1, Shyamal 

Mosalaganti2, Jan Kosinski2, Martin Beck2, Yury S. Bykov3, John A.G. Briggs3, Mareike Jordan4, 

Gaia Pigino4, Maeva Le Guennec5, Nikolai Klena5, Virginie Hamel5, Paul Guichard5, Jürgen M. 

Plitzko1, Wolfgang Baumeister1, Benjamin D. Engel1 
1Max Plank Institute of Biochemistry, Germany. 2European Molecular Biology Laboratory, 

Germany. 
3MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, UK. 4Max Plank Institute of Cell Biology and Genetics, 

Germany. 5University of Geneva, Switzerland. (engelben@biochem.mpg.de) 

Cells accomplish the biochemical reactions of life by concentrating their proteins into a variety of 

subcellular compartments called organelles. Our group explores the relationship between the form 

of the organelle and the function of its resident macromolecules. How does organelle architecture 

direct molecular function, and reciprocally, how do macromolecules sculpt and shape organelles? 

To investigate these questions, we use focused ion beam (FIB) milling of frozen cells followed by 
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cryo-electron tomography to image macromolecules within their native cellular environment. 

Through a combination of nanometer-precision localization and high-resolution structural analysis, 

we aim to chart the molecular landscapes of organelles. Thanks to its superb cryo-EM contrast and 

textbook organelle architecture, the unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas is an ideal specimen 

for this approach. We have taken a holistic approach to survey the whole integrated “planimal”, 

with in situ molecular studies of the nuclear envelope, ER, Golgi, basal body apparatus (centrioles), 

and chloroplast. In this talk, I will provide an overview of some of these studies, touching on 

proteasome-rich degradation centers (Albert et al., 2017), the nuclear pore complex (Mosalaganti 

et al., 2018), COPI coats (Bykov et al., 2017), IFT train assembly, centriole structure, and the 

molecular organization of chloroplast’s thylakoid membranes and pyrenoid (Freeman Rosenzweig 

et al., 2017). 

Albert, S., Schaffer, M., Beck, F., Mosalaganti, S., Asano, S., Thomas, H.F., Plitzko, J.M., Beck, 

M., Baumeister, W., and Engel, B.D. Proteasomes tether to two distinct sites at the nuclear pore 

complex. Proc Natl Acad Sci U S A 114, 13726-13731 (2017). 

Bykov, Y.S., Schaffer, M., Dodonova, S.O., Albert, S., Plitzko, J.M., Baumeister, W., Engel, B.D., 

and Briggs, J.A. The structure of the COPI coat determined within the cell. Elife 6, e32493 (2017). 

Freeman Rosenzweig, E.S., Xu, B., Kuhn Cuellar, L., Martinez-Sanchez, A., Schaffer, M., Strauss, 

M., Cartwright, H.N., Ronceray, P., Plitzko, J.M., Forster, F., et al. The Eukaryotic CO2-

Concentrating Organelle Is Liquid-like and Exhibits Dynamic Reorganization. Cell 171, 148-

162.e119 (2017). 

Mosalaganti, S., Kosinski, J., Albert, S., Schaffer, M., D., S., Salomé, P.A., Merchant, S.S., 

Plitzko, J.M., Baumeister, W., Engel, B.D., et al. In situ architecture of the algal nuclear pore 

complex. Nature Communications in press (2018). 

 

Trace Metal Storage in Metal-Specific, Lysosome-Related Vacuolar Compartments (Poster 

P85) 

Stefan Schmollinger1, Martina Ralle2, Si Chen3, Anne Glaesener1, Daniela Strenkert1, Colleen 

Hui1, Kristen Holbrook1, Madeli Castruita1 and Sabeeha S. Merchant1 

1University of California, Los Angeles, CA; 2Oregon Health and Sciences University, Portland, 

OR; 3Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL (schmolli@chem.ucla.edu) 

Chlamydomonas requires a broad spectrum of metal cofactors to sustain its photosynthetic, 

respiratory and metabolic capabilities, and iron (Fe), copper (Cu) and manganese (Mn) are the 

major transition metals required for these processes. While indispensable and often growth-

limiting when absent, redox active metals are toxic for cells, and are therefore tightly bound by a 

set of intracellular ligands (e.g. metallothioneins, glutathione or phytochelatins) or sequestered 

upon uptake. Recently, we identified the acidocalcisome, a golgi-derived, acidic vacuole, as a 

major storage site for hyper-accumulated Cu in Zn deficiency (1). We established a protocol that 

allows to absolutely quantify cellular trace metal contents (Fe, Cu, Zn) in single algae cells, or 

even individual acidocalcisomes, since no sectioning is required and metabolic states can be 

conserved rapidly using either vitrification or chemical fixation at similar efficiency. Utilizing 

multimodal X-ray fluorescence microscopy (XFM) at the bionanoprobe (Advanced Photon 

Source), we quantified the contents of the acidocalcisomes in situations of various trace metal 

hyper-accumulation (Fe, Cu, Mn), analyzed the fraction of Fe/Cu/Mn that can be stored in 

individual acidocalcisomes, or the totality of acidic vacuoles, and characterized and compared the 

elemental composition of the storage compartments between individual conditions. Quantification 

of the trace metal content of individual cells (from XFM) and data for batch cultures (from 

mailto:schmolli@chem.ucla.edu
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inductively-coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICP-MS/MS) correlate well for Fe, Cu, P and Ca, 

and allowed us to distinguish the nutritional state for Fe and Cu in single cells. We utilized different 

mutants, vacuolar transporter chaperone (vtc1), where P and Ca content of acidocalcisomes is 

highly diminished, and copper transporter 2 (ctr2) to distinguish two distinct vacuolar sub-types, 

depending or their elemental composition and co-localization. 

1. Blaby-Haas, C. E. and Merchant S. S. Lysosome-related organelles as mediators of metal 

homeostasis. J Biol Chem 289, 28129-36 (2014) 

 

Thermotaxis In Chlamydomonas and Control by Redox Conditions (Poster P86) 

Sekiguchi, M., Kurosawa, S., Kameda, S., Yoshida, M., and Yoshimura, K. 

Department of Machinery and Control Systems, College of Systems Engineering and Science 

Shibaura Institute of Technology, Saitama 337-8570, Japan (kenjiroy@shibaura-it.ac.jp) 

Temperature is a physiologically critical factor for all living organisms since the function and 

structure of biological materials change with temperature. Thermotaxis is a behavioral response to 

avoid harmful thermal environments and accumulate in an optimal thermal environment. 

Thermotaxis has been found in multicellular organisms, such as Caenorhabditis elegans and 

Drosophila melanogaster, as well as in unicellular organisms, such as Paramecium caudatum, 

Dictyostelium discoideum, Physarum polycephalum, and Escherichia coli. Paramecium cells show 

thermotaxis toward the temperature at which they were cultured. Here, we examined whether 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii showed thermotaxis with attention to the correlation with cultivation 

temperature and reduction-oxidation (redox) conditions. The result showed that Chlamydomonas 

cells always migrated toward lower temperatures when examined at temperatures between 10ºC 

and 30ºC. Negative thermotaxis occurred in cells grown at any cultivation temperatures (15ºC, 

20ºC, and 25ºC). The effect of changing redox condition on thermotaxis was examined since the 

direction of phototaxis is affected by redox conditions in addition to the light intensity 

(Wakabayashi et al, 2011). We found that negative thermotaxis in cells cultured at 15ºC and 25ºC 

was suppressed both in the reduced and oxidized conditions. Interestingly, cells cultured at 20ºC 

showed positive thermotaxis in the reduced condition. The extensive control of thermotaxis as well 

as phototaxis by redox conditions underscores the essential involvement of redox balance in cell 

motility control and behavior decision. 

Wakabayashi, K., Misawa, Y., Mochiji, S. and Kamiya, R. Reduction-oxidation poise regulates the 

sign of phototaxis in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 108, 11280-11284 

(2011) 

 

The Effect of Deuteration on Growth of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P87) 

Veronika Šenkyplová1, Vilém Zachleder1, Šárka Moudříková2, Peter Mojzeš2 and Kateřina 

Bišová1 
1Laboratory of Cell Cycles of Algae, Centre Algatech, Institute of Microbiology, Czech Academy 

of Sciences, Opatovický mlýn, 379 81 Třeboň, Czech Republic. 2Institute of Physics, Faculty of 

Mathematics and Physics, Charles University in Prague, Ke Karlovu 5, 121 16 Prague 2, Czech 

Republic. (senkyplova@alga.cz) 

Deuterium (2H or D), a stable isotope of hydrogen containing one proton and one neutron, makes 

up about 0.015 mol % in natural water. Its physico-chemical properties vary from most abundant 

hydrogen isotope protium in many aspects. Their interchange in chemical reactions leads to kinetic 

isotope effect. As a consequence of kinetic isotope effect, cells of many organisms fail to grow at 
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concentrations of deuterium above certain species-specific level. While prokaryotes and some 

microscopic algae are capable of living in 100 % deuterated water; for mammals, the safe limit is 

considered to be 20 %. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii exhibits moderate tolerance to deuterium, 

being able to grow in 70 % deuterated water (D2O). Our experiments demonstrate that suitable 

growth conditions and a period of adaptation can stretch this tolerance to concentrations as high 

as 90 % D2O. The presence of D2O in growth medium slows cell cycle progression by reducing 

cell division rate. As a result, cells increase their volume and overproduce energy-storing 

molecules, either starch or lipids. We will present a comparison of the adaptation and growth in 

deuterated water between C. reinhardtii and a green alga Parachlorella kessleri, which is tolerant 

up to 99 % D2O. Our results set the baseline for unravelling the mechanism of cell reaction to 

deuteration and improving its tolerance.  

The work was supported by the Grant Agency of the Czech Republic (grant no. 17-06264S). 

 

Control of Light-Harvesting Antenna by Light-Inducible Promoter to Improve Biomass 

Productivity at Various Light Intensities (Poster P88) 

Won-Sub Shin1,2, Seungjib Jeon1, Hyun Gi Koh1, Byeong-ryool Jeong1,2, Bongsoo Lee1,2, Young 

Keun Chang1,2 
1Department of Chemical and Biomolecular Engineering, KAIST, Daejeon, Republic of Korea 
2Advanced Biomass R&D Center, Daejeon, Republic of Korea 

Maximizing biomass productivity is essential for economically feasible production of microalgae-

based products. However, due to the low photosynthetic efficiency, current biomass productivity 

is not enough for commercialization. Previous studies showed that photosynthetic efficiency could 

be improved through truncation of light-harvesting antenna (tla). Although tla mutants exhibited 

greater biomass productivity, the benefits of those mutants were limited under excessive light 

conditions until now. Because the tla mutants would show lower photosynthetic activity and 

reduced biomass productivity under the low light condition, the advantage of tla mutants can be 

cancelled at the outdoor cultivation under the sunlight. Therefore, minimization of antenna 

truncation is needed to reduce the disadvantage of tla mutant under low light conditions. We 

constructed a vector containing coding sequence of NAB1 of C. reinhardtii (Beckmann et al., 

2009), which represses translation of light-harvesting complex proteins, regulated by a promoter 

of light-inducible protein (LIP) of Dunaliella (Park et al., 2013), The insertion of the vector into 

C. reinhardtii was confirmed by PCR. The generated mutants showed better growth than the wild 

type under the high light condition. Additional growth test under low light condition and molecular 

analyses are ongoing to demonstrate the effect of LIP promoter.  

Beckmann, J., Lehr, F., Finazzi, G., Hankamer, B., Posten, C., Wobbe, L. and Kruse, O. 

Improvement of light to biomass conversion by de-regulation of light-harvesting protein 

translation in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. J Biotechnol 142, 70-77 (2009) 

Park, S., Lee, Y., Lee, J.-H., Jin, E. Expression of the high light-inducible Dunaliella LIP promoter 

in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Planta 238, 1147-1156 (2013) 

 

Algal Protein Kinase TAR1 Modulates Cellular Viability and Promotes Gametogenesis in 

High-CO2 / Nitrogen-Deficient Conditions (Poster P89) 

Haruka Shinkawa1, Masataka Kajikawa1, Yuri Sawaragi1, Takashi Yamano1 Yu Kanesaki2, 

Hirofumi Yoshikawa3 and Hideya Fukuzawa1 
1Graduate School of Biostudies, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan. 
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(shinkawa.haruka.8s@kyoto-u.ac.jp), 2NODAI Genome Research Center, Tokyo University of 

Agriculture, Tokyo 156-8502, Japan, 3Bioscience Dept., Tokyo University of Agriculture, Tokyo 

156-8502, Japan. 

When nutrient deprived, microalgae accumulate triacylglycerol (TAG) in lipid droplets. Dual-

specificity tyrosine phosphorylation-regulated kinases, TAG-accumulation-regulator-1 (TAR1, 

Kajikawa et al 2015) and starch degradation 1 (STD1, Schulz-Raffelt et al., 2016) have been 

reported to regulate carbon metabolism in a green alga, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. In the N-

deficient conditions, TAR1 is required for acetate-dependent TAG accumulation and degradation 

of chlorophyll and photosynthesis-related proteins in photomixotrophic nitrogen (N)-deficient 

conditions (Kajikawa et al. 2015). Here, we report that the tar1-1 mutant maintained high levels 

of cell viability and lower generation of H2O2 compared with wild-type (WT) cells in 

photoautotrophic N-deficient conditions. Consistently, the transcriptomic analysis of tar1-1 

indicated that the mRNA abundance of APX1, GPX5, PTOX1, TRX7 involved in the scavenging 

of reactive oxygen species in tar1-1 was higher than those in WT cells. The mating efficiency and 

expression levels of key regulator genes of MID, MTD and FUS in gametogenesis were lower in 

tar1-1 than those in WT cells. These results suggest that TAR1 is required for H2O2 production 

leading to decrease of cell viability, and gametogenesis induction. In addition, tar1-1 accumulated 

higher levels of TAG and starch per cell volumes compared with WT cells. Characterization of 

phosphorylated targets of TAR1 would reveal the regulatory network of TAR1-mediated cellular 

responses against nutrient stresses. 

 

Kajikawa, M. et al. Algal dual-specificity tyrosine phosphorylation-regulated kinase, Plant 

Physiol., 168, 752–764 (2015). Schulz-Raffelt, M., Chochois, V., Auroy, P., Cuiné, S., Billon, E., 

Dauvillée, D., Li-Beisson, Y. and Peltier, G., Biotechnol. Biofuels, 9, 55. (2016) 

 

The “Probiotic” and “Algicidal” Bacteria Co-cultured with Microalgae (Poster P90) 

Shailendra K. Singh1, Samuel R. Major1, Haiyuan Cai2, Feng Chen1, Russell T. Hill1, Yantao Li1# 
1Institute of Marine and Environmental Technology, University of Maryland Center for 

Environmental Science and University of Maryland Baltimore County, Baltimore, Maryland, USA 
2State Key Laboratory of Lake Science and Environment, Nanjing Institute of Geography and 

Limnology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, Nanjing, China. (#yantao@umces.edu) 

Recent studies have shown that in some bacteria-microalgae co-cultures, bacteria may assist in 

recycling essential micronutrients such as iron and vitamins; macronutrients such as protein and 

carbohydrates; and engage in exchange of signal molecules such as taurine and indole-3-acetic 

acid (IAA), and thus can have a positive (“probiotic”) or negative (“algicidal”) effect on microalgal 

growth. However, our understanding of the molecular mechanisms, the ecology, and 

biotechnological significance of the microalgae-bacteria relationship is limited. Here, we isolated 

bacterial strains from chicken manure-enriched artificial algae ponds in Frederick, Maryland, USA 

and screened them for “probiotic” or “algicidal” effect on Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, as well as 

the oleaginous microalgal strains Scenedesmus sp. and Chlorella vulgaris. Two bacterial isolates, 

Cloacibacterium normanense IMET F and Aeromonas jandaei IMET J significantly promoted and 

inhibited microalgal growth, respectively. Whole genome sequence analyses and biochemical 

assays indicate in addition to exchange of vitamins, the “probiotic” effect of Cloacibacterium may 

be due to its ammonification system, whereas Aeromonas likely inhibit algal growth through its 

denitrifying gene clusters (Singh et al., accepted, Genome Announcements). This study provides a 

basis for understanding microalgae-bacteria interaction in a natural community ecosystem and 

mailto:shinkawa.haruka.8s@kyoto-u.ac.jp
mailto:yantao@umces.edu
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industrial production ponds.  

 

Targeted Gene Knockout of Genes Participating in Nonhomologous End Joining by the Use 

of CRISPR-Cas9 in Microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P91) 

Irina Sizova12, Simon Kelterborn1, Valery Verbenko2 and Peter Hegemann1 

1Institute of Biology, Experimental Biophysics, Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin, Germany, 2The 

Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Russia. (irinasiz@yahoo.com) 

Earlier we demonstrated that electroporation of microalga Chlamydomonas cells with in vitro 

prepared ribonucleotideprotein complex CRISPR-Cas9 –gRNA was an efficient approach for 

inactivation of desirable nuclear genes. CRISPR-Cas9-induced double strand breaks (DSB) of 

DNA could be repaired by homologous recombination with introduced donor DNA or error-prone 

nonhomologous end-joining (NHEJ) including the KU80/KU70-dependent canonical NHEJ or 

alternative KU-independent end-joining pathways mediated by polymerase Theta POLQ (Alt-EJ).  

By sequencing mutated genes, we found that precise repair of induced DSBs was a rare event and 

mutated clones, which had undergone homologous recombination, also carried inserted fragments 

of donor DNA or Chlamydomonas chromosome at the target site. To better understand contribution 

of NHEJ/Alt-EJ routes in random integration and induced gene targeting we generated ku80, ku70, 

polQ and double ku80 polQ mutants by insertion of the in-frame termination signals into different 

positions of every gene by the use of CRISPR-Cas9 approach.  Our data show that inactivation of 

POLQ gene results in dramatic decrease of the rate of occasional and targeted insertions of any 

DNA fragments into Chamydomonas nuclear DNA. Additionally, in contrast to ku80 and ku70 

mutants cells with the inactivated POLQ gene are characterized by the high sensitivity to the DNA 

damaging agents zeocin and, MMS, a result that could be connected with poor ability to DNA 

repair. We speculate that POLQ is responsible for the most of occasional and targeted insertions of 

DNA fragments into Chlamydomonas nuclear genome (which is needed for standard 

transformation with selection markers) whereas Alt-EJ pathway is the dominant process for repair 

of Cas9-induced DSB in this alga.  

 

Enhanced Oil Producing Chlamydomonas reinhardtii by using CRISPR-Cas9 RNP-Mediated 

Knock-Out of CrAGP4 Gene (Poster P92) 

Inhwa Song1, Kwangryul Baek1, and EonSeon Jin1 

1Department of Life Science, Hanyang University, Republic of Korea (inaaaa31@naver.com) 

Previously, our lab has developed the CRISPR-Cas9 system for precise gene editing in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. By successful introduction of Cas9 ribonucleoproteins (RNP) to C. 

reinhardtii, we were able to knock out consecutive two genes, of which phenotypes were 

observable. However, the resulting knock-out mutation rates were near 1% or less. In this study, 

we demonstrated the improvement of the targeted gene editing efficiency by employing the 

CRISPR-Cas9 RNP-mediated knock-out through non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) with an 

antibiotic resistance cassette. The CrAGP4 gene coding for the small subunit of the ADP-glucose 

pyrophosphorylase (AGP) protein was selected as a knock-out target in the CC-4349 strain. The 

combination of Cas9 ribonucleoproteins (RNP) with hygromycin resistance gene resulted in Cas9-

RNP mediated knock-out mutation in CrAGP4 gene where the hygromycin resistance gene was 

inserted. AGP knock-out strain lost its starch synthesis function, whereas, TAG accumulated in 

response to nitrogen depletion condition. The targeted AGP knock-out strain has been generated 

very fast and efficiently. This AGP knock-out strain was observed by fluorescence microscopy 

with increase in size and amount of lipid body by Nile red staining. The method used in the present 

mailto:irinasiz@yahoo.com
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study can extend and apply to various areas of algal research including algal biotechnology. 

 

Isolation and Characterization of Lithium Resistant Strains in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

(Poster P93) 

Mihaela V. Stoyanova and Susan K. Dutcher 

Department of Genetics, Washington University in St. Louis, USA (m.stoyanova@wustl.edu) 

Bipolar disorder, depression, and schizophrenia are commonly treated with lithium.  The side 

effects of lithium include weight gain, polycystic kidney disease, and increased congenital heart 

disease, which are all associated with ciliary dysfunction.  Lithium causes elongation of the 

primary cilia in mammalian cells (Thompson et al., 2015).  Wilson and Lefebvre (2004) showed 

that 25 mM lithium inhibits glycogen synthase kinase 3 (GSK3) and induces flagellar elongation 

in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii.  Long-term exposure of Chlamydomonas to lithium results in 

bulbous flagellar tips and then loss of flagella.  To search for lithium targets, we screened for 

mutants that permit flagellar growth after long-term exposure to 5 mM lithium.  These lithium 

resistant strains retain the ability to swim after 48 hours in lithium.  We identified 28 strains and 9 

of them show 2:2 segregation after meiosis and were used for mapping with physical markers 

identified as polymorphisms between CC-125 and CC-124 (Lin, unpublished).  We found that the 

resistant phenotype is not linked to markers near GSK3 or inositol monophosphatase (IPP3), which 

are known targets (Quiroz et al., 2004).  Surprisingly, the other 19 strains may require more than 

one mutation to confer resistance.  We are using whole genome sequencing to identify mutant loci.   

Thompson, C.L., Habiba,Y., Varone, A., Wiles, A., Poole, C. A., Knight M.M., Lithium chloride 

prevents interleukin‐1β induced cartilage degradation and loss of mechanical properties. J 

Orthop Res 10, 1552–1559 (2015). 

Wilson, N.F., Lefebvre, P.A., Regulation of Flagellar Assembly by Glycogen Synthase Kinase 

3 in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Eukaryotic Cell 5, 1307-1319 (2004). 

Quiroz, J.A., Gould, T.D., Manji, H.K., Molecular Effects of Lithium. Molecular Interventions 

5, 259-272 (2004). 

 

A Day in the Life of Chlamydomonas (Talk) 

Daniela Strenkert1, Stefan Schmollinger1, Sean D. Gallaher1, Samuel O. Purvine2, Carrie Nicora2, 

Mary Lipton2 and Sabeeha S. Merchant1  
1Institute for Genomics and Proteomics and Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, 

University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USA 
2EMSL, Richland, WA, USA 

We analyzed expression patterns of all three genomes of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii over the 

course of a day in cultures synchronized by a 12 h dark 12 h light period. Nearly 85% of transcribed 

genes show differential expression, with different sets of transcripts being up-regulated during 

each phase of the cell cycle. Parallel measurements of select metabolites and pigments, 

physiological parameters and a subset of proteins offered the opportunity for inferring metabolic 

events and for evaluating the impact of the transcriptome on the proteome. Assessment of starch, 

total organic carbon and respiratory activity suggested that fermentative metabolism may dominate 

during the night, and gene co-expression patterns identified FDX9 as a participant. During the light 

period, we observed significant earlier expression of the organelle genomes, and like nuclear genes, 

plastid psa and psb genes showed a different expression pattern from atp and pet genes. The latter 

indicated a sequential assembly of the bioenergetic membrane to build a functional pathway. This 

mailto:m.stoyanova@wustl.edu
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multi-omics approach offers an unprecedented high-resolution, systems-level view of cellular 

processes as cells grown in the light period and divide in the dark from one to two cells. 
 
The Spatiotemporal Organization of Thylakoid Membrane Biogenesis (Poster P94) 

Yi Sun, Melissa Valente-Paterno, Yu Zhan, Christopher Law, and William Zerges 

Department of Biology, Concordia University, Canada. (william.zerges@concordia.ca) 

In chloroplasts, membranous vesicles called thylakoids carry out the light-driven reactions of 

photosynthesis and ATP synthesis. Biogenesis of thylakoids requires the synthesis and assembly 

of component polypeptides, cofactors, pigments and membrane lipids. The cytological 

organization of these pathways is complex, with pathways intersecting multiple intracellular 

compartments. Moreover, thylakoid biogenesis occurs in different developmental contexts: the 

primary differentiation of proplastids (or etioplasts) to chloroplasts and the growth and division of 

chloroplasts in expanding green tissues. Similarities and differences between these contexts 

regarding the spatiotemporal organization of thylakoid biogenesis remain ill-defined. We report 

evidence of similar patterns of localized synthesis of thylakoid proteins and chlorophyll in algal 

models for these contexts; the differentiating chloroplast of greening Chlamydomonas y1 mutant 

cells and the growing chloroplast in wild-type Chlamydomonas cells in the light phase of the 

diurnal cycle. We report on the in situ localization of translation by both plastidial and cytoplasmic 

ribosomes and the biochemical characterization of biogenic membranes that serve as a platform 

for these processes. The results reveal evidence of spatial coordination of the synthesis of thylakoid 

membrane proteins in the cytosol and chloroplast, localized chlorophyll synthesis, and novel 

temporal patterns of photosystem II accumulation. 

 

Control of Quiescence and Cell Division by Compromised Hydrolysis of TAG 7 (CHT7) in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P95) 

Tomomi Takeuchi1,2, Barbara B. Sears1,3, Nick Fekaris2 and Christoph Benning1,2 

1Department of Energy-Plant Research Laboratory, 2Department of Biochemistry and Molecular 

Biology, 3Department of Plant Biology, Michigan State University, USA (takeuch9@msu.edu) 

Faced with nutrient scarcity, many microorganisms exit the normal cell division cycle and enter a 

temporary resting state called quiescence, where cells arrest replication but stay viable1. In the 

microalga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, quiescence is induced upon deprivation of nutrients such 

as nitrogen (N) and is accompanied by the accumulation of storage molecules such as 

triacylglycerol (TAG). When nutrients are resupplied, cells degrade TAG and re-enter the cell 

division cycle. A Chlamydomonas mutant, compromised hydrolysis of TAG 7 (cht7), was 

previously isolated in a screen for mutants that show a delay in remobilization of TAG during N 

refeeding2. CHT7 was found to be a member of conserved CXC domain proteins, some of which 

are known to exist in a transcriptional regulatory complex termed DREAM3 along with the 

retinoblastoma tumor suppressor (RB) protein. During phylogenetic analysis the CXC domain of 

CHT7 was found to cluster closely with the CXC domains of proteins found in the DREAM 

complex. However, the degradation of TAG and growth after N-resupply was unaffected in the 

CHT7 mutant line without the CXC domain, suggesting that this domain is dispensable for the 

function of CHT7. Co-immunoprecipitation assays showed interaction between CHT7 and 

Chlamydomonas RB protein during N deprivation and N replete growth. Detailed phenotypic 

characterizations of the cht7 mutant revealed that CHT7 was necessary for maximal survival under 

N deprivation and orderly resumption of cell growth and division upon N refeeding. Under these 

conditions, the cht7 mutant showed cytological defects and a number of cell cycle genes were 
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found to be highly misregulated. These results point to the role of CHT7 as a regulator of cell cycle 

gene expression during nutrient deprivation-induced quiescence and cell division. 

1Rittershaus E.S.C, Baek S.H., and Sassetti C.M. The Normalcy of Dormancy-Common Themes 

in Microbial Quiescence. Cell 13, 643-651. 
2Tsai C.H., Warakanont J., Takeuchi T., Sears B.B., Moellering E.R., and Benning C. The protein 

COMPROMISED HYDROLYSIS OF TRIACYLGLYCEROLS 7 (CHT7) acts as a repressor of 

cellular quiescence in Chlamydomonas. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 111(44),15833-8. 
3Sadasivam S. and Decaprio J.A. (2013) The DREAM complex: master coordinator of cell cycle-

dependent gene expression. Nat Rev Cancer 13, 585-595. 

 

Evidence for Specialized Roles of VIPP1 and VIPP2 in the Biogenesis/Repair of Thylakoid 

Membrane Protein Complexes and the Sensing of/Coping with Chloroplast Membrane 

Stress (Poster P96) 

Jasmine Theis1, Tilak Kumar Gupta2, Justus Niemeyer1, Stefan Schmollinger1, Mark Rütgers1, 

Frederik Sommer1, Ligia Segatto Muranaka1, Sahradha Albert2, Benjamin D. Engel2, and Michael 

Schroda1 
1Molekulare Biotechnologie & Systembiologie, TU Kaiserslautern, Paul-Ehrlich Straße 23, D-

67663 Kaiserslautern, Germany and 2Department of Molecular Structural Biology, Max-Planck 

Institute of Biochemistry, Am Klopferspitz 18, 82152 Martinsried, Germany (schroda@bio.uni-

kl.de) 

Members of the Chlorophyceae contain two VIPP paralogs termed VIPP1 and VIPP2. The goal of 

this study was to characterize VIPP2 from Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Phylogenetic analyses 

revealed that VIPP1 and VIPP2 originate from an early gene duplication event during the evolution 

of the green algae. VIPP2 forms mostly rod-like structures in vitro and diffuse punctae at 

chloroplast membranes in vivo. While VIPP1 is localized to the stroma and to chloroplast 

membranes, VIPP2 is exclusively localized to chloroplast membranes. Cryo-EM analyses of 

VIPP1 revealed that VIPP1 rods are capable of sucking in liposomes if they contain a specific 

class of lipids. VIPP2 is hardly expressed under non-stress conditions, but strongly expressed in 

cells exposed to high light intensities or H2O2, during the recovery from heat stress, and in mutants 

affected in the integration (alb3.1) or translocation (secA) of thylakoid membrane proteins. A vipp2 

knock-out mutant displayed no growth phenotypes and no defects in the biogenesis/repair of 

photosystem II. However, the vipp2 mutant accumulated less HSP22E/F and more LHCSR3 after 

exposure to high light intensities, which was realized at the transcriptional level. Hence, VIPP2 

modulates (a) retrograde signal(s) regulating the expression of nuclear genes HSP22E/F and 

LHCSR3. Immunoprecipitation of VIPP2 from solubilized membranes and subsequent mass 

spectrometry analyses revealed VIPP1 as a major and HSP22E/F as minor interaction partners of 

VIPP2. VIPP1 and VIPP2 differ by the properties of a conserved amphipathic alpha-helix. We 

propose that these differences are fundamental for a specialization of VIPP1 in the 

biogenesis/repair of thylakoid membrane protein complex and of VIPP2 in the sensing of/coping 

with chloroplast membrane stress. 

 

Experimental Evolution of Cadmium Tolerance in Chlamydomonas (Poster P97) 

Stanislas Thiriet-Rupert1, Gwenaëlle Gain1,2, Alice Jadoul1, Amandine Vigneron1, Bernard 

Bosman3, Monique Carnol3, Patrick Motte1, Pierre Cardol2, Cécile Nouet1, and Marc Hanikenne1 
1Functional Genomics and Plant Molecular Imaging, 2Genetic and Physiology of Microalgae, 
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3Plant and Microbial Ecology, InBioS-PhytoSystems, University of Liège, Belgium. 

(marc.hanikenne@uliege.be) 

Cadmium is one of the most toxic substances present in the environment and represents a major 

threat to ecosystems and human health, especially upon long-term exposure to low concentrations. 

Photosynthetic organisms have adapted to high variation in metal availability and exhibit 

considerable variation in Cd tolerance and accumulation. Such evolutionary processes can be 

studied by experimental evolution in real-time in a controlled set-up, where populations of 

organisms are exposed to metal during many generations and over large time scales, allowing to 

decipher the mechanisms underlying adaptive evolution, the mutation rate in genomes and the 

cost/benefit on fitness. 

Here, we have set-up an experimental evolution design with cadmium as selective pressure in 

Chlamydomonas. Multiple replicate cultures exposed to cadmium, along with non-exposed 

controls (> 100 populations in total) were grown in parallel for > 1000 generations (> 2 years). 

Considerable phenotyping data were collected, including growth rate, chlorophyll content, 

ionomic profiling, cadmium tolerance tests, respiration and photosynthesis rates and gene 

expression by RNA-Seq. In short, the evolutionary derived populations display (i) altered mineral 

nutrition, (ii) massively increased Cd tolerance compared to controls and (iii) reduced growth 

compared to controls when grown in the absence of cadmium, suggesting a cost of adaptation on 

fitness. The genomes of the evolutionary derived populations are currently re-sequenced to 

compare inter-population differences, to unravel the genetic basis of phenotypic variation and the 

types of mutations underlying adaptation. 

 

Modulation of Photorespiration versus Carbon Concentrating Mechanism Gene Transcript 

Levels in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii During Light-Dark Diurnal Cycles and Mixotrophy 

Conditions (Poster P98) 

Tirumani S1, 2, Gothandam.K.M2, BasuthkarJ.Rao1. 
1B-202, Department of Biological Sciences, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research, Homi Bhabha 

Road, Colaba, Mumbai 400005, India. 2School of Bio Sciences and Technology, VIT University, 

Vellore, Tamil Nadu 632014, India. 

(E-mail: srikanthtirumani@gmail.com) 

Carbon Concentrating Mechanism (CCM) and Photorespiration (PR) are interlinked and co-

regulated in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, but the conditions where co-regulation changes are not 

well explored. Here we uncovered that PR gene transcripts, just like CCM transcripts, are induced 

even in dark when both PR and CCM are not active. Such diurnal cycles show that transcript levels 

peak in the middle of 12h day, decline by early part of 12h dark followed by their onset again at 

mid-dark. Interestingly, the onset in mid-dark phase is sensitive to high CO2; implying active 

carbon sensing mechanism operates even in dark. Both CCM and PR transcript rhythmic changes 

are unlinked to cellular circadian clock as the ‘free-running state” does not retain any discernible 

rhythmicity in transcript changes, where only continuous light leads to high transcript levels while 

no detectable transcripts were observed in continuous dark. Asynchronous continuous light 

cultures, upon shifting to low from high CO2 exhibit only transient induction of PR transcripts 

while CCM transcript induction stays robustly stable, indicative of loss of co-regulation between 

PR versus CCM gene transcription. This transient induction of PR and stable expression of CCM 

are found at protein level also. Lastly, we also describe that both CCM and PR  are induced in low 

CO2  even in mixotrophic cultures, but only in high light, the same being attenuated in high CO2, 
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implying that high light is a mandatory “trigger” for CCM and PR induction in low CO2 

mixotrophy. Our study provides comprehensive analyses of conditions where CCM and PR 

transcripts were differently regulated, setting a paradigm for detailed mechanistic probing of these 

responses. 

Tirumani S, Kokkanti M, Chaudhari V, Shukla M, Rao BJ. Regulation of CCM genes in 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii during conditions of light-dark cycles in synchronous cultures. Plant 

Molecular Biology. 85(3):277-86 (2014). 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11103-014-0183-z 

 

Quantitative Analysis of Chlamydomonas Chloroplast Translation by Ribosome-Profiling 

(Talk) 

Raphael Trösch1, Reimo Zoschke2 and Felix Willmund1 

Molecular Genetics of Eukaryotes, University of Kaiserslautern, Germany, 2Max-Planck Institute 

of Plant Physiology, Golm, Germany. (willmund@bio.uni-kl.de) 

Chloroplasts accommodate many essential processes that provide the basis for virtual all life on 

our planet. A considerably small fraction of approximately 60-100 proteins of all chloroplast 

proteins are encoded by the plastids genome. However, most of these proteins, together with 

nucleus-derived subunits, are part of major protein complexes that play key roles in photosynthetic 

light reactions, carbon fixation and metabolism. These hetero-oligomeric complexes with dual 

origin require a coordinated expression between the plastid and nuclear genomes. The current 

understanding of chloroplast gene expression mainly derived from the analysis of individual genes 

in a few model organisms. We adapted a targeted chloroplast ribosome profiling approach to 

quantitatively compare chloroplast RNA abundance and translation output in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. For a direct plastid genome-wide interspecies comparison of chloroplast translation in 

Chlamydomonas with higher plants we applied the same RNA quantification and ribosome 

profiling platform for the analysis of Nicotiana tabacum and Arabidopsis thaliana. Systematic 

comparison of the algal and plant wild-type gene expression showed that for most genes, the 

steady-state translation output is highly conserved among the three species, while the levels of 

transcript accumulation are more distinct. Whereas in Chlamydomonas transcript accumulation 

and translation output are closely balanced, this correlation is less obvious in plants, indicating that 

algae and plants evolved different strategies to achieve conserved levels of protein synthesis. 

Further applications and future directions of chloroplast ribosome profiling for Chlamydomonas 

will be presented. 

 

The Phosphatase BSL1 is Required for Mitotic Spindle Assembly in Chlamydomonas (Poster 

P99) 

Frej Tulin1, Chan Ho Park1, Arthur Grossman1, Zhiyong Wang1 
1Carnegie Institution for Science, Department of Plant Biology 

ftulin@carnegiescience.edu 

The events of the cell division cycle must be tightly regulated to ensure faithful duplication and 

segregation of the genetic material. However, compared to yeast and animals our understanding 

cell cycle regulation in the plant kingdom is still limited. The plant-specific phosphatase BSL1 was 

previously identified in a screen for genes with an essential role in cell division in Chlamydomonas. 

Analysis of the temperature-conditional loss-of-function mutant bsl1-1 indicated a critical role for 

BSL1 in early mitosis.  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11103-014-0183-z
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Here, we show that BSL1-Venus exhibits highly dynamic and cell cycle-dependent localization. 

During G1, it is found near the base of the flagella. In mitosis, immediately following basal body 

separation, the BSL1-Venus signal increases dramatically at the poles of the mitotic spindle and 

then disappears concomitant with spindle breakdown. During cytokinesis, it localizes to the 

cleavage furrow. Imaging of the microtubule marker EB1-mNeonGreen (Harris et al.) in bsl1-1 

mutant cells indicated that BSL1 is specifically required for spindle morphogenesis, but not for 

basal body separation prior to mitosis.  

The four BSL homologs present in Arabidopsis have been linked to brassinosteroid (BR) growth 

hormone signaling. However, evolution of the BSL gene in the ancestor of Chlorophytes and 

Streptophytes predates the emergence of the BR pathway in Angiosperms. Evolutionary 

conservation of at least one BSL gene in all sequenced green plant genomes suggests a fundamental, 

albeit still unknown cell biological role for BSL throughout the plant kingdom. The evidence from 

Chlamydomonas suggests that this role may be related to cell division. Consistent with this idea, 

live imaging of Arabidopsis root tips showed transient localization of AtBSL1 to the growing 

edges of the cell plate during cytokinesis. Chlamydomonas is an ideal model system to explore the 

mechanistic basis for the essential role of the BSL phosphatase in plant cell biology.  

Harris, J. A., Liu, Y., Yang, P., Kner, P. & Lechtreck, K. F. Single-particle imaging reveals 

intraflagellar transport-independent transport and accumulation of EB1 in Chlamydomonas 

flagella. Mol. Biol. Cell 27, 295–307 (2016). 

 

Analysis of DNA Replication Mutants in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P100) 

Noriko Ueki1, Daria Postavnaia1, Michal Breker2, Kresti Pecani2, Frederick Cross2, Amy E. Ikui1 

 1Department of Biology, Brooklyn College, The City University of New York, Brooklyn NY 

(volvoxchlamy@mac.com) 
2Laboratory of Cell Cycle Genetics, The Rockefeller University, New York, NY 

DNA replication is essential to all living organism. DNA replication genes in the green alga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii are close homologs of land plant genes; most also resemble cognate 

animal genes more closely than the fungal equivalents do. We generated a large collection of 

temperature-sensitive (ts)-lethal mutations in DNA replication genes. These genes include pre-RC 

genes (ORC1, MCM4, MCM6, MCM7, CDC6), pre-IC genes (CDC45, TOPBP1, RECQ4) and 

subunits of all three replicative polymerases (α, δ, ε). We analyzed cell cycle profile and 

DNA/spindle morphology in the replication mutants at non-permissive temperature. In all cases, 

the mutants arrested with 1C-2C DNA content, while in the same time period wild type cells 

undergo multiple cell division cycles resulting in up to 16C DNA content. Replication-defective 

mutants fail to assemble mitotic spindles, but nevertheless may initiate cytokinetic furrow 

formation. These results suggest a likely checkpoint pathway blocking spindle formation (but not 

initial steps in cytokinesis) as a consequence of incomplete DNA replication. To begin analyzing 

the mechanistic basis of replication control in Chlamydomonas, we tagged Mcm6 and Cdc45 with 

mCherry. The transgenes rescued viability of the corresponding ts-lethal strains. Both Mcm6 and 

Cdc45 were expressed specifically during the period of multiple cell divisions. By 

immunofluorescence, Mcm6 and Cdc45 were localized to the nucleus in dividing cells. Absence 

of these proteins during the long G1 growth period could account for lack of DNA replication 

during this time. We also analyzed Mcm4-Venus by time-lapse microscope. Mcm4 was localized 

in the nucleus but was disappeared from nucleus for a short time after every single S/M phase then 

re-entered into nucleus again in the next cell division cycle. Accurate once-per-cell-cycle 
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replication during the division phase requires additional mechanisms (e.g. ‘origin licensing’). 

Chlamydomonas may be a useful model for once-per-cell-cycle replication as well as for DNA 

replication checkpoints in the plant kingdom. 

 

TOR Kinase Inhibition Results in Increase in Mitochondrial Respiration, which is Required 

for Autophagy. (Poster P101) 

Shivani Upadhyaya1, Basuthkar J. Rao2 
1shivani.upadhyaya@tifr.res.in, DBS, Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Mumbai, 

India. 2bjrao@tifr.res.in, TIFR, Mumbai, India. 

TOR kinase is involved in regulation of respiration in mammalian cells. But, the role of TOR 

kinase in regulation of photosynthetic electron transport (PET) chain and the mechanism of 

regulation of the components of PET chain by TOR kinase is not clear. Especially, in 

photosynthetic organisms, in the presence of both chloroplast and mitochondria, how TOR kinase 

regulates both the processes of photosynthesis and respiration is not clear. We decided to address 

this question in the model organism Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. When we inhibit TOR kinase by 

rapamycin and AZD8055, we observe that there is an overall reduction in the protein levels of the 

components of the photosynthetic electron transport chain. Moreover, there is also a change in the 

morphology of the chloroplast as observed by autofluorescence of the chloroplast. Lipid 

accumulation - which is a prominent phenotype of N starvation, also occurs during TOR kinase 

inhibition. Mitochondria, on the other hand, shows an increase in oxygen consumption as observed 

by the Seahorse Assay. There is increased fragmentation of mitochondria along with increase in 

certain protein levels such as COXII and CAH4 (mitochondrial carbonic anhydrase). These results 

suggest that the increase in mitochondrial activity might be a compensatory mechanism for cells 

to generate ATP once photosynthesis is inhibited. Interestingly, when we look at a mitochondrial 

mutant (CC3400 - COX mutant), we observe that the mitochondrial activity does not increase and 

neither do we observe any lipid accumulation. Moreover, when we monitor autophagy using ATG8, 

we observe that the levels of ATG8 are low in the 3400 mutant upon TOR inhibition suggesting 

that mitochondrial activity is important for accumulation of ATG8 protein and hence for the 

process of autophagy. This also suggests that autophagy being an energy consuming process 

requires energy output from mitochondria. Thus, our studies show that increase in mitochondrial 

respiration precedes autophagy and that it is essential for the process of autophagy suggesting that 

in photosynthetic organisms, the adaptation of cells to nitrogen starvation or TOR kinase inhibition 

requires mitochondrial respiration to sustain. 

 

Loss of Photoprotective Mechanisms in Euglena gracilis (Poster P102) 

Kieu van Dang, Charles Counson, Morgane Hammacher, Fabrice Franck, Emilie Perez, Pierre 

Cardol  

InBios/Phytosystems, Institute of Botany, University of Liège, Belgium (tkv.dang@uliege.ac.be) 

Much progresses have been made in the understanding of photoprotective mechanisms and 

alternative electron flows in green algae (Chlorophytes) and land plants (Streptophytes). However, 

the existence of such mechanisms remains unclear in most secondary endosymbiotic microalgae 

(e.g. euglena, dinoflagellates, diatoms). In this work, we compared E. gracilis, a secondary green 

alga to the primary green algal model Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Microalgal cells were 

cultivated in phototrophic or mixotrophic conditions under various light intensities. When C. 

reinhardtii contains predominantly lutein, violaxanthin, neoxanthin and β-carotene, Euglena 

contains diadinoxanthin, neoxanthin and -carotene. Concomitantly, no deepoxidation of 

mailto:shivani.upadhyaya@tifr.res.in
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xanthophyll-cycle diadinoxanthin into diatoxanthin occurs. The contribution of qI 

(photoinhibition), qE (ΔpH-dependent quenching) and qT (state transitions) to the overall non-

photochemical quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence was determined. As a response to high light, 

photoinhibition of PSII (qI) occurs. E. gracilis does not develop qE. Regarding qT, an increase of 

maximal fluorescence at room temperature during far red exposure and a decrease upon dark 

adaptation suggest a reorganization of antenna but this conclusion is not supported by 77K 

fluorescence spectra analyses. Measurement of photosystem I activity by P700 redox changes 

indicated insignificant cyclic electron flow (~1 e-. PSI-1. s-1). Similarly, rerouting of electron flow 

to oxygen has not been observed. We finally present phylogenomic evidences that support the idea 

that most classical photoprotective mechanisms, present in green algae C. reinhardtii have been 

lost in Euglena gracilis. 

Keywords: Euglena, photoprotection, photoinhibition, xanthophyll cycle, state transitions, 

chlorophyll fluorescence 

 

An In Situ Look at Intraflagellar Transport Train Assembly near the Ciliary Base of 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii using Cryo-Electron Tomography (Poster P103) 

Hugo van den Hoek1, Mareike Jordan2, William Wan1, Sahradha Albert1, Miroslava Schaffer1, 

Philipp Erdmann1, Jürgen Plitzko1, Wolfgang Baumeister1, Gaia Pigino2, Benjamin Engel1  
1 Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, Martinsried, Germany (vandenhoek@biochem.mpg.de) 

2 Max Planck Institute of Molecular Cell Biology and Genetics, Dresden, Germany 

Intraflagellar transport (IFT) is essential for the assembly and maintenance of cilia in many 

eukaryotic organisms, including Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. The IFT machinery consists of 

several highly conserved multi-subunit complexes including IFT-A, IFT-B and the BBSome, 

which selectively transport of cargo into and out of the cilium. The IFT subunits form long linear 

assemblies called IFT trains, which are propelled by kinesin and dynein motor proteins along the 

axoneme, the microtubule core of the cilium. Due to the complex protein-protein interactions that 

stabilize IFT subcomplexes, it is very difficult to purify and individually crystallize many 

important IFT proteins. Therefore, not much structural information is available for how IFT trains 

assemble and load their ciliary cargoes for transport.  By combining focused ion beam milling with 

in situ cryo-electron tomography, we imaged the native molecular environment around the ciliary 

base. Our tomograms revealed that IFT trains sequentially pre-assemble in the cytosol prior to 

ciliary entry. We obtained structural averages of different assembling components, including IFT-

A, IFT-B, and bound IFT dynein motors. Mapping back the position of each particle, we analyzed 

the order that each of these components assembles on IFT trains. A central chain of IFT-B particles 

assembles first, followed by the separate but near simultaneous addition of IFT-A and IFT dynein. 

These kinetics indicate that the binding of IFT-A and dynein to IFT-B may be cooperative. IFT-A 

pre-assembles into a separate independent chain of particles that loosely associates with the IFT-

B chain and sometimes makes contact with the plasma membrane. IFT dyneins are loaded onto 

IFT-B in a deactivated state. Compared to fully-assembled trains within the cilium (Jordan and 

Pigino, under review), IFT-B of the assembling trains has an extra density adjacent to the site 

where kinesin binds. We speculate that this density may be involved in kinesin loading or inhibiting 

the motor until the train is ready to enter the cilium. 

 

Simultaneous Expression of Two Promoterless Genes in the Nucleus of Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii (Poster P104) 
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Vila M.,  Molina A.,  Rengel R., Vigara J. Díaz-Santos E., León R. 

Laboratory of Biochemistry. Faculty of Experimental Sciences. Marine International Campus of 

Excellence (CEIMAR). University of Huelva, 21007 Huelva, Spain. Corresponding author 

(rleon@uhu.es). 

The choice of the promoter is a crucial step for the development of an efficient transformation 

system. The best transformation efficiencies and the most stable transformants are usually obtained 

with endogenous promoters (León-Bañares et al., 2004). However, the expression of promoterless 

marker genes has been previously reported both in higher plants and in microalgae, and we have 

demonstrated its usefulness for the trapping of strong promoters in Chlamydomonas (Vila et al. 

2012). This has inspired us to develop a new strategy to express transgenes in microalgae: 

Cotransformation using two naked promoterless genes, one a selectable antibiotic-resistant gene 

and the other a gene of our interest. These genes are randomly inserted into the nuclear genome, 

where their transcription relies on their adequate insertion into a region adjacent to an endogenous 

genomic promoter or in frame with a native gene. We have demonstrated that this is a valid 

approach for the expression of foreign genes, not only in microalgae, but also in other unicellular 

microorganisms, and we have successfully applied it to genetically engineer autoflocculation in 

Chlamydomonas (Díaz-Santos et al., 2016). 

Díaz S.E., Vila M., Vigara J.,León R. A new aproach to express transgenes in microalgae and its 

use to increase the floculation ability of C. reinhardtii.  J. Appl. Phycol. 28,1611-1621(2016). 

León-Bañares R., Gónzalez D., Galván A. and Férnandez E. Transgenic microalgae as green cell 

factories. Trends Biotechnol. 22, 45-52 (2004). 

Vila M., Díaz .E., Vega M., Rodríguez H., Vargas A., León R.  Promoter trapping in microalgae by 

inverse PCR using paromomycin as selective agent.  Mar. Drugs 10, 2749-65 (2012). 

Acknowledgements: INTERREG V A España–Portugal (POCTEP) 2014-2020 Cooperation 

Program (0055_ALGARED_PLUS_5_E).  

 

Acetate-requiring Mutants Revisited: Sequencing and Comparative Transcriptomics 

Towards Discovering Photosynthesis Genes (Talk) 

Setsuko Wakao1,2, Patrick Shih1,2, Katharine Guan1, Joshua Ye1,2, Dagmar Lyska1,2, Wendy 

Schackwitz3, Joel Martin3, Chia-Lin Wei3, Sean Gallaher4, Sabeeha S. Merchant4, Krishna K. 

Niyogi1,2 
1Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of 

California, Berkeley, 2Molecular Biophysics and Integrated Bioimaging Division, Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, 3DOE Joint Genome Institute, 2800 Mitchell Drive, 

Walnut Creek, 4Chemistry and Biochemistry Department, University of California, Los Angeles 

A total of 620 acetate-requiring mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii were subjected to low-

coverage (5-10X) whole-genome sequencing to identify the insertion sites of the plasmid used for 

mutagenesis. Through identifying the location of discordant sequence pairs of plasmid sequence 

reads, we identified 557 unique lesions from 509 mutants. 434 lesions were clean insertions with 

plasmid sequences flanking the site, and the other 123 were complex lesions that were difficult to 

define without de novo assembly. Deletions associated with clean insertions showed a bimodal 

distribution: more than half affected a region smaller than 1 kb, whereas another group affected a 

region of 10-50 kb. A total of 1386 genes were disrupted, including 79 Greencut2 genes, and some 

genes were affected in multiple mutants. In parallel, we monitored the gene expression changes of 

cells shifted from low light to high light using RNA-seq and found three clusters of up-regulated 
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genes defined by how rapidly the genes were induced. Enriched functional categories of each 

cluster suggest cellular events occurring during the respective times after transfer to high light. We 

then searched for shared genes between the current data set with other Chlamydomonas 

transcriptome data from cultures treated with H2O2, 
1O2* and a shift from dark to light. The genes 

most rapidly induced were shared and over-represented in different combinations of the four 

treatments, suggesting the importance of these genes in acclimation to photo-oxidative stress. We 

have begun dissecting the vast gene expression changes during the high-light shift into reactive 

oxygen species-specific and light-dependent pathways. We are combining these data to build a 

resource and setting up a pipeline for high-throughput complementation using DNA synthesis a 

 

Acclimation to Singlet Oxygen Involves Extracellular Signaling in Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii (Poster P105) 

Setsuko Wakao1,2, Masakazu Iwai1,2, Krishna K. Niyogi1,2 
1Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Department of Plant and Microbial Biology, University of 

California, Berkeley, 2Molecular Biophysics and Integrated Bioimaging Division, Lawrence 

Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley 

Growth of photosynthetic organisms depends on light energy, which in excess causes oxidative 

damage to the cell if not managed properly. Singlet oxygen (1O2) is a highly toxic form of reactive 

oxygen species that is predominantly generated at the reaction center of photosystem II under 

excess light. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is uniquely capable of acclimating to 1O2: an exposure 

to sub-lethal level of 1O2 elicits gene expression changes, which in turn lead to increased resistance 

to a subsequent exposure to 1O2. We have previously found a cytosolic phosphoprotein SAK1 that 

functions as a regulator of acclimation, the absence of which disrupts the acquisition of enhanced 

resistance and the induction of the most strongly up-regulated genes during exposure to sub-lethal 

levels of 1O2. We have found that wild-type Chlamydomonas cells but not those of sak1 mutant 

excrete a signal into the media during acclimation, and this signal confers resistance to naive cells. 

Strikingly, sak1 is deficient only in the production and not the perception of the signal. Preliminary 

results suggest the secretion of the activity involves the secretory pathway and attempts to further 

isolate and identify the molecule responsible for this activity are currently underway. 

 

Poly-ubiquitination of α-tubulin at K304 Is Required for Ciliary Disassembly (Poster P106) 

Qiyu Wang1,2, Zhao Peng1,2, Huan Long, Xuan Deng, Kaiyao Huang1 
1Key Laboratory of Algal Biology, Institute of Hydrobiology, Chinese Academy of Sciences, 

Wuhan, Hubei 430072, China. 2University of Chinese Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100039, 

China (huangky@ihb.ac.cn) 

Cilia/flagella are conserved and dynamic organelles, and their assembly and disassembly are 

coordinated with cell cycle and cell differentiation. Several post-translational modifications, such 

as acetylation, methylation, phosphorylation and ubiquitination, participate in ciliary disassembly. 

However, the detailed mechanism and the role of ubiquitination in ciliary disassembly are unclear. 

By using temperature-sensitive intraflagellar transport (IFT) motor mutants, 20 ubiquitinated 

proteins were identified in shortening flagella, including proteins with specific ubiquitination sites 

and proteins only ubiquitinated during ciliary disassembly. Interestingly, α-tubulin is the most 

abundant ubiquitinated protein in shortening flagella and was mainly labeled with K63 poly-

ubiquitin chains at K304. Expression of an α-tubulin mutant (K304R) in flagella decelerated 

flagellar disassembly, and the mutant form of α-tubulin accumulated in the axoneme, suggesting 

that labeling of the α-tubulin in the axoneme with poly-ubiquitin chains is essential for axoneme 

mailto:huangky@ihb.ac.cn
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disassembly. Additionally, immunoprecipitation and GST pull-down assays demonstrated that the 

retrograde IFT protein IFT139 interacted with the ubiquitinated proteins, including K63 poly-

ubiquitinated α-tubulin, and may transport them to the cell body. Our data not only pinpointed the 

active role of ubiquitination and the function of retrograde IFT in ciliary disassembly but also 

suggested that the K63 poly-ubiquitination of α-tubulin may also participate in other important 

cellular processes. 

 

FBB18, A Homologue of C21orf59, Regulates Cytoplasmic Preassembly of Outer and Inner 

Dynein Arms in Chlamydomonas (Poster P107) 

Limei Wang1, Guang Liu1, and Junmin Pan1,2 
1MOE Key Laboratory of Protein Sciences, Tsinghua-Peking Center for Life Science, School of 

Life Sciences, Tsinghua University, Chinal, 2Laboratory for Marine Biology and Biotechnology, 

Qingdao National Laboratory for Marine Science and Technology, China. 

(panjunmin@tsinghua.edu.cn) 

Dynein arms were preassembled in the cytoplasm, transported into cilia by intraflagellar transport, 

and docked onto specific sites on the doublet microtubules. Assembly factors are needed to assist 

stability and preassembly of dynein arm subunits into a functional complex. Knockdown of 

C21orf59 in zebrafish and planaria induces loss of outer dynein arms. C21orf59 mutations cause 

primary cilia dyskinesia in human. However, whether C21orf59 functions in the motile cilia or in 

the cytoplasm is not clear. Furthermore, the molecular mechanism of C21orf59 is not known. Here, 

we show that Chlamydomonas homologue of C21orf59, FBB18, is a preassembly factor for both 

outer and inner dynein arms (ODAs and IDAs). Most cells of a null mutant of FBB18 exhibited 

no or very short flagella of 2-4 m long. ODAs and IDAs were partially or complete lost in the 

mutant cells shown by electron microscopy. This data is consistent with the immunoblotting results 

from the mutant flagellar samples, where outer arm dyneins DHC and DHC, and inner arm 

dyneins dynein b, c and d were not detected or greatly reduced. In the cytoplasm, these proteins 

were barely detectable. These data suggest that FBB18 is involved in preassembly and stability of 

the dynein arms in the cytoplasm. Deletion of the N-terminal coiled-coil domain or the C-terminal 

sequence that contains a DUF2870 domain generated similar phenotype as the null mutants. 

Interestingly, deletion of the C-terminal 252-277 amino acids that mimics a truncation mutation in 

a human patient restored the flagellar length but not motility. Compared to DHC, dynein c and e, 

DHC and dynein b were lost in the flagella as well as in the cell body. DHC, dynein b and c 

were co-immunoprecipitated with FBB18. These data suggest that FBB18 forms a large complex 

with subunits of dynein arm and involved in stability and preassembly of the dynein arms (We 

thank Dr. David Mitchell for discussion and providing stains and plasmid, and Dr. Toshiki Yagi 

for providing antibodies). 

 

Determining the Protein Organization of the Chloroplast with a High-throughput 

Fluorescence Protein Tagging Strategy in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P108) 

Lianyong Wang1, Kelly A. Van Baalen1, Yihua Xie1, Michael Hill-Oliver1, Brianna Romer1, 

Moritz Meyer1, Weronika Patena1, Martin C. Jonikas1 
1 Department of Molecular Biology, Princeton University, Princeton, USA 

(lianyong@princeton.edu) 

Chloroplasts are indispensable to eukaryotic photosynthetic organisms. A number of cellular 

processes take place in the chloroplast, including photosynthesis, amino acid synthesis, lipid 
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metabolism, and immune response of higher plants. The contemporary chloroplast is composed of 

approximately 3,000 proteins encoded from nuclear genome and 88 proteins encoded by its own 

genome. Although the protein organization of chloroplast has been investigated by bioinformatics 

and proteomics approaches, 60% of chloroplast-localized proteins remain to be identified 

experimentally and the protein interaction networks of chloroplast remain largely unknown. Our 

lab previously established a high-throughput strategy to determine the localization of 135 proteins 

and their physical interactors using the pipeline combining fluorescence tagging and affinity 

purification-mass spectrometry (Mackinder et al., 2017). In this study, we applied the pipeline to 

determine the localization and the interaction of predicted chloroplast proteins. So far, we have 

successfully amplified 1,516 of 3,290 nuclear genes encoding predicted chloroplast proteins by 

PredAlgo, a special predictor for Chlamydomonas protein localization based on the N-terminal 

amino acid sequence. Of them, 332 genes have been cloned into a backbone which has a 

constitutive promoter of PSAD to drive the expression of each target gene, a Venus fluorescence 

tag for tracking the protein localization, and a FLAG tag for the affinity purification of protein 

complex. After transforming these constructs back to Chlamydomonas, the localization of 51 

fluorescently tagged proteins was individually determined by confocal microscope. We are now 

analyzing the localization of the rest of the proteins. This research will provide an overview of 

proteins operating in the chloroplast pathways and the entire interactome of chloroplast proteins. 

Mackinder, L. C.M., Chen, C., Leib, R. D., Patena, W., Blum, S. R., Rodman, M., Ramundo, S., 

Adams, C. M., and Jonikas, M. C.. A spatial interactome reveals the protein organization of the 

algal CO2-concentrating mechanism. Cell 171, 133-147 (2017). 

 

A Histone Demethylase Modulates Carbon Metabolism in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

(Poster P109) 

Hehong Wei1, Fang Bai1, Yaping Kou1, Jin Liu1,* 
1Laboratory for Algae Biotechnology & Innovation, College of Engineering, Peking University, 

Beijing, China. (gjinliu@pku.edu.cn) 

Histone methylation homeostasis, controlled by histone methyltransferases and demethylases, 

plays vital roles in chromatin function and biological regulation in eukaryotic cells. Histone 

demethylases have been well-studied in animals and higher plants, but still remain largely 

unknown in algae. In the present study, we identified and characterized a Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii mutant defective in a histone demethylase (CrHDM1) gene. CrHDM1 mutation led to 

severe clumping of the algal cells, which was likely due to the formation of substantial 

polysaccharide-like substances on the cell surface, as revealed by scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) analysis. Interestingly, nitrogen-depleted condition relieved the clumping phenotype of the 

mutant. Biochemical profiles demonstrated that the total carbohydrates including starch were 

promoted by CrHDM1 mutation at the expense of protein and lipids. These phenotypes were 

restored by the complementation of the mutant with CrHDM1 gene. Moreover, comparative 

transcriptomics of hdm1 mutant and its parent strain identified gene regulatory network of 

CrHDM1 in carbon metabolism. ChIP-seq and Co-IP are currently underway with an aim to 

unravel the targeted genes and interacting proteins of CrHDM1.  

 

Investigating the Effect of Target of Rapamycin Kinase Inhibition on the Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii Phosphoproteome: From Known Homologs to New Targets (Poster P110) 

Emily G Werth1; Evan W McConnell1; Inmaculada Couso2; Megan M. Ford1; Zoee Perrine2; 

Jose Luis Crespo3; James Umen2; Leslie M. Hicks1 
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1Chemistry Dept, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, USA; 2Donald Danforth Plant 

Science Center, USA; 3Instituto de Bioquímica Vegetal y Fotosíntesis, Consejo Superior de 

Investigaciones Científicas (CSIC), Universidad da Sevilla, Spain (megan.ford@unc.edu) 

Target of Rapamycin (TOR) kinase is a conserved regulator of cell growth whose activity is 

modulated in response to nutrients, energy and stress. Key proteins involved in the TOR complex 

1 (TORC1) are conserved in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, but the substrates of TOR kinase and 

downstream signaling network have not been elucidated. Here we used quantitative 

phosphoproteomics to investigate the effects of inhibiting Chlamydomonas TOR kinase on 

dynamic protein phosphorylation. Wild-type and AZD-insensitive Chlamydomonas strains were 

treated with TOR-specific chemical inhibitors (rapamycin, AZD8055 and Torin1), after which 

differentially affected phosphosites were identified. Our quantitative phosphoproteomic dataset 

comprised 2,547 unique phosphosites from 1,432 different proteins. Label-free quantitative 

phosphoproteomics was used to compare normalized abundance values of control samples versus 

samples treated with each of the chemical inhibitors using an area under the curve (AUC) MS1 

intensity-based quantitation method. Inhibition of TOR kinase caused significant quantitative 

changes in phosphorylation at 258 phosphosites from 219 unique phosphopeptides, among which 

were phosphosites on proteins involved in translation, including RNA binding protein LARP1, 

which showed a rapid >10-fold decrease in phosphorylation upon TOR kinase inhibition. Ten 

differentially affected phosphosites were from proteins whose homologs in other species are part 

of the TOR kinase signaling pathway, including Chlamydomonas RPS6 whose C-terminal 

phosphorylation decrease upon TOR inhibition. Based on the phosphoproteomic findings 

suggesting TOR regulation of lycopene beta/epsilon cyclase regulation, follow up experiments 

were conducted that show that carotenoid levels were affected by TORC1 inhibition. This is the 

first evidence that carotenoid production is under TOR control. 

 

Potential Use of Isobutyl-Cyanoacrylate Nanoparticles for Inducing Rapid Cell Wall 

Disruption in Chlorella vulgaris (Poster P111) 

Dwiyantari Widyaningrum1, Daisuke Iida2, and Takeshi Ohama1  
1School of environmental science and engineering, Kochi University of Technology, Japan; 
2Chikami Miltec Inc., Kochi, Japan. (dwiyantari@kochi-tech.ac.jp) 

Microalgae is a potential biofuel feedstock due to their simple structure, fast growth rate, and 

accumulation of a large amount of lipids and carbohydrates. Cell wall disruption is one of the 

essential steps in biorefinery because most of the algal cells have a multi-layered rigid cell wall. 

The development of an alternative method of cell wall disruption is necessary for the efficient 

extraction of oil, carbohydrate, or metabolite from microalgae. We found that the cells of 

unicellular green algae, Chlorella vulgaris, were rapidly converted to protoplasts or spheroplasts 

(protoplast/spheroplast) by exposure to isobutyl-cyanoacrylate nanoparticles (hereafter, IBC-NPs). 

The number of protoplasts/spheroplasts was determined by counting the number of the red cell 

after staining the cells with Fluorescent Brightener28, a specific fluorescent dye for cellulose and 

chitin. The ratio of protoplasts/spheroplasts reached 60% after 4 h exposure of 25-nm of IBC-NPs 

at the final mass concentration 1 g • L-1. The smaller-sized IBC-NP (25 nm) showed a higher 

potency than IBC-NP (180 nm) or IBC-NP (350 nm) did at the same given mass concentration (g • 

L-1).  The direct evidence of the partial disruption on Chlorella cell wall was confirmed by 

Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) observation. The generation of protoplasts/spheroplasts 

was most likely induced by the cell-wall hydrolytic enzymes that were secreted from the treated 

cells. Random collisions of IBC-NPs with the cells, which was observed with a dark-field 
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observation system, seemed to stimulate the secretion of cell-wall hydrolytic enzyme(s). Moreover, 

there is no generation of protoplasts/spheroplasts in the Chlorella cells that were exposed to ZnO 

and TiO2 nanoparticles. This result is suggesting that protoplasts/spheroplasts induction is the 

material dependent phenomenon. Therefore, exposure to IBC-NP can be used as the new method 

to efficiently disrupt the cell wall of Chlorella vulgaris, possibly also for other microalgae species. 

 

Charting the Native Molecular Landscape of Chlamydomonas Thylakoid Membranes 

(Poster P112) 

Wojciech Wietrzynski1, Miroslava Schaffer1, Sahradha Albert1, Dimitry Tegunov2, Jürgen M. 

Plitzko1, Wolfgang Baumeister1, Benjamin D. Engel1 
1Department of Molecular and Structural Biology, Max Planck Institute of Biochemistry, 

Martinsried, Germany; 2Department of Molecular Biology, Max Planck Institute of Biophysical 

Chemistry; Göttingen, Germany. (wietrzynski@biochem.mpg.de)  

Thylakoids are the membrane platforms for the protein complexes of the photosynthetic electron 

transport chain. Their higher order architecture and molecular organization has a significant 

influence on photosynthetic activity. To date, our understanding of thylakoid membrane 

ultrastructure is mostly based on classical electron microscopy (EM) of plastic-embedded cells, 

freeze-fracture of broken cells and atomic force microscopy (AFM) of isolated thylakoids. While 

these methods have provided a wealth of information about thylakoid architecture and molecular 

composition, they suffer from sample preparation artifacts resulting from cell fixation or disruption. 

Recent developments in focused ion beam (FIB) milling and Volta phase plate (VPP)-enabled 

cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET) allow the imaging of membrane proteins within their native 

cellular environment. In this work, we used cryo-ET to image the three-dimensional ultrastructure 

of Chlamydomonas reinhardii thylakoids in situ. We analyzed the molecular organization of the 

thylakoids with “membranograms”, which reveal membrane surface topology and allow the 

precise localization of proteins protruding from both the luminal and stromal sides of the lipid 

bilayer. We were able to distinguish all the major complexes of the photosynthetic electron 

transport chain (Photosystem II, Cytochrome b6f, Photosystem I, ATP synthase) and measure their 

relative distributions within single membranes and between adjacent membranes of the thylakoid 

stacks. Our results demonstrate the potential of in situ cryo-ET as a tool to complement traditional 

spectroscopic and biochemical methods, enabling direct visualization of the thylakoid landscape 

and how it reorganizes in response to environmental cues and stresses. 

 

Basal Bodies as Organizing Centers for Intraflagellar Transport (IFT) (Talk) 

Jenna L. Wingfield and Karl F. Lechtreck  

Department of Cellular Biology, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602 

Intraflagellar transport (IFT) trains are multimegadalton assemblies of 22 distinct IFT proteins and 

the IFT motors kinesin-2 and IFT dynein. IFT traffics flagellar precursors into the cilium likely 

explaining its critical role for ciliogenesis. Within cilia, IFT proteins are organized into well-

ordered particle strings (=trains). These trains emerge from structurally ill-defined pools of IFT 

proteins surrounding each of the two flagella-bearing basal bodies but the process of IFT train 

assembly remains largely uncharacterized. To study how trains assemble, we employed 

fluorescence protein-tagged versions of eight distinct IFT proteins in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 

We determined that the IFT-A and motor proteins are recruited from the large cell body pool to the 

basal bodies, assembled into trains, travel once through the cilium, and disperse back into the cell 

body upon return. In contrast to this ‘open’ system, IFT-B proteins returning from the flagellum 
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by retrograde IFT reenter the basal body-associated IFT pool; a portion of these proteins is reused 

directly in subsequent anterograde trains indicating a ‘semi-open’ system for the IFT-B 

subcomplex. To gain insights into the process of train assembly, we used fluorescence recovery 

after photobleaching (FRAP) to bleach one of the basal body pools using the second as a control. 

After photobleaching of the basal body-associated pool, the traffic of fluorescent IFT trains into 

the attached flagellum is interrupted indicating that the bleached proteins exit the pool via IFT. The 

length of this interruption and the time required for signal recovery of the basal body pool provide 

a measurement for the time an IFT protein requires to transit through the pool from recruitment to 

the flagellar base to release into the cilium. Interestingly, the recovery times varied between the 

different IFT sub-complexes and motors from ~2.5 s for kinesin-2 to ~9 s for IFT-A proteins. This 

suggests that IFT train assembly commences with the recruitment of IFT-A complexes to the 

flagellar base, followed by the association of IFT-B2, then IFT-B1, and finally the kinesin-2 motor. 

Tubulin, the main structural protein of cilia, was loaded onto the trains briefly before departure. 

We conclude that the pool consists of IFT trains in multiple stages of assembly queuing for 

successive release into the cilium. Wingfield et al. (2017) eLIFE 26609. 

 

Uncovering Novel and Conserved Features of Plastoglobules in Green Algae (Poster P112A) 

Tyler M Wittkopp and Joseph P Noel 

The Salk Institute for Biological Studies, USA (twittkopp@salk.edu) 

Plastoglobules (PGs) are lipoprotein structures intimately associated with thylakoid membranes in 

chloroplasts. They are surrounded by a lipid monolayer and are formed by blistering of the outer 

leaflet of the thylakoid membrane (Austin et al., 2006). PGs were long regarded as passive lipid 

reservoirs, but recent proteomic work has revealed the presence of structural proteins and a small 

subset of enzymes (Lundquist et al., 2012). Furthermore, PGs change in both size and abundance 

in response to different growth conditions, suggesting an active role in chloroplast metabolism and 

stress response. PGs have been identified in most plastid-containing organisms but have been 

primarily studied in higher plants. As such, almost nothing is known about the conserved and novel 

features of PGs in green algae. Due to its single-celled nature and well-established molecular and 

genetic toolkits, Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is an excellent model organism for raising and 

addressing new questions about PGs. We have successfully tagged the first candidate PG protein 

in Chlamydomonas and are working to better understand PG dynamics using fluorescence protein 

subcellular localization. We anticipate that this engineered strain will be useful for future genetic 

screens and protein-protein interaction studies to not only identify new PG components, but to 

better understand the functions of these intriguing structures. Additionally, we provide preliminary 

evidence suggestive of a novel role for PGs in starch metabolism. 

Austin, J.R., Frost, E., Vidi, P.-A., Kessler, F., and Staehelin, L.A. Plastoglobules are lipoprotein 

subcompartments of the chloroplast that are permanently coupled to thylakoid membranes and 

contain biosynthetic enzymes. Plant Cell 18, 1693-1703 (2006). 

Lundquist, P.K., Poliakov, A., Bhuiyan, N.H., Zyvailov, B., Sun, Q., and van Wijk, K.J. The 

functional network of the Arabidopsis plastoglobule proteome based on quantitative proteomics 

and genome-wide coexpression analysis. Plant Physiol 158, 1172-1192 (2012). 

 

Production of Double-Stranded RNA in Chloroplast of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii for Feed-

Delivered Suppression of White Spot Syndrome Virus (WSSV) in Shrimps. (Poster P113)  

Nichakorn Worakajit1*, Patai Charoonnart2, 3, Metha Meetam1 and Vanvimon Saksmerprome2, 3 
1Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, Mahidol University, Bangkok 10400 
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2National Center for Genetic Engineering and Biotechnology (BIOTEC), Pathum Thani 12120 
3Center for Shrimp Molecular Biology and Biotechnology (Centex Shrimp), Mahidol University, 

Bangkok 10400. (Nichakorn.wor@gmail.com) 

White Spot Syndrome virus (WSSV) is a major cause of shrimp mortalities leading to large-scale 

economic losses in the aquaculture industry. Double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) with homology to 

viral gene sequences have been produced using bacterial hosts and, when fed to shrimps, were 

shown to initiate post-transcriptional silencing of the targeted viral genes and protect the shrimps 

from viral infection. To avoid the use of bacterial hosts which may provoke environmental and 

food safety concerns, this study aimed to test the feasibility of producing dsRNA specific to the 

VP28 gene encoding a structural protein of WSSV in the chloroplast of microalga Chlamydomonas 

reinhardtii. A partial coding sequence, 182 bp, of the VP28 gene was inserted in-between two 

convergent T7 promoters, which resulted in production of both sense and anti-sense transcripts of 

the gene sequence. To prove functionality of the convergent promoters, the dsRNA production was 

first tested in Escherichia coli (DE3). The dsRNA yield, after DNase and RNase A treatment to 

remove DNA and single-stranded RNA, respectively, was approximately 11.7 ± 1.9 µg/mL 

bacterial culture. The chloroplast-expression vector was successfully constructed by transferring 

the VP28 gene sequence to the pSRSapI plasmid containing two convergent PsaA promoters. Glass 

bead-mediated transformation into microalgal cells had been attempted 6 trials using 5-8 µg of the 

obtained plasmid and Tris-acetate-phosphate culture of C. reinhardtii strain TN72, which 

originally lacked photosynthesis capability due to a deletion of the PsbH gene. Selection of the 

transformants was performed under a photoautotrophic condition, due to the restoration of the 

photosynthesis activity as a result of the PsbH gene present on the expression plasmid, in Sueoka's 

High Salt medium. However, no transformant has yet been obtained. The reasons might me cause 

of the exogenous DNA from expression vector wasn’t introduced into the microalgae cells or 

unsuitable incubation condition of the transformant. Therefore, the optimization of chloroplast 

transformation process is needed to improve the transformation efficiency. Further study is 

required to confirm and quantify of dsRNA yield after getting desired transformant. 

 

Increasing Photosynthetic H2 Production By In vivo Expression of Re-engineered 

Ferredoxin-Hydrogenase Fusion Protein in the Green Alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii 

(Poster P114) 

Dake Xiong1, Ben Hankamer1, Ian Ross1 
1Institute for Molecular Bioscience, the University of Queensland, Brisbane, QLD, AUS. 

(d.xiong@imb.uq.edu.au) 

The most urgent challenge of our time is to replace the depleting resources of fossil fuels by 

sustainable environmentally friendly alternatives. Hydrogen is a promising CO2-neutral fuel for a 

more sustainable future especially when produced photo-biologically. Hydrogen can be 

photosynthetically produced in unicellular green alga like Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, catalysed 

by the inducible highly active and bidirectional [FeFe]-hydrogenase enzymes (HydA). However, 

evolutionary and physiological constraints severely restrict the hydrogen yield of algae for 

industrial scale-up, mainly due to its competition among other metabolic pathways on 

photosynthetic electrons. Among them, a major challenge to be resolved is the inferior 

competitiveness of hydrogen production (catalysed by HydA) with NADPH production (catalysed 

by ferredoxin-NADP+-reductase (FNR)), which is essential for cell growth and takes up ~95% of 

photosynthetic electrons. In this work, the in vivo hydrogen production efficiency of mutants with 

ferredoxin-hydrogenase (Fd*-HydA1*) fusion protein construct, where the electron donor 
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ferredoxin (Fd*) is fused to HydA1* and expressed in the model organism C. reinhardtii was 

investigated. Once Fd*-HydA1* fusion gene is expressed in algal cells, the fusion enzyme is able 

to draw the redistributed photosynthetic electrons and use them for efficient hydrogen production. 

From preliminary data, mutants with Fd*-HydA1* transgene showed a ~2-fold increase in the 

photosynthetic hydrogen production rate compared with its parental strain, which only possesses 

the native HydA in vivo. Therefore, a solid method of having more efficient hydrogen production 

in microalgae can be achieved through the expression of the synthetic enzymes. 

Identification of Genetic Factors that Regulate Photosynthesis in Response to Organic 

Carbon Availability in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P115) 

Yuan Xiong1, Jenny Lee1, Thamali Kariyawasam1, Jae-Hyeok Lee1 

1 Department of Botany, University of British Columbia, Canada. (yuanxiongbear@gmail.com) 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a facultative phototroph that can also utilize external acetate for 

growth. Between the phototrophic and mixotrophic conditions, major differences in metabolism 

and gene expression have been reported, indicating two physiological states. To investigate the 

mechanisms controlling the two alternative states, we focus on the recycling of photosynthetic 

complex under severe stress such as N-starvation and Iron-limitation, where the recycling is 

triggered by available organic carbon sources. We isolated two groups of insertional mutants 

showing defects in N-starvation-induced Cytochrome b6f degradation: the first displaying broad 

insensitivity to N-starvation and the second showing specific defect in Cytochrome b6f degradation. 

The second group impairs in mixotrophy-dependent photosystem-II degradation under Iron-

limitation, suggesting insensitivity to exogenous acetate. The two groups of mutants, therefore, 

represent separate signal transduction pathways regulating photosynthesis in response to N-

starvation or upon mixotrophy. By comparing our mixotrophy mutants and acetate-metabolic 

mutants, we currently investigate how the cells sense exogenous acetate and establish the 

mixotrophic state. 

 

CO2-dependent Relocation of Calcium-binding Protein CAS and LCIB Essential for 

Carbon-concentrating Mechanism in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster P116) 

Takashi Yamano, Chihana Toyokawa, Toshiki Matsuoka, Hideya Fukuzawa 

Graduate School of Biostudies, Kyoto University, Kyoto 606-8502, Japan. (fukuzawa@lif.kyoto-

u.ac.jp) 

Microalgae induce CO2-concentrating mechanism (CCM) associated with active inorganic carbon 

transport to maintain photosynthetic affinity against dissolved inorganic carbon in limiting-CO2 

(LC) conditions. In Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, several proteins associated with pyrenoid, which 

is thylakoid membrane-containing RubisCO-enriched protein complex, have been reported to be 

essential to support CCM. A Ca2+-binding protein CAS was identified as a thylakoid membrane-

associated factor regulating the expression of bicarbonate transporters, LCIA and HLA3. In this 

study, high-resolution fluorescence images of CAS and LCIB fused with a Chlamydomonas-

adapted fluorescence protein, Clover, respectively, were collected to clarify detailed localization 

in the chloroplast. In high-CO2 (5% v/v) conditions, fluorescence signals of CAS-Clover and 

LCIB-Clover displayed a mesh-like structure in the chloroplast and part of the signals 

discontinuously overlapped with chlorophyll autofluorescence. The fluorescence signals of CAS-

Clover were detected at the center of the pyrenoid in LC-condition as well as in the eye spot. In 

contrast, signals of LCIB-Clover gathered outside the pyrenoid as a ring-like structure in LC 

conditions. These results suggest that CAS and LCIB change their locations in the chloroplast 
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along the thylakoid membrane and through stroma, respectively, in response to lowering CO2. By 

analyzing mutants showing aberrant localization mutants would give a tool to understand how cell 

acclimate to LC stress conditions. 

Yamano T., Toyokawa C., Fukuzawa H. High-resolution suborganellar localization of Ca2+-

binding protein CAS, a novel regulator of CO2-concentrating mechanism. Protoplasma in press 

on line (2018).  

Wang L. et al. (2016) Chloroplast-mediated regulation of CO2-concentrating mechanism by Ca2+-

binding protein CAS in the green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA113: 

12586–12591. 
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Posewitz3, Arthur R. Grossman2 

1Photosynthesis Research Center, Key Laboratory of Photobiology, Institute of Botany, Chinese 

Academy of Sciences, Beijing 100093, China (wqyang@ibcas.ac.cn); 2Department of Plant 

Biology, Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA 94305, USA; 3Department of Chemistry 

and Geochemistry, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO 80401, USA;  
*Corresponding Author: Wenqiang Yang, Tel: 86-10-62836945 

Half of the life of photosynthetic organisms is in the dark; dark metabolism (heterotrophic and 

hypoxic conditions) is critical and necessary for photosynthetic organisms to resume 

photosynthesis once they receive light again. Metabolism of fixed carbon in the dark by many 

photosynthetic heterotrophs can maintain the synthesis of cellular building blocks, generate 

chemical bond energy, re-oxidize NADH to NAD+, store specific metabolites for future use, and 

maintain carbon fluxes and cellular redox, all of which are required for cell growth. The overall 

carbon budget of photosynthetic cells requires an understanding of the metabolic features that 

accompany the transition of cells between light and dark conditions, including the use of specific 

electron carriers, such as ferredoxins, that are tailored to function in either the light or dark.  

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is a unicellular, soil-dwelling (and aquatic) green alga that has 

significant metabolic flexibility for balancing redox equivalents and generating ATP when it 

experiences hypoxic/anoxic conditions, in the dark or light. The diversity of pathways available to 

ferment sugars under low oxygen conditions is often revealed in mutants in which the activities of 

specific branches of fermentative metabolism have been eliminated; compensatory pathways 

having little activity in the parental strains under standard laboratory fermentative conditions often 

become active in the mutants. The ways in which these pathways are regulated and integrated are 

little explored. We use Chlamydomonas as a model to study dark metabolism under oxic and 

anoxic/hypoxic (fermentation) conditions, as well as fermentative processes in the light. These 

studies will not only advance our understanding of dark metabolism, but also of photosynthetic 

metabolism in the light under fermentation conditions and provide clues into the ways in which 

genetic alterations in metabolic processes may be used to improve photosynthetic 

processes/efficiency. 

Key word: Photosynthesis, dark metabolism, redox, anoxia, fermentation, Chlamydomonas 
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Identifying Genome-Wide Regulators of Heat Responses in Chlamydomonas Using High-

throughput and Quantitative Pooled Screens (Talk) 

Ru Zhang1, William McHargue2, Ningning Zhang3, James Eckhardt4, Erin Mattoon5 
1,2,3,4,5Donald Danforth Plant Science Center, 975 North Warson Road, St. Louis, MO, USA 

(rzhang@danforthcenter.org) 

Heat stress jeopardizes plant growth, reduces crop yields, and hinders biofuel production. This 

problem will only exacerbate as global warming progresses. Despite this, the mechanisms 

employed by photosynthetic cells to sense and regulate heat responses remain poorly understood. 

To engineer heat-tolerant crops and algae for food and biofuel, a thorough understanding of how 

plant cells perceive and respond to heat stress is required. The eukaryotic, unicellular green alga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii is an excellent model organism to study many important cellular 

processes, e.g. photosynthesis, cell cycle, abiotic stresses and others. Chlamydomonas has several 

prominent advantages to study heat sensing and regulation in photosynthetic cells, e.g. haploid 

genome, fast growth, simpler gene families, and homogenous heat treatment. A genome-saturating, 

mapped, indexed mutant library of Chlamydomonas has recently be generated, enabling both 

reverse and forward genetic screens. Besides the mapped insertion site, each mutant has a unique 

DNA barcode inserted in the genome, allowing for high-throughput and quantitative tracking of 

growth rates of individual mutants in pooled cultures. We employed the genome-saturating algal 

mutant library and the quantitative phenotyping tool to screen for Chlamydomonas mutants with 

altered sensitivities to various heat treatments by varying the levels of temperature, carbon, and 

stress duration. Through this genome-wide screen, a list of genes with potential roles in algal heat 

responses was generated. We are using the gene list to identify novel regulators that are important 

for heat sensing and regulation in photosynthetic cells. We are further investigating some selective 

heat-sensitive mutants identified in the screens to elucidate function of the disrupted genes. This 

study will help us understand functional genomics and cellular mechanisms that govern heat 

sensing and responses in Chlamydomonas. It will provide information to engineer thermotolerant 

algal strains for biofuel production. In addition, the information gained in Chlamydomonas can be 

transformed into land plants to improve crop thermotolerance. 

 

Acquired Thermotolerance and Heat Stress Memory in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Poster 
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Frequent and recurring high temperature jeopardizes plant growth and reduces agricultural yields. 

Plants have evolved different mechanisms to mitigate adverse effects of frequent high temperatures. 

One mechanism plants employ to cope with lethal high temperatures is through sub-lethal 

temperatures priming, which is termed as acquired thermotolerance. The maintenance of acquired 

thermotolerance, sometimes lasting for several days, is referred as heat stress memory. The 

molecular basis and evolution of theromotolerance acquisition/memory have been studied in 

Arabidopsis and rice, however, the mechanisms of action and genes involved remain largely 

unknown. Chlamydomonas reinhardtii, the unicellular eukaryotic green alga, is a powerful model 

organism for dissecting cellular mechanisms involved in heat stress response. We investigated the 

acquired thermotolerance and heat stress memory of C. reinhardtii in photobioreactors with 

precisely controlled conditions (temperature, light, cell density and nutrients). Our results 

indicated that C. reinhardtii could develop acquired thermotolerance after priming at 35 °C for 

90mins. In addition, we employed a genome-saturating, indexed mutant library of 

Chlamydomonas to identify genes involved in heat responses and identified a putative transcription 

factor with potential roles in heat stress memory. Its best Arabidopsis homologous gene has been 

reported to be involved in heat stress memory. We are investigating the function of this gene in C. 

reinhardtii. This study demonstrated that algae could develop acquired thermotolerance and heat 

stress memory. This will pave the way for us to further understand the molecular basis and 

mechanism of acquired thermotolerance and heat stress memory in C. reinhardtii. The information 

gained in C. reinhardtii can be extended to other photosynthetic organisms, especially economic 

crops.  

Ohama, N., Sato, H., Shinozaki, K., and Yamaguchi-Shinozaki, K. Transcriptional regulatory 

network of plant heat stress response. Trends Plant Sci 22 (1), 53-65 (2017).  
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Chaperonin, one of the most important chaperone families, is a large cylindrical structure that 

allow a non-native protein to fold in a nano-cage. Plastidic chaperonin, consisting of mutiple 

subunits, mediates the folding of highly abundant protein Rubisco with assistance of co-

chaperonins. In Chlamydomonas, CPN11, CPN20, CPN23 and three CPN60 subunits have been 

co-isolated from chloroplast stroma in co-immunoprecipitation assay with anti-CPN20 serum. The 

chaperonin system carried all Chlamydomonas chloroplast chaperonin and co-chaperonin genes 

was the only one which had the ability to rescue MGM100 in both physiological and heat stress 

conditions. To study the subunits arrangement and structure of chloroplast chaperonin in vivo, we 

directly purified CPN60αβ1β2 from wild type Chlamydomonas and the stoichiometry of 

CPN60α/β1/β2 subunit was calculated to the ratio of ~6:2:6 by label free quantitative mass 

spectrometry. We employed cryo-elecron microscopy to determine the structures of 

Chlamydomonas chloroplast chaperonin system in two conformational states without imposing 

any symmetry during the reconstruction procedure: structure of endogenous CPN60αβ1β2-ADP 

at 4.06 Å resolution and functional chloroplast chaperonin complex CPN112023-CPN60αβ1β2-

ADP at 3.82 Å resolution. Structural data surprisingly revealed that the hetero-oligomeric 

chloroplast chaperonin system is nearly identical to their simplified homo-oligomeric counterpart 

GroES/GroEL in terms of overall structure, main chain direction, cavity size and conformational 

change. The structure of chloroplast co-chaperonin CPN112023 showed seven GroES-like 

structures which verified the former assumption that chloroplast co-chaperonin overcome the 

symmetry mismatch problem through hetero-oligomierization. Further surface electrostatic 

potential analysis of the Cpn60α, Cpn60β1 and Cpn60β2 atomic models assisted by electron 

microscopy and homology modeling suggested that although the three-dimensional structures are 

extremely conserved, the surface electrostatic potential have obvious distribution differences. The 

function differentiation of different subunit may be defined by the chemical properties of certain 

side chain amino acids. 

 

Calredoxin is Important for Fine-tuning of Photosynthesis and Acclimation to Low CO2 
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Calredoxin (CRX), a thioredoxin with Ca2+-dependent activity, modulates the redox network in 

the chloroplast stroma of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. In the presence of Ca2+, CRX reduces 

peroxiredoxin 1 (PRX1), donating electrons for H2O2 detoxification in vitro (Hochmal et al. 2016). 

To investigate conformational changes of CRX due to Ca2+-binding, which occurs via four EF-

hands as shown by crystallography and Microscale Thermophoresis (Hochmal et al. 2016), we 

used SAXS and NMR techniques. These analyses were flanked by site directed mutagenesis of 

each of the four EF-hands to explore the importance of the EF-hands for CRX-PRX1 interaction 
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and thereby H2O2 detoxification in vitro.  

To explore functions of CRX in vivo, quantitative proteomics were applied. Analyses of a CRX 

insertional mutant (IMcrx) in comparison to WT and an IMcrx strain with about 30-40% restored 

CRX expression (IMcompl2) revealed major changes in abundance especially of proteins involved 

in redox regulation and carbon concentrating mechanism (CCM). By using real-time PCR, some 

changes could be attributed to differential gene expression whereas others seem to be de-regulated 

rather at the post-transcriptional level. Interestingly, a group of voltage gated chloride channels 

(Vccns, Herdean et al. 2016) was down regulated in IMcrx, which is in accordance with an altered 

partitioning of the proton motive force across the thylakoid membrane and an increased 

conductivity of the ATP synthase in IMcrx. Moreover, O2 evolution as well as CO2 uptake was 

decreased in IMcrx as compared to WT (and IMcompl2), which is in line with a decreased activity of 

Calvin-cycle enzymes as evidenced by decreased levels of thioredoxin f (TRXf) in IMcrx. These 

data suggest an even broader role of CRX in addition to its involvement in ROS detoxification via 

peroxiredoxins (Hochmal et al. 2016). Thus, CRX function, possibly via redox and/or Ca2+ 

signaling, is required for regulation of central carbon metabolism of C. reinhardtii. 

Herdean, A., Teardo, E., Nilsson, A. K., Pfeil, B. E., Johansson, O. N., Ünnep, R., Nagy, G., Zsiros, 
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chloride channel fine-tunes photosynthesis in plants. Nat Commun. 7:11654 (2016). 
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Schulze, S., Liu, G., Scholz, M., Nordhues, A., Offenborn, J. N., Petroutsos, D., Finazzi, G., 

Fufezan, C., Huang, K., Kurisu, G., and Hippler, M. Calredoxin represents a novel type of calcium-

dependent sensor-responder connected to redox regulation in the chloroplast. Nat Commun 

7:11847 (2016). 

 

 

 


